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NEW OFFICE BUILDING — Work is progressing on the new Owens-Compton Office Building on the site of the old
Houston-McDevitt Clinic. Most of the steel is now completed on the budding and block laying is under way.
Owners of the building, Kenneth Owens and Steve Compton,said that they hope to be able to occupy the building
by late July. The Clink Pharmacy, PSR, and Dr. Clegg Austin and his partner will have offices on the first floor.
Staff Photo By Matt Sanders

Report On Profits Heats Up
Fiery Inflation Fight Debate
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
The increase in both before-tax and
goviarnment's report that business
after-tax profits was the largest since
profits increased a whopping 26.4
1950.
percent last year is heating the already 'A Commerce Department analyst
fiery debate over the effectiveness of
said profit breakdowns for individual
the nation's efforts to stern inflation.
industries would not be ready before
"We will take steps to deal with it,''
next montlr.-•-promised President Carter's principal
The announcement came as the
assistant, Hamilton Jordan.
Carter administration is working hard
"Profits data cannot be used as a
to get labor to continue to comply with
scapegoat for bad government policies
its voluntary guidelines calling for a
that are causing inflation," countered
limit of 7 percent On wage increases
Chamber of Commerce economist Jack
despite this year's double-digit inflation
Carlson.
rate.
AFL-CIO President George Meany,
Reaction was swift.
one of the harshest critics of the
Alfred Kahn, the president's chief
president's anti-inflation program, was
inflation fighter, said in a statement:
expected to give his views today on the
"At a time when we are asking all
profits report.
segments of society to exercise
The focus of the debate is the Comrestraint, and have seen a real
merce Department's Tuesday andemonstration of restraint by labor, the
nouncement that beforetax profits
large increase announced...puts
during the fourth quarter of 1978 were
business on trial in the eyes of the
at an annual rate of $225.3 billion, a gain
American people."
of $19.9 billion over the third quarter
Presidential aide Jordan told a
and $47 billion or 26.4 percent over the
gathering at the National Press Club
final three months of 1977.
that "we think profits are inordinately
After-tax profits rose $26.3 billion
high." He promised the administration
against the previous fourth quarter, an
would "deal with it" but did not explain
Increase of 25.2 percent.
how.

Planners Hear Rezoning
Request At Tuesday Meet
A rezoning proposal by land
developer Dan Miller highlighted
proceedings at Tuesday night's regular
meeting of the Murray Planning
Commission, held in the Council Room
of Murray City Hall.
Miller requested that a vacant lot on
South 16th Street near the Murray Fire
Department Station No. 2 be rezoned
from partial R-2 and R-4 to all R-4. R-2
zones allow single-family dwellings
only while R-4 zones allow multiplefamily dwellings.
A public hearing will be called in
order vote on the request, according
to Ste e Zea, city planner.
Zea stated that letters will be sent to
all adjacent property owners explaining that a public hearing will be
held. The hearing cannot be held until
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partly cloudy
Partly cloudy tonight. Lows in
the upper 40s to low 50s. Showers
thunderstorms likely
and
Thursday. Highs in the upper 60s
to low 70s
Winds becoming easterly
tonight. Rain chances are 70
Percent Thursday
Kentucky's extended weather
outlook for Friday through
Sunday calls for a chance of rs4iis
Friday and partly cloudy and
col Saturday and Sunday.

Lyle E. Gramley, a member of the
president's. Council o_f Economic
Advisers, said in an interview he would
"use the word embarrassing to
describe it: embarrassing for the administration and embarrassing for the
business community."
The Chamber of Commerce argued in
response that government, not
business, is to blame for the economy's
'Nees.

"The acceleration in inflation has
been, and continues to be, federal
budgets too high for economic conditions, tardy monetary policy which
was adding to inflation last year instead
of fighting it, and federal government
cost-push inflationary policies, such as
increases in the federal minimum
wage, Social Security taxes and costly
regulations," the chamber's Carlson
said in a statement.

A major obstacle faced in proceeding
with the moving of the old L & N
Freight Depot from Railroad Avenue to
a site in the Murray-Calloway County
Park was cleared Tuesday at a meeting
of the park's board of directors.
The
park • directors
voted
unanimously in favor of an agreement
between the park board and MurrayCalloway County Community Theatre
Arts, Inc.,(MCCCTA) that will govern
the use of the facility once it is moved to
the park.
Control of the facility, which was sold
to the city by L & N for $1, has been
discussed at several meetings of both
the park board and MCCCTA. Plans for
the building provide for it to house a
park office as well as headquarters for
mcccrA,including an indoor area for
theatre productions.
The building also contains a large
open area which will be utilized by both
MCCCTA and the general public.
The agreement stipulates that the
park board will be responsible for the
area utilized by the park for office
space as well as the open area. MCCCTA will be responsible for its area.
Each agency will pay for its own
utilities.
It is not known when the company
contracted to move the depot will

proceed on the project.
Appeals For Funds
An appeal for additional funds to pay
umpires in this year's baseball and
softball associations was presented to
the board. Jerry "Red" Overbey,
representing the Murray Softball
Association, asked the board to
reconsider action that would rut the
amount alloted for umpires and
scorekeepers by some $4,000.
Board chairman Jean Blankenship
explained that the recommendation
from the board's finance committee
was based on the amount of funds
available. The board had requested
$38,000 from both the Murray City
Council and the Calloway County Fiscal
Court. The amount includes a $3,000
Increase in funding from each agency.
But the council elected to only increase
its share of the park funding to $36,000,
an increase of $1,000 over the previous
year.
Park director Gary Holman said he
anticipates that the fiscal court will
include the same amount in its budget
which will be adopted later this year.
Mrs. Blankenship explained to
Overbey and others involved with the
two associations that were present at
the meeting, that the council's finance
committee had snecifically indicated

payments to umpires and scorekeepers
in past years seemed to be too high.
The finance committee recommendation, presented by board
member Stan Key, distributes the
budget cuts on a ES percent, 40 percent
basis between the softball and baseball
associations. The $4,000 cut in funds
1,2,000 from the city and $2,000 from the
county) leaves the softball association
$2,400 short of its requested amount for
umpires and scorekeepers and the
baseball association $1,600 short of its
request.
Mrs. Blankenship pointed out that it
is the board's feeling that the park
directors should provide the facilities
for the public but that the various
organized activities should be selfsustaining.
"We do not provide the lifeguards for
the swim team or the instructors for the
Red
Cross
(Learn-To-Swim)
program," she said.
In a letter to the board, Overbey
based his plea that the funds be
restored on his estimates that the
leagues brought in some $101,000 to the
community last year.
"Our park is underfunded, conservatively speaking some $25,000 to
See PARK,
Page 14-A, Column 5

Israeli Parliament Moves Ahead
Tgward Ratification Peace Pact
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israel's
Parliament moved ahead today toward
final ratification of the peace treaty
with Egypt, and Prime Minister
Menachem Begin's latest rejection of a
Palestinian state and the return of East
Jerusalem to the Arabs was not expected to delay the signing of the pact
next week.
A large majority of the Knesset, the
Israeli Parliament, was expected to
approve the treaty at the conclusion of
its two-day debate tonight or early
Thursday. In Washington, House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill said
President Carter told him Begin,

the atmosphere" of the peace process.
But when asked if it might block the
treaty signing, he said: "No, I don't
think so."
Begin's declaration, reiterating a
stand endorsed by most Israelis, was
made to placate right-wing hawks
demanding assurances that the
autonomy promised by the treaty to the
Palestinians in the West Bank of the
Jordan River and the Gaza Strip would
not lead to Palestinian statehood or to
the weakening of Israel's military
presence in the territories it seized in
the 1967 war.
Left-wing hecklers frequently interrupted Begin's two-hour speech,
charging that the treaty ignores
Palestinian rights. But ratification was
assured when Shimon Peres, head of
the opposition Labor Party, declared
his 31 members would vote for the
treaty.

Egyptian President Anwar Saciat and
Carter would sign the treaty at 2 p.m.
Monday in the U.S. capital.
Begin opened the Knesset debate with
the vow that Israel would never permit
the division of Jerusalem again, would
never allow a Palestinian state to be
established west of the Jordan River
and would never return to the borders it
had before the 1967 Arab-Israeli war.
Egyptian Prime Minister Mustafa
Khalil, who provoked Begin's
statement by saying last week that the
peace agreement provided for the
eventual return of East Jerusalem to
the Arabs, said Begin's reply "spoils

Oil Industry Officials Testify
Serious Shortages Are Expected

senators the world oil crisis is real and
that oil companies are not profiteering
as a result of the Iranian situation.
Dolph testified that with Iranian
exports cut off completely for more
than two months, world oil production
at least 14 days after the letters have
so far this year has been some 6 percent
been post-marked, Zee added.
below demand.
The commission members voted to
Both officials painted a bleak picture
hold the hearing during their next
for gasoline supplies, claiming the
regularly scheduled meeting on April
crude oil being produced to help offset
17.
the loss of Iranian supplies is heavier,
On other items of the agenda, the
higher in sulfur and poorer in motor
Land Use Plan was discussed but no
gasoline quality than is Iranian oil.
motion was made to pass it.
Goodman testified that even before
A field representative from the
the Iranian shutdown, demand in the
department of Housing and Urban
non-communist world for light crude
Development had earlier reviewed the
oils suitable for gasoline had been far
community development report and
outstripping production. "And therein
had given his approval.
lie the seeds of the next real oil crisis: a
scarcity of light crude oils, resulting in
a scarcity of gasoline, aviation
fuel...and the inevitable spiraling
prices for all these commodities."
The hearing came a day after
•
President Carter told congressional
aking Tax-Paid vacations leaders he plans a major energy address to the nation March 29.
any abuses or conflicts of interest." He
By LEE BYRD
Harry F. Bergold Jr., assistant
added, "We'll be reviewing these
Associated Press Writer
energy secretary for international
cases" at a Senate hearing later in the
affairs, told the committee that CarWASHINGTON (AP) — From the
week.
ter's
energy speech would include
exhilarating sights of Paris to the
Although the report did not name
specific measures for dealing with the
relaxing surf of Hawaii, some
individuals, two committee sources
loss of Iranian oil.
Environmental Protection Agency
who asked not to be identified told The
U.S. officials have said the Iranian
officials have purified their own spirits
Associated Press it was Assistant
cutoff,
begun in December, deprived
while cleaning up on the taxpayers,
Administrator Stephen J. Gage who
Senate investigators said today.
"frequently" took his secretary, Susan
An Appropriations Committee staff
Hall, along on field trips, even though
report charged there were widespread
local EPA clerical help was available
abuses of business trips by EPA emat most destinations.
ployees, including an assistant adA review of the 7-month period from
ministrator who, investigators said,
December 1977 to June 1978 showed that
traveled repeatedly with his secretary.
Gage's secretary accompanied him on
Evaluation of both the elementary
The report said several cases were
eight trips at a cost of $2,900, and that
and high school staffs tops the agenda
found of EPA officials taking
all but one were to locations where the
for the Murray Independent Board of
unreported vacations, some abroad,
EPA maintains a local office, inEducation meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday,
while on government travel.
vestigators said.
March 22 The meeting will be held at
The panel's investigators also
Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis., said
the board office building.
criticized the agency for holding top
the report shows the EPA has "a very
Mrs. Mary Ryan, elementary school
management "retreats" at far-flung
lax system of internal controls.
principal,
and Roy Weatherly, high
locations, and said a spot check showed
Undoubtedly, tax money is being
many officials had failed to file
school principal, will give the
wasted, and there is a very real
evaluations to the board. Personnel
financial disclosure statements as
potential Tor serious misbehavior."
recorntoendations- mill also receive
required by foui laws
Proxmire Said his subcommittee on.
board members' attention.
independent agencies would question
EPA spokesman Marlin Fitzwater
School board meetings are open to the
EPA leaders Thursday about the
said,"Although these incidents appear
public.
to be limited, we are concerned about
alleged abuses
1
WASHINGTON (AP) — Resumption
of oil exports from Iran does not signal
an end to the current energy crisis, oil
industry officials told Congress today.
And they said consumers should
brace themselves for serious shortages
of gasoline and increased fuel prices.
Officials of Exxon International and
Gulf Oil Corp. told the Senate Energy
Committee that although resumed
production from Iran has restored
some balance to world crude oil
markets, shortages of certain fuels,
especially gasoline and heating oil, will
be inevitable without immediate major
steps to conserve energy.
Herbert I. Goodman, president of
Gulf's trading and transportation
subsidiary, and Robert N. Dolph,
president of Exxon International, told

EPA Officials Reported
T

New Police Chief
May Be Hired At
City Council Meet

world markets of roughly 2.5 million
barrels of oil daily — of which the net
U.S. shortage has run at about 500,000
barrels a day.
Energy officials have claimed
recently that this could rise to about
800,000 or even 900,000 barrels before
long, despite some restoration of
Iranian exports.
One of the reasons for the higher
prospective impact on U.S. imports is
the possibility that big oil companies'
will follow Exxon's lead in changing the
way oil is allocated among their international customers, energy officials
are claiming.
Exxon was sure to be asked at today's
hearing about the new allocation
system, under which it divides supplies
based on the amount of oil a nation
consumes rather than the amount it
imports.

The Murray City Council will hear a
recommendation from the Public
Safety Committee for the employment
of a police chief at its Thursday, March
22, meeting. The meeting will be at 7:30
p.m. at City Hall.
Also scheduled to be considered are a
monetary amendment to the contract
with Mercy Ambulance Service; a
computer services agreement between
the city and Murray State University;
rescheduling of the April 12 council
meeting to April 5 because of a conflict
with the city schools'spring break; and
the first reading of Ordinance No. 684,
which fixes compensation for the
Common Council, mayor, city attorney
and city clerk.

Staff Evaluation
Tops Agenda For
City Board Meet
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SPRINGTIME — Even though these buttercups had to break through a
pavement garden, they still provide concrete evidence that today is the first official day of spring and that fru,budding warmer weather will continue
Sufi Photo By Matt Sanders
to bloom.
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over-Chandler Vows1
To Be Read Ma 26

By Abigail Van Buren

Baseball
Murray
Association will meet at the
Calloway County High School
at 5 30 p.m.

DEAR HEAVY: Yours is a heavier problem than shedding 50 pounds. It's shedding the role of a little girl who
desperately needs mama's approval.
I'm sure your mother means well, but she must be told
that you are now an adult in charge of your own life, and until she quits treating you as a child, you will not visit her.
DEAR ABBY: Karen is my best friend. We are both 15.
Karen spends a lot of time at my house. When my father is
home, he has a habit of kissing Karen on the lips whenever
she arrives and gOes home. Do you consider this proper
behavior for a 38-year-old man?
Also, my father is always trying to get Karen to sit on his
lap. Sometimes she does and sometimes she doesn't. I don't
know if this is embarrassing to Karen or not. As a daughter
it doesn't bother me, but I sure wouldn't want Karen's
father kissing me on the lips or asking me to come sit on his
lap.
What is your opinion?
DADDY'S DAUGHTER
DEAR DAUGHTER: I think Karen is a little too OLD to
be kissed on the lip, by your father. And your father is too
YOUNG to have •15-year-old girl on his lap.
DEAR. ABBY: About artificial insemination: When a
man's sperm count is low and he wants to father a child, Iv hy
not ask the sperm bank to combine his sperm with the sperm
of an 'anonymous donor? Then when pregnancy occurs from
the mixed sperm insemination, there is always the possibility that one of his sperm made it after all!
CHUKMAH
DEAR CHUK: Why not, indeed? My insemination experts tell me that technique has been used often.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "WILMA IN COUNCIL
BLUFFS": Is this the poem?
"So many gods, so many creeds,
So many paths that wind and wind.
While just the art of being kind
Is all this sad world needs."
ELLA WHEELER WILCOX
If you put off writing letters because you don't know what
to say, get Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters for all
Occasions." Send $I and • ioag, stamped (28 cents), self
addressed envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
Hills, Calif. 90212.
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Saiswilay, Mardi 24
Tbaraday, March If
Regional high school speech
Wranglers Riding Club will
meet at the Calloway County and debate contests, sponsored by the Kentucky High
Cowl House at 7 p.m.
School Speech League, will be
The Magazine Club will from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
meet at the home of Mrs. Faculty Hall, Murray State
Henry McKenzie at 2 p.m. University.
with Mrs. E. S. Ferguson as
"110 Nebraska" will be
hostess.
presented by the Reader's
Murray-Calloway County Theatre at 8 p.m. at the
Community Theatre will hold University Theatre, Fine Arts
State
Murray
a
general membership Center,
meeting at 7 p.m. in the University. Admission will be
meeting room of the Calloway $1.
County Public Library.
Miss Murray State Pageant
Murray State Men's Tennis will be held at 7:30 p.m. in
team will play Michigan State Lovett Auditorium, Murray
at 2:30 p.m. at the Murray State University. Susan
Perkins, Miss America 1978,
State University Courts.
and Marsha Bell, Miss KenDinner meeting of Need tucky 1978, will be special
Line Board of Directors and guests.
guests will be at Colonial
House Smorgasbord at 6:30
p.m. New officers and new
board members will be installed.

Horse and mule pull will be
at 7:30 p.m. at the West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center, College
Farm Road. Admission will be
adults $2 and children under
12, $1.

First District of the Kentucky Federation of Women's
Club will meet at Marshall
County High School with the
coffee hour at 9 a.m. Sewing,
crafts, and music contests will
beheld.
Joint dinner meeting of the ts
Adult Farmer Classes of
Calloway County, taught by
Johnny Stockdale, will be at
Calloway County High School
at 7 p.m.

Thursday, March 22
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have an
open meeting with Nancy
Jones, interior decorator, as
guest for the program at 7:30
p.m. at the club house.

Friday, March 23
Youth Slave Day of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
be at 3 p.m.

Of
Paducah, Kentucky

Calloway
Southwest
Elementary School FTC has
cancelled its meeting due to
the Kentucky High School
Girls Basketball Tournament.

Kentucky Lake Chapter of
the National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
will meet at 11:30 a.m. at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.

Invites you for
Three exciting days

Gamma Gamma Chapter of
One-day consultative and
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at diagnostic heart clinic for
the home of Liz Hill at 7 p.m.
medically indigent children in
Miss Theresa Ann Dover
Calloway and eight other
and Roy. Michael Chandler
Free parent-tot swimming counties in the Purchase
Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Dover of Hazel announce the
classes will begin at the District will be at the Graves
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Murray State swimming pool County Health Department,
Theresa Ann,to Roy Michael Chandler of Murray,son of Mr.
with children from 6 months to Mayfield.
and Mrs. T. E. Chandler of Hickman.
18 months from 3:30 to 4 p.m.
A graduate of Calloway County High School, Miss Dover is
NiFW Service Officer will be
and children from 18 months
now a junior at Murray State University where she is
to 3 years from 4 to 4:30 p.m. at Community Room of
majoring in business education and is a member of Alpha
Murray Federal Savings and
Call 762-6188 for information.
Omicron Pi sorority.
Loan from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. to
The groom-elect graduated,from Murray State University
Ellis ,Center will be open assist veterans and their
in December, 1978 with a master's degree in biology and is
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for dependents.
presently employed with Ryan Milk Company. He is a memactivities by the Murray
ber of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.
Senior Citizens with devotion
Friday, March 23
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
at 10:05 a.m., lunch at noon,
"The Egg
and The
that is set for May 26. Completed plans will be announced
and blood pressure check and Incubator" will be featured at
later.
table games at 1 p.m.
Empire Farm, Land Between
the Lakes, from 8:30 a.m. to
Opera workshop will be at 4:30 p.m. Chicken, guinea,
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts turkey, duck, and goose eggs
Center,
Murray
State will be placed in an incubator
University, at 8:15 p.m.
where you can watch them
hatch. This will continue
Thursday, Mardi 72
through March 28.
Frances Drake
Legion of Mary will meet in
FOR THURSDAY,MARCH your enthusiasm. Stick with the rectory of St. Leo's
Livestock sale of racking,
creative ideas, but stay away Catholic Church at 1:30 p.m.
22, 1979
walking, and gaited horses
from
dangerous
enwill be at 12 noon at the West
Knights of Columbus will Kentucky Livestock and
What kind of day will tertainments and unsavory
tomorrow be? To find out what types.
have ladies night at Gleason Exposition Center, College
the stars say, read the SAGITTARIUS
Hall, St. Leo's Catholic Farm Road.
forecast given for your birth ( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Church,at 6:30 p.m.
It may be too soon to act on
Sign.
Tuba recital by Jay Holtinnovative financial ideas.
Youth Coffee House will be zhouser, Cahokia, Ill., will be
ARIES
Avoid sticky situations with
Church at at 7:30 p.m. at the Recital
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) dr4F% friends or money. Forgo at Memorial Baptist
6:30 p.m.
Hall, Fine Arts Annex,
A tricky day re business. If entertaining at home.
Murray State University.
deadlocked, try an innovative CAPRICORN
Murray Chapter No. 92
approach. Forgo unconscious ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)140
Royal Arch Masons will meet
"1-80 Nebraska" will be
resentments, as your health
You'll have to speak up for
at
7:30 p.m. at the Murray presented by the Reader's
could be adversely affected. your own rights or get caught
TAURUS
up in someone else's power Lodge Hall. All Royal Arch Theatre at Murray State
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
scheme. Don't argue, but Masons are urged to attend. University at 8 p.m. in the
Refreshments will be served.
A social gathering may have don't be a pushover.
University Theatre, Fine Arts
some
Cnter,
unpleasant AQUARIUS
Murray
State.
ramifications. An interfering ( Jan. 20 to Feb. 181'
Admission will be $1.
friend won't take no for an
Not a time to get appraisals
answer. Avoid negative re valuable items. You could
Regional high school speech
thinking in the p.m.
be pressured into a deal that is
and debate contests, sponGEMINI
not to your benefit. Stay
Mrs. Gerrie Green, the sored by Kentucky High
(May 21 to June 20)
behind the scenes.
former Denise Morton, was School Speech League, will be
Seek ways to improve work PISCES
honored with a baby shower from 3 to 10 p.m. at Faculty
performance. Avoid a com- ( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)X •
Thursday, March 15, at 7 Hall, Murray State Univerplicated
emotional
inIt's a mixed bag re friend- on
sity.
volvement with one on a ships. Don't dwell on what p.m. at the Community Room
Murray
of
Federal
the
and
power trip. Stay clear of went
wrong.
Instead,
Senior Citizens shopping
trouble.
remember what went ac- Savings Loan.
will be held and call 753-0929
The
hostesses
special
for
the
CANCER
cording to plan. Side-step
(June 21 to July 221 480
occasion were Paula Morton, by 9:15 a.m. for morning
controversy.
This is not the time to bring
Housden,
Betty shopping and by 11:30 a.m.for
Betty
afternoon shopping.
up controversial issues. Find
YOU BORN TODAY are Lawrence, Leta Warner, and
new things to talk about. Save both artistic and scientific. Joy Young.
Saturday, March 24
grievances for another day. You can succeed in any line
For the event the honoree
Alpha Mu Chapter of Sigma
Avoid moodiness.
that measures up to your chose to wear a dark floral
LEO
ideals. Your greatest task is to dress and was presented a Alpha Epsilon will have a rush
( July 23 to Aug. 221 ti6
discover and then utilize your corsage fashioned of baby brunch at 10:30 a.m. at the
A do-it-yourself project at potentials. Capable of in- socks. She opened her gifts for First Presbyterian Church.
home will do much to let off novative work in both the arts
the guests to view.
steam. Don't be pressurd into and sciences, don't let conGames were played with the
signing an agreement or servatism cause you to
being Shirley Smith,
winners
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
voicing your opinion.
distrust your fine intuition. Sheri Mohler, and Cindy
John
Farrell of Murray has
VIRGO
Engineering, architecture, Cossey who pesented their
been dismissed from the
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) WP -,. 'k
acting, writing, music,
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
An issue you thought settled painting, and sculpture are prizes to the honoree.
Refreshments of cake,
may resurface in the p.m. better fields for you than
punch. nuts, and mints were
Avoid heated arguments business. Sometimes, imabout finances. Find a pulsiveness and nerves get the served by the hostesses.
pleasant diversion.
best of you. You need proper
LIBRA
rest to make the most of your
rel
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221
talents. Birthdate of: Stephen
Insisting on your rights now Sondheim, composer;
will further aggravate the Nicholas Monsarrat, novelist;
situation. Unresolved issues and Chico Marx, comedian.
and unspoken worries needn't
The Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of
lead to gloom.
Sigma Phi met recently
Beta
Club
SCORPIO
at the home of Edna Vaughn
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
with the president, Beverly
Don't let friends dampen
Galloway, presiding, and the
k
The Wranglers Riding Club treasurer, Dorotha Stubwill meet Thursday, March 22, blefield, giving her report.
Committee reports were
at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
For Information
given by Edna Vaughn and
County Court House.
Regarding
Plans for the coming riding' finds Rogers.
Following the business
season will be planned.
Officers for this year are meeting a baby shower was
n't•
Mike Manning, president; held for Mrs.Galloway.
ike
(Permanent
Refreshments were served
James
Rogers.
viret
,
Vaughn
Mrs.
as
the
•
pmsidettt., Janie, Farris. by
Removal V Mak)
secretary; Lois Woods, honoree opened her gifts.
Another member present,
assistant secretary: (Indy
Herndon, treasurer; Sabrinia not previously mentioned, was
Thetis Nesbitt
Leslie, reporter.

Your Individual
Horoscope

agiel

of
Spring Fashion Previewing
on
March 22, 23, 24
2300 Broadway

$50.00 Gift Certificate
Given Away Daily
Come In and Register

NOMMUMBION
Latch Hook Sale
Latch Hook Kit & Supplies

20%

Preprinted Canvas
Pre-cut Yarn
Latch Hooks

Electrolysis

Call 753-8856
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Mrs. Galloway Is
Honored At Shower
At Vaughn Home
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Mrs. Green Is
Honored Here

Wranglers
To Meet Thursday

Held in

eli

Chruitimo Men's Fellowship
of the First Christian Church
will meet at6 p.m.farsower
served by Group IV of CWF at
the fellowship hall.

Teacher Retirement
Information Exchange
Workshop for retired teachers
in Calloway, Marshall, Lyon,
and Trigg Counties will be in
Room 228, Stewart Stadium,
Murray State University,
from 1 to 5 p.m. For information call 762-2146.

' DEAR ABBY: My mother lives in another town. She
keeps asking me to visit her, but it's such a drag I seldom go,
so she comes Co visit me.
I am 28. female and married. For years I avoided visiting
mother because her sister lives in the same town and I
always had to go to see her, too. The minute I walked
through my aunt's door she would "weigh" me with her
eyes, then start in on me about how I should lose some
weight. Now my mother has started to do the same thing.
Abby, I have tried every diet there is and none has worked. So I've decided to accept myself as I am. and as long as
my husband is satisfied, to heck with everyone else!
• When mother left, she asked when I was coming to visit
her. so I wrote her a letter (which I haven't mailed yet) and
told her that I would visit her after I shed 50 pounds.
Am I being overly sensitive and unable to accept
criticism, or am I justified in my feelings of irritation?
HEAVY PROBLEM

For

%seismal",Mardi 21

First United Methodist Men
will meet at 6:30 p.m. with the
program on Scouting by Paul
Kiesow.

Needs To Shed
Weighty Complex

Wmh

Events Listed For Community Calendar

Off Regular Price
One Group 12" a 12"

Pillow Kits $395
All

Candies Reduced 40%
Thru March 27th

Center leadpLrDixn
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Broach And Branson
Wedding Is Planned

HEALTH

By Brews C. Tacker

Nature didn't plan on shoes
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB
I
don't know what to do about
a problem my 14-year-old
son has His feet smell so
bad, no matter what we do,
showers, foot powders or
clean socks. By the time he
gets to gym,he's ashamed to
take off his shoes to put his
sneakers on. By the time he
takes off his socks to get
ready for bed, we don't know
what to do with his smelly
socks. They smell up the
whole upstairs. This only
started a couple of months
ago and I assume it has
something to do with his age,
but what do we do?
DEAR READER —
Apparently, nature didn't
plan for us to wear shoes.
The skin over the feet has
sweat glands which produce
ordinary, watery sweat and
other sweat glands that produce oily scents. Some people produce more oily scent
material than others.
You're probably right
about the age factor. These
skin glands tend to become
active at the time of puberty. Actually, those scerft
glands are rudimentary sex
glands which is whr>they
become active at puberty. It
might be a bit difficult to
think of smelly feet as being
sexy, but believe it or not,
there's a connection.
If you think about it, the
feet are encased in clothing
more than any other parts of
the body. There is very little
way for the skin to
"breathe." Socks fit tightly
on the feet, and then the sock
is encased in the shoe. No
wonder the moisture and

Sons Of American Revolution
Chapter Has Luncheon Meet

Of Interest To

(

Senior
Citizens

Mitchell Home Is
Scene Of Luncheon
Gladys Mitchell opened her
home for the March 14th
meeting of the Kirksey Senior
Citizens Club.
quilting, crocheting, and
making pot holders were
activities by the group. At the
noon hour a potluck luncheon
was served.
A few of these friends had
not met since they were teen
agers.
Those present were Marie
Tucker, Flora Ford, Jessie
Robinson,Lava Vaughn,Fleta
Dotson, Gusta
Conner,
Emmalou Tucker, Mary
Boggess, Ann Coursey, Dixie
Palmer, Nadine Pace, Gladys
Mitchell, and Alma Cooper.
The next meeting will be
held Monday, April 9, at the
Kirksey United Methodist
Church.
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Antique Sale Will
Be Held, Mayfield

about trapping odors and
sweat. Of course, the feet
should be bathed at least
twice a day thoroughly and
dried thoroughly. After
drying, they may be sponged
off with alcohol to help eliminate any excess oils, particularly between the toes.
It would help for him to go
barefoot as much as possible. Perhaps he can do this
at home. The second best
choice would be for him to
wear open sandals without
socks when he is at home.
You have to be careful about
overdoing this, though, because such shoes don't provide reasonable support to
the foot and really aren't
designed for much physical
activity.
To these measures you
can add powders and deodorizing preparations, but
they are no substitute for the
basic program designed to
remove the source of the
odor.

odors are entrapped.
Smelly feet is just the
beginning of the problem.
About 80 percent of all foot
problems stem from improper footwear. I am sending you The Health Letter
number 114, Your Feet And
How To Care For Them. It
will give you a lot more
information than I can here
on smelly feet and these
problems. Other readers
who want this issue can send
50 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send your
request to me in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
Briefly, remember that it
is not only the socks that
smell, but the shoes as well.
Your letter indicates that
you have already used a
number of the deodorizing
powders. May I suggest the
first step would be to have
your son change socks frequently during the day. At
least twice and, if possible,
three times.
The shoes should be alternated so that he never wears
the same pair on successive
days. When the shoes are not
being worn, they should be
aired and, if they are made
of material that will permit
It, they should be cleaned.
The inside of a shoe can be
cleaned with an alcohol
sponge.
He should wear natural
shoes, meaning those that
can breathe, made from
leather and cloth material.
Plastic shoes do not have
any pores and are worse

munity at large with a more Americans and especially
profound reverence for the descendents, of patriots of the
Members of James Campen principles of government Revolution should reflect upon
Chapter, Kentucky Society, founded by our forefathers. the acts and deeds of those
Sons of the American
Objects are also to en- who founded our great
Revolution met at noon St. courage historical research in country," a spokesman said
Patrick's Day for a luncheon relation to the American
at
Colonial
House Revolution; to acquire and
Smorgasbord on Sat., March pet-serve the records of the
17.
individual services of the
Officers elected for the patriots of the war, as well as
ensuing year include: Dennis documents, relics, and landThe United Methodist
Corwin
Nall, re-elected marks; to mark the scenes of Women of the First United
president; first vice, William • the revolution by appropriate Methodist Church, Mayfield,
C. Nall III; second vice, meAorials; to celebrate the will again this year sponsor an
Maurice Humphrey, all of annfeiersaries
of
the antique sale in the fellowship
Murray, and Brown C. prominent events of the war hall of the church on Friday
Tucker, secretary-treasurer and the revolutionary period; and Saturday, March 23 and
of Kirksey.
to foster true patriotism; to 24.
In other action the members maintain and extend the inHours of the sale on Fridaj
established a speakers' stitutions
of
American will be from 10 a.m. until 9
committee. The chapter will freedom, and carry out the p.m. and on Saturday from 10
make speakers available for purposes expressed in the a.m. until 6 p.m. Admission
High School and elementary preamble of the Constitution will be $1.00.
history classes on subjects of of our country and the inFifteen
dealers from
local, state and national in- junctions of Washington in his Kentucky and Indiana will
terest. Two weeks notice is farewell address to the have booths at the show, and
required.
American people. -Article 11 will offer antique furniture,
The local SAR chapter was of the Constitution, National hardware telephone parts,
chartered November 15, 1969 Society SAR.
glass and silver.
and was named ip honor of
Persons
desiring
inBeginning at 11 a.m.,
James Campen
serv,etsdriformation
concerning sandwiches, pie, and coffee
with valor in the
membership or arrangement will be served at a nominal
private through capta
for speakers should contact fee.
Revolutionary War.
the president or secretary.
descendents of the C
The National Headquarters
family live in west Kentucky. of the SAR has recently been
Twelve members currently moved from Alexandria Va. to
PADUCAH PATIENT
pay dues; however three live Louisville, Ky.
Mrs. Shirley Miller of
outside Calloway county. Four
"In view of chaotic con- Murray has been dismissed
applications for membership ditions now prevailing in from the Western Baptist
are pending. Eligibility, which many parts of the world, All Hospital, Paducah,
must be proven, is based on
being a direct descendant of a
serviceman or civilian who
helped establish the Republic.
Objects
sPortra its *Weddings *Frames
The objects of the SAR are:
"patriotic, historical, and
educational, and shall include
those intended or designed to
perpetuate the memory of
those who, by their services or
sacrifices during the war of
the American Revolution,
753-0035
118 So. 12th
achieved the independence of
the American people; to unite
and promote fellowship
among their descendants; to
inspire them and the coin-

Miss Kathie Broach
and Keith Branson
Mr. and Mrs. Ray T. Broach announce the engagement of
their youngest daughter, Kathie, to Keith Branson, son of
Mrs. Celesta Wilson of Paducah and Ed Branson of Dallas,
Texas.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. 011ie T. Broach of Coldwater and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin W.Rhodes of Mayfield.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Lee Bittrum Peale
of Grand Rivers and the late Mr. Peale and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Jasper Jennings Branson of Dawson Springs.
Miss Broach, a 1976 graduate of Calloway County High
School, will receive her degree in rehabilitation from Murray
State University in December. She is a little sister of the.
Sigma Chi fraternity.
Mr. Branson, a graduate of Reidland High School in the
class of 1974, received his degree in industrial education from
Murray State University where he is a member of the Sigma
Chi fraternity and Epsilon Pi Tau Industrial Arts
professional fraternity. He is presently employed by
American Television and Communications Company in
Murray.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, May 12, at
6:30 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House. A reception
will follow the ceremony. Only out of town invitations will be
sent and all friends and relatives are invited to attend.

One Day Film Processing

Artcraft
Photography

LADIES

Do you need help with your spring cleaning?
We offer a complete line of building maintenance.
*Carpet Cleaning
*Walls & Paneling
*Window Washing
•Nardwood Floors
*Fire and Water Damage
*Supermarket a Dept. Stores
*Complete office cleaning

0

TUESDAY, APRIL 3 --7:30 PM
MURRAY
STATE FIELDHOUSE
admission: reserved $6.00

NARFE Chapter
(children 12 & Wider $4.00)
To Hold Meet
g.a. $5.00 (children 12 & under $3.00)
On sale: Murray Peoples

Bank (Downtown), Bank of
Murray,(Downtown) and Dennison
Hunt Sporting Goods
Bank of Benton(Benton). Gatlin, Music Center
(Paducah), Sullivan's Drug Store (Paris) and
Hunt's Athistic Supply (Mayfield)
INFORMATION: Murray) 7534355

161 iCIF-X
X
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Fre are pleased to announce that Barbara
is Randolph, bride-elect of
Steve Smotherrnan has
selected her china,
stainless and crystal
from our complete bridal
registry.
Barbara and Steve
real be married April 7,
1979.

The Showcase
7534541
OC.4_11

121 By-Pa.
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The Kentucky Lake Chapter
of the National Association of
Retired Federal Employees,
Associates, and Guests will
meet Friday, March 23, at
11:30 a.m. at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
Special recognition will be
given to widows of members.
The program will be directecd
by Kenneth Grogan who will
show color slides of Alaska.
Robert Douglas, president,
urges all members to attend.

AT LOUISVILLE
Hatten Lovins of Murray
has been transferred from the
Parkway Medical Center to
the Institute Physical Medical
Rehabilitation, 220 Abraham
Flexnerway, Louisville. Mr.
Lovins was injured in a bushhog accident last year, and
has been hospitalized since
that time.

Ask about our "Turn Key"service on vacation
cottages and rental properties.

Steve Hobbs
Building
Maintenance
SENIOR CITIZENS — Officers of the senior citizens who meet at the Ellis Community
center were elected in February. They are, left to right, front row, Mina Ramsey,
president, Madie Vaughn, secretary-treasurer, back row, Erma Lovett and Hazel Ahart,
doorkeepers,and Hazel Locke, vice-president.

Professional service at an economical price.
Keith Miller
759-1831
753-9757

Stove Hobbs

Sheila McGinnis Is Honored,Luncheon
Sheila McGinnis who is
moving to Chattanooga.
Term., was complimented
with a luncheon held by the
Baptist Young Women of the
Northside Baptist Church on
Tuesday, March 6, at the
home of the president, Judy
Jones.

was
McGinnis
Mrs.
presented a bronze plate as
gift from the group.
Those present were Jean
Hamilton, Janice Graham,
LaDon Haley and son, Adam,
Mary Ann McCuiston, Mrs.
McGinnis,and Mrs. Jones.

We're Having A

=M.

Grand Opening
At Our
New Location

401 Maple
Forrndtrly The Chddren's Corner)
7.4

22" x 16" Bi.c4iitentda1 Prints of

"The William Mason Memorial No:petal"
(old Convalescent Division of the Murray-Calloway Co. Hospital)

l'Ne SHOE SHACK
10% Discount

This painting is the work of Donna Tabers and is a limited edition.

$1000

All Spring Shoes
WITM COUPON 20

Beginning of a New Look at

COUPON

ItAtlig>0

muss

per print

For Information Phone 489-2110 or 4$11-2356

DISCOUNT

Seel
Min III NM NSF US
Expires March 24

&AK*

Sill

53-0317

4.00111
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get more than you bargained for
Prices Good March 22 Thru March 28

with these food values.
Tooth Paste „ Slender
99c Ito 1.0,. 2
c9

PRODUCE

Fresh Crisp

Rigalar Flavor
or Mint Flavor Savo 27'
4.11 oz.
Reg. 51.211

Largo Heads

Fancy Red or
Yellow Delicious

Kraft

Pieces & Stems
4 Oz. Save 21'

Apples

3 lb. bag

1801.
Save 26

For

Fla. Red

Grapefruit

5 Lb. Bag

Choose
Hamburger
Sausage
Pepperoni

Totino's

Pizza
Frosty Acres Broccoli
Spears

c

12

oz.

8 oz.

Onion Riots_

Um

Frosty Acres

Grape Juice

12,z.

1 Lb. Box
Save 60

Sweet Sue

Orange
Juice

Chicken

919

Dumplings
24 Oz.
Save
14'

79c

39

t

6 Pk.
Save 40

2

1 Gal. Plastic
Swift

Potted
Meat

Swift

Vienna
Sausage

5.z.

3 oz.
Savo 21'

_ 88c

Savo 14' & Cans

4

Ice
Milk

Kraft

Post Toasties

Tarter
Sauce

Corn
Flakes

Bufferin

Tablets

Double Q

COUPON
Wisk
Laundry
Detergent
32.a.
WItto This
$1U 29
Cowes,

100 Tablets

Tall Can Save 30'

Rog. S2.74 $1
Savo TIP

98

COUPON
35 et.
Save 3111'

A

Good Only At Parker's
Expires 3-28-79

Good Only At Parker's
Expires 3-28-79

,Y07.

"If You Matc • ur • ua

lb.

(Center Cuts $1.119 lb.)

Lean Meaty

Pork Chops

$139

First Cuts

IMININSININIMMW

Field's
Worthmore Sliced

Bacon

Field's Pro-Leaguer

Field's

Wieners

Bologna
$11 19

12 oz.

Lean Tender

With This Coupon

Pork Steak

$1

29

'.j ant :eat sur 'rice
Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

Downtown Shopping Center

fii
Po
be

lb
Field's
Boneless

All

See* 307

tr
sn
ru

19

Boston Butt

121z.

913c

a
ar
fr
an

Pork Roast

89C

Dishwasher

Ir
.A1
st
fa

MEAT

lb.

18 oz. $1 39
Save 26'

Pink $15
Salmon

9c

18 oz.
Savo II'

929

Gal. Assorted

Save
26'

$100
Cans
V_

Fresh Water
Creamer ,
a Boneless Beef
Coffee- Mew Meat Catfish SteakiShouldir
mate
$169
$12!

Prairie Farm

Is

Ii

Non-Dairy

2

A

CI

59c

9 oz.
Savo 14'

16 Oz.
Throw Away Bottle

Sealtest

Sour
Cream

14a*

With S10.00 order
or more

Coca
Cola $1

ir

Bleach s 34/

Crackers 119c

Kraft Pure

Gal

Paramount Whole

I

Kraft

•Purex

8 oz. Save 11*

Frosty
.Acres

7

For

•Save 29•

Hyde Park

s
a
3
,
2
e
0
2
,
6
Salad
Dressing 79c

29c
39c Mushrooms Grape
Jelly
89c
9 89c
98
Sweet Pickles
Cheese
Slices
Singles
89c
zwis
T
89c
Keebler Zesta
39c
Saltine
79c
79c
Green Giant

Lettuce

Save
34'

naeç

Liquid Diet Food

New Green

lb.

Close-Up

V 2 E1544 Ci Se

BIGBUYSI

Cabbage

Lower Overhead Means...
Lower Prices!

%OURS: 70. rn.'9 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

•4,
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago

EDITORIAL

The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and Convalescent Division has
been awarded a Hill Burton grant of
IMMO which will be added to a
proposed one million dollar bond issue
for 124 million dollar addition to the
ticalAtal
pre Anthony W. Thomas, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Thomas, is serving
with the Marines in Vietnam.
Deaths reparlisil iodide Earl Owen,
49, and 111PC David Snyder, 24.
Gordon Enix of Murray, senior art
major at Murray State University, has
had a print accepted in the 34th
National Graphics Arts and Drawing
Exhibition at Wichita, Kansas.
Births reported include a boy, Hugh
Allen, to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Leslie on
March 18.
Showing at the Capri Theatre is
"Angel In My Pocket" starring Andy
Griffith.

Energy Shortage: Many
Americans Still Confused
Spring may be arriving just
In time. A few more weeks of
cold weather might drain
America's energy supply to a
crisis level.
Already, airliners are cancelling flights because of fuel
shortages. Prices are steadily
increasing at the gas pumps.
Energy experts are predicting
dollar-a-gallon prices and
severe shortages later this
year.
The political turmoil in Iran
is one reason for America's
energy shortage. However,
Iran only supplies 5 percent of
America's oil. Perhaps that
shows how over dependent on
foreign oil we are.
Energy Secretary James R.
Schlesinger has said America
can probably ride out the
Iranian crisis, but the turmoil
there is just one more warning
signal that "the day of
reckoning" for U.S. energy
policy is drawing near.
We believe most Americans
are starting to believe there is
an energy shortage. Seeing how
fragile our energy situation is
and how it bent under the
Iranian situation, many
Americans rushed out and
traded their gas guzzlers for
small cars. Few,' however,
rushed out and joined carpools
or obtained public transportation schedules.
Sen. George S. McGovern has
called on President Carter to
fire Schlesinger, whose
policies, McGovern said, have
been "a disaster."
Perhaps Schlesinger is due

Bible Thought
Christ sent me . . . to preach the
gospel: not with wisdom of words,
lest the cross of Christ should be
made of none effect. I Corinthians
1:17.

some blame, but there is plenty
to go around. The last several
presidents should take their
shares,and Congress is entitled
to thick slices. The American
public, neither, will go hungry
at the blame table.
The American public could
get something done about the
energy situation if enough
people would speak out.
However, the majority of the
people have been confused
about the energy situation for
years. We sometimes get the
feeling that the government
and the oil companies like it
that way.
We know there is a lot of footdragging
going
on
in
Washington when it comes to
taking positive steps toward
solving America's energy
problem. Most bureaucrats, it
seems, are content with finding
ways to make it through one
more winter.
We don't know what the
solution is, but we've been
listening to the energy debate
long enough to know that there
will be a lot of heavy politics involved in the search for
solutions.
We also know that if answers
are found = or if-answers are
covered up by the so-called
searchers - — the American
public will end up paying the
bill:
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The message is always more important than the messenger; simplicity is always in style when the Gospel is proclaimed.
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The Story Of

—58

Calloway County
1822-1976

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
iherrieskists

+++++++++++44-4Hog-killing time was another one o the early days work-play
activities of late harvest time following the first frost-killing season,
but the wiser counsellors preferred to await the first hard freeze
with its double assurance salted down hog meat would be properly
preserved for year round consumption. The slaughter of swine was
a day-long activity in which neighbors would assist in the handling
of animals that attained weights of as much as 400 pounds. After
the slaughter by rifle fire, pole ax or sledge, the carcasses would be
scalded, carefully cleaned while hanging on a pole. Innovative vats
were improvised for the scalding.
Following the scalding, butcher hands would scrape the hide,
wash the meat, and begin the carving work, cutting the hog into
shoulders, hams, sow belly portions, heads for souse meat, spareribs
and backbones, trimming off of choice cuts for sausage and salvaging fat for lard—a must ingredient with a self-endowed preservation
quality that guaranteed hot biscuits and cornbread for the dining
table the year round. Choice organs such as brains and liver were
set aside as delicacies for immediate consumption.
While the men folks engaged in the butchering process the
women, including the neighboring participants, would dislodge fat
from the guts of the animal to be rendered into lard, boiling it in a
wash kettle in the yard. Pork sausage, a delicacy of supreme significance and a measure of pride for the seasoner, was the only task
in which the men folks and women folks would share the efforts
of hog-killing, other than the consumption of a sumptous dinner meal
served at noon time. Sausage would be sacked in cheese cloth varying in measurements 3 to 4 inches in diameter and 2 to 3 feet in
length. In rare instances but not a common practice in the early
days smoked and canned sausage would be included, thus extending
the consumption period.
Sharing of meat was not a normal ritual of hog-killing tirne
for each of the participating neighbors in turn would be a host
worker, but the suggestion was always made with tongue in cheek
generosity. But in an instance whereby a participant was not a
regular member of the neighborhood routine, he would be set aside
a generous portion in compensation equivalent to his contribution

effort.
To be Continued

20 Years Ago
Copley Nowa Soweto,

Letters To The Editor

Mayor Responds To Letter
Dear Editor:
I feel that I should comment on Mr.
Wildie Ellis' letter concerning the increase in Council Member and Mayor
salaries. If Mr. Ellis had checked more
closely he would have noted that the
mayor's salary will not be increased
until 1982 and will not apply to the
present Mayor. I will admit that this

No Children?
Dear Editor:
Recently we have been inquiring
about a house to rent. The first question
asked is, do you have children? And in
out case We do. They say nor
What bothers me is they don't ask if
you have animals and most of them
don't care; but you better not have
children. My interpretation is, children
are below -animals when it comes to
renting.
Children are the most precious thing
we could have, and God wouldn't turn
them away from Heaven because they
are little. If landlords had any common
sense, they would know not to blame the
children because the house is damaged.
The parents are the ones that let it
happen.
Mrs. Donald Tefft
Murray, Ky.

fact was buried fairly deep in the news
commentary he referenced, and could
only be found by extremely dose
examination. My salary remains at
$5,000 per year through my term of
office. I would like to point out that my
salary at Murray State has been cut by
almost $5,000, so that I do not realize
any money from the position of Mayor.
I am not complaining, because I knew
what the result would be when I ran, but
at the same time I don't want the credit
for drawing $12,500 per year when in
fact I make a grand total of nothing.
As to the Mayor of Paducah being a
full time position, I do not believe that
this is correct. The City of Paducah has
a City Manager who makes in excess of
$30,000 per year, an . Assistant City
Manager who makes in excess of
$20,000 per year, and apparently they
still can't get the garbage picked up.
The City of Murray furnishes the
Mayor a 1972 Ford purchased for
$100.00 three years ago from the
Kentucky State Police. This automobile
has in excess of 100,000 miles at the
present time. I believe that I remember
some controversy a couple of y?
aeiti7ago
wnen Paducah bought their
or
;12,000 limosine.
Whether $100.00 per month is too
much for a council member I cannot
say, but if $30.00 per month was correct
when it was set in 1964, then $100.00

hEARTIIIN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartllne, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am nearing
retirement age and really hadn't given
it much thoukht. After reading your
column about Social Security and such.
I really feel like an idiot for not being
better informed. This may well be the
dumbest question you have ever been
asked, but there are probably others
who are as ignorant about Social
Security as I am. When should a person
apply for Social Security benefits and
where do you apply? I know that as a
worker I can receive benefits as early
as age 62 — that's not what I mean. If I
wanted my benefits to begin, say, when
lain 64, when do I apply? — A.B.
There are very many people who do
not know an,y_tning about Social
Security retirement, except that they
will be receiving it when they do retire.
You should apply for your retirement at
your nearest Social Security office
about three months before you want to
begin receiving benefits.
To help educate people about all the
different types of Social Secarit
benefits, we have written a booklet
containing information on all types of
benefits, work restrictions after
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retirement, what to do if you have a
problem concerning your benefits, etc.
To order, send $2.00 to Heartline's
Guide to Social Security, P. 0. Box
11943, Chicago, Ill. 60611.
HEART1JNE: I recently decided to
buy a gas heater for my mobile home to
keep my bedroom warm and to use in
my tent this spring. The salesperson
insists that this unvented heater is
perfectly safe for my enclosed tent or
even my mobile home. My friend tells
me it is dangerous. What types of safe,
propane-gas heaters are available on
the market? — G.E.
An unvented, propane-gas-fired
catalytic or other heater is positively
and absolutely not safe to be used in a
closed space such as a camper or other
closed recreational travel vehicle, a
motor home or a tent. The fumes which
it would emit in a closed space could
cause asphyxiation Therefore, for such
use, no unvented fuel-burning heater is
safe.
Claims made by some vendors that
such heaters are completely safe for
closed-space operations show that the
salesperson or vendor possesses an
astounding degree of ignorance of the
characteristics of the product or a
reckless disregard for the lives of those
who buy the product, on the assumption
that no venting is necessary.
HEARTLINE: I am a 56-year-old
widow,and I am still working full-time.
My life has been very lonely for the past
two years since my husband died. I
tried going to various meetings and
clubs for people my age, but I really did
not enjoy this. Would you have any
other suggestions for me to pass the idle
hours? — T.J.
One suggestion that we can offer is to
join a pen pal club. It is a great way to
meet people throughout the country and
you can start correspondence that will
give you many new friends.
Heartline has developed a pen pal
club exclusively for people over the age
of 50. This club has been in existence for
over four years and has thousands of
members throughout the United States_
The purpose of this club is to help older
Americans cure their problems of
boredom. For complete information
and an application card, write to
Heartline --- American 60 Club, 114 East
Dayton. St., West Alexandria. Ohio
4t381. Please enclose a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope.

\

can't be too far wrong in 1980, 18 years
later. I do not believe, however,that the
Ledger and Times should have introduced a percentage figure in their
news commentary on the subject,
because this deliberately leads the
public to compare a percentage raise in
a salary raised once in 16 years with
percentage figures on salaries raised
each year.
This is not a valid comparison,
although it may perturb public opinion
in the direction desired.
If there are those who feel council
members are overpaid at $100.00 per
month, I suggest that they file for the
office before the deadline in April, and
.ijelected donate the PYPPqA back to the
City. A good council member is worth
many times $100.00 and a poor council
member is expensive at $30.00.
Sincerely,
Melvin B. Henley
Mayor of Murray

Consumer Comment

Tax Added
To Some Items
By Robert F. Stephens
Attorney General
Did you ever try to purchase an item
thinking you had just enough money to
pay for it only to discover you couldn't
afford it because of the additional sales
tax? In Kentitcky, some retail item are
taxable and others are not depending on
where and how they are sold.
For example, if you buy two dozen
brand name doughnuts at a grocery
store, no tax is applicable. However, if
you buy one doughnut and a cup of
coffee at that same grocery where
there is designated eating area, tax will
be charged, even if you do not consume
the items in the store.
In a grocery store, most consumable
items are not taxable. However, softdrinks, candy, liquor, dietary supplements, bottled water, garden seeds
and over-the-counter drugs as well as
cigarettes, pet foods and other nonconsumable items are taxable.
In a drug store, the same taxation
applies as in a grocery store but
prescription drugs are tax-free.
Everything sold in a liquor store is
subject to tax including items that
would be tax-free in other stores such
as potato chips or roasted peanuts.
Since items sold in bars and
restaurants are consumed or wrapped
for sale on the premises those items are
also subject to tax.
If your local department store is
having a discount sale, tax must be
based on the discounted sale price not
the original retail price
Services, such as plumbing, are not
subject to tax although parts sold to a
consumer may have the tax passed
along to the consumer by the vendor.
If you have a consumer complaint,
please write to the Attorney General's
Office, Consumer Protection Division,
209 St. Clair, Frankfort, Ky. 40601, or
call our toll-free hotline number 1-800372-2960.

WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-paced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray ledner &
Tinttlilltii 32, Niiirray,ity.

A new zoning ordinance was adopted
last night by the Murray City Council
by the narrow margin of one vote. The
new ordinance has been hailed as one of
the most progressive steps taken by the
city in a number of years since it
"spells out" in exact language the type
of construction which may be built in
the varioutt zones.
The annual FFA and 4-H Hog Show
and Sale will be held at the Murray
Livestock Yards on March 23.
Elected as new officers of the Murray
State College Women's Society were
Ruble Smith, Mrs. C. S. Lowry, Mrs.
Kenneth R. Miller, and Mrs. Frank
Steely.
North Marshall, First Regional High
School Boys Basketball Tournament
champion, beat Olive Hill in the semifinals of the Kentucky High School
Basketball Tournament at Lexington to
advance to the finals of the state
tourney.
Showing at the Capitol is "The
Vikings" starring.Kirk Douglas, Tony
Curtis, Ernest Borgnine, and Janet
Leigh.

30 Years Ago
Faculty members and students of
Murray State College are preparing to
roll out the welcome mat April 1 for
high school serniors from 100 high
schools throughout the area. This will
be the first "senior day" held since
World War II, according to Dr. Ralph
H. Woods, college president.
Anne Lowry, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. C. S. Lowry, and Wilma Lovins,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Otis Lovins,
will play two of the leading roles in the
play, "Ladies In Retirement," to be
presented at Murray State College on
March 24 and 25.
The Murray High School Band,
directed by Mrs. Lee Williams, will be
featured on the program of the
Calloway County Parent-Teacher
Council at the Kirksey High School on
March 23, according to Mrs. Ottis
Patton, Calloway Council president.
Jane Earle Johnson, Anna Lee Crass,
Letricii Outland, Mary Julia Moore,
LsVora Holland, Bobbie Parker, and
Carolyn Vaughn are newly elected
officers of the Beta Nu Chapter of Alpha
Sigma Alpha sorority at Murray State
College.
Mrs. Terry Lawrence presented the
major lesson at the meeting of the
Radio Center Homemakers Club held at
the home of Mrs. Owen Billington.

Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, March 21, the
80th day of 1979. There are 285 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1829, an earthquake in
Spain killed about six thousand people.
On this date:
In 1685, composer Johann Sebastian
Bach was born in Germany.
In 1790. Thomas Jefferson became
the first U. S. Secretary of State.
In 1803, the French civil code, the
Code Napoleon, was completed.
In 1891, a marriage in Kentucky -ended the feud between the Hatfields .
and McCoys.
In 1918. in World War I, German guns
bombarded Paris from 75 miles away.
In 1972, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
that states may not set one-year
residence as a requirement for voting.
Ten years ago: President Nixon and
former President Harry Truman, onetime archenemies, had a meeting_
Five years ago: Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger said relations between
the U.S. and Russia had entered a
"difficult period."
One year ago: Defense Minister Ezer
Weizman ordered an Israeli cease-fire tt.
in southern Lebanon.
Today's birthday Indian writer Ved
1"dita
Thought
is 45for today Early to rise and
early to bed makes a man.healthy and
wealthy and dead — humorist James
Thurber, 1894-1961.

.
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Vickie Ellis Shell Receives Ph.D.
From Ohio State University
Vicki Ellis Shell of Murray,
$ received the doctor of
„r philosophy (Ph.D., degree
The Ohio State
$ from
Is4, University, Columbus, Ohio,
0
k March 16, 1979. Her major
area of study was Vocational
Education.
*.• Dr. Shell received a
• bachelor's degree in business
education from Murray State
• University cum laude in 1968
7,- and the master's degree was
1969.
in
▪ received
Requirements for a vocational
administrator's and superand
certificate
visor's
master's plus 30 hours were
completed in 1972.
Dr. Shell was a distributive
• education teacher-coordinator
in Marshall County for two
and one-half years, and a DE
teacher-coordinator at the

Murray Area Vocational
Education Center for four
years. She served as a

Dr. Vicki Shell
curriculum research
associate for the Interstate
Education
Distributive
Curriculum Consortium at

•
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Ohio State University for one
and one-half years. Beginning
in July 1978, Dr. Shell has been
employed with Murray State
University's College of Industry and Technology in the
Department of Industrial
Education.
During the past ten years,
Dr. Shell has actively participated in many varied
professional and civic activities and has received
several honors. She has
served as president of the
Kentucky Association of
Distributive. Education
Teachers; a member of the
Vocational
American
Association Distributive
Education Policy and Planning Committee; secretarytreasurer of the National
Association of Distributive
Teachers;
Education
parliamentarian of the Kappa
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club; treasurer of
the Hannah Circle of the First
United Methodist Church;
volunteer for the Children's
Hospital Fund Drive in
Columbus, Ohio; a member of
the Advisory Committee on
Institutional Eligibility and
Accrediation for the U. S.
Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare in
Washington; and is a current
member of the Governor's
State Beautification Committee.
Honors include listing in
Who's Who Among Students in
American Colleges and
Universities; and America's
Outstanding Young Women.
Dr. Shell was also selected as
the Outstanding Distributive
Education Teacher of Kentucky.
Various workshops in
Kentucky, Ohio, Texas,
Missouri, and Georgia have
been conducted by Dr. Shell.
She has written a wide range
of curriculum materials,
served as a book reviewer,
and has published a Bulletin
for
for
the
Council
Teacher
Distributive
Educators Professional
Series. Her dissertation title

was "computauonal Concepts
and Tasks Associated with
Entry-Level General Merchandising Employees in the
Columbus, Ohio; Louisville,
Kentucky; and Nashville,
Tennessee; Areas."
Dr. Shell is the former Vicki
Ellis, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Ellis of Murray.
Her parents, her husband,
Jack, son, Brian and motherin-law, Mildred Shell, atthe
graduation
tended
ceremony.

Storey's
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Warm Weekend Has
Rash Of Vandalism
In Elizabethtown
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky.
1AP) — The first warm
weekend brought a rash of
vandalism in Elizabethtown
and Hardin County, officials
said. Police reported about 20
breakins, attempted breaking
and enterings and acts of
vandalism Saturday and
Sunday.
They included five windows
broken at Helrnwood Heights
Elementary School; a rear
door kicked in at Hardin
County Milling; a rear garage
door pried open at Vista
and
seven
Kawasaki
motorcycles pushed outside,
all recovired; a large window
broken, rear door knobs
broken, 10 gas caps stolen and
gas siphoned from several
vehicles at Hardin's Used
Cars, and five bullet holes shot
in a soft drink machine and
the change box removed at
Southside Standard.
Police also reported several
cars broken into in the city
and county; damage to doors
of two houses; tampering with
a circuit breaker at a Vermont
American plant, and $350 in
damage to the girls' locker
room, cafeteria and teachers
lounge at North Hardin High
School, with $2 in change
.1 „stolen from two vending
machines.
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Limit Rights Reserved
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24 oz.
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a
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Nabisco

Scot Form 6 Pk

Saltines

99'

69' Biscuits

1 lb.

Instant Coffee

999

10 oz

Sunflower

e

weekly Frozen Food Specialsl

( Save 71c On One
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Miracle
Whip

Kounty Kist Nibblers
Corn
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'
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'
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lb
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lb

Pork Cutlets
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Steaks
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Could Put A Dent In Problem

Workshop To Feature
Professional Actors
As part of its continuing
theatre education program,
the Murray-Calloway County
is
Theatre
Community
sponsoring lectures,
demonstrations, and
discussions on topics related
to theatre, to he conducted by
an entire company of
professional actors and
technicians from Actor's
Theatre of Louisville (ATL),
the state theatre of Kentucky.
The sessions, scheduled to be
presented on Wednesday,
March 28, pronuse to be invaluable to all area dramalovers, a spokesman said.
When asked about the
significance of such a
workshop to the region's
various theatre programs
community theatre,
university theatre, high school
speech and drama) Community Theatre director
Richard Valentine remarked,
The Actor's Theatre trip to
Murray affords us an opportunity we can't pass up in
our continuing drive for excellence in our theatre.
However, the workshop is not
only for the public already
involved in some form of
theatre arts, but is also
definitely for any citizen
wishing to discover the many
opportunities for jobs in
theatre."
The major portion of the
ATL company's stay in
Calloway County will be
devoted to the Total Theatre
Workshop, which consists of
lectures and discussions on
seven different areas of the
theatre: costuming, set
design, lighting, prop construction, make-up, publicity,
and over-all play production,
each being presented by one of
ATL's troupe of theatre
professionals. Also on the
agenda are a theatre in-theclassroom workshop for
middle school and high school
students, a make-up festival
for kids at 3:30 p.m. in the
Calloway County Public
Library, and a special sneak
preview of ATL's new

Higher Poaching Fines Sought

By BILL RIE2GEITS0111
Associated Press Writer
Poachers probably kW more
deer in Kentucky than legal
hunters, but higher fines could
put a dent In the statewide
problem, state game officials
say.
Several poaching cases
have resulted in $1,000 fines
since a provision for a $300-to$1,000 fines took effect last
year.
A Hardin County case led to
$760 fines for two men this
week, and another major case
comes up soon in Bowling
Green, said officials interviewed by telephone
Tuesday.
Steve Youtz, assistant
Peter Bartlett, one of the director of law enforcement in
professional actors coming the Department of Fish and
to Murray from Actor's Wildlife, said estimates of the
Theatre of Louisville, num- number of deer killed by
bers among his credits poachers each year vary.
productions of "A Christmas
He said 12,168 deer were
Carol," "The Importance of killed legally in the state last
Being Earnest," and, on hunting season. The state's
Broadway,'A Patriot For Me. total deer population is
Bartlett will be conducting estimated at 120,000.
"It's a safe estimate that
lectures on make-up for the
Total Theatre Workshop to there are probably more deer
be held on Wednesday, killed illegally than legally,"
March 28. For information, Youtz said.
The higher fines should
phone 759-1751
he said. "We're very
help,
Dust."
production "Gold
optimistic about them. It's not
"Gold Dust," a musical a slap on the wrist any more."
In addition to fining illegal
comedy set in the Old West,
will be presented at Murray hunters up to $1,000, courts
State University the following can require them to pay the
Thursday, March 29, at 8 p.m. Fish and Wildlife Department
invite the cost of stocking the deer
cordially
"We
anybody and everybody to the that were killed.
Total Theatre Workshop. It is
For example, said Wayne
our hope that people will come Riley, supervisor for the 2nd
to the lectures, find out how Wildlife District in western
much fun theatre is, and then Kentucky, a Muhlenberg
stay with the performing arts County man was fined 9300,
through the Community the minimum fine, for
Theatre," Valentine added. shooting a doe, and was orThe workshops begin at 9:30 dered to pay the department a
a.m. Wednesday morning, $200 stoeking fee.
with registration at Pagliai's
Killing a doe recently cost a
Restaurant on Main Street, Caldwell County man $1,200 —
and continue throughout the the maximum fine plus
day with sessions on different stocking fee — and a hunter
aspects of the theatre. Par- who was with him $1,000,
ticipants in the workshops Youtz said.
may attend free of charge.
Three men were fined $1,000
For further information call each in Christian County and
the 24-hour Community had their car confiscated for
Theatre Hot-line at 759-1752. sale at auction by the state for
killing a deer in February, he
said.
In the most recent case,
Thomas K. Mercer, 19; West
Point, and Norman J. Elmore,
19, Valley Station, were each
fined $750 plus $27.50 in court
through costs Monday in Hardin
extending
and
Friday, March 23, in the County District Court and had
Department of Speech and their hunting licenses revoked
Theatre in Room 211 of Wilson for two years.
District Judge Robert N.
Hall from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Tickets will also be on sale at Hubbard ordered a truck that
was impounded released but
the door.
said a spotlight, rifle and

'1-80 Nebraska'To Be
Presented March 23-24
"1-80 Nebraska" by John
Sayles, a production about
truckers on Nebraska highways and their camaraderie
and CB banter, will be
presented by the Department
of Speech and Theatre at
Murray State University on
March 23-24.
Dr. Jill O'Brien will direct
the cast of 11 students in the
show scheduled to begin at 8
p.m. in the University Theatre
in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
It is a story of highway
haulers who encounter a
curious maverick, Ryder P.
Moses, who challenges their
fondest Wusions and rejects
their typical joys. Ryder is a
mysterious prophet of the
road who sees with unusual
clarity the superficiality of the
daily existence relished by
most haulers. However,
Sayles implied by the conclusion of the work that
Ryder's vision is also limited.
Cast members are: Don
King of Trenton, Tenn., as
Alabama Rebel and Overload;
Wes Bartlett of Owensboro as
Toby
and
Trucker
Roadrunner; Paul Scovell of
Harveys Lake, Pa., as
narrator; Michael Bokeno of
Fairfield, Ohio, as Man and
Repairman; Skip Hamra and
Kelly Evans, both of Murray,
as rlyder P. Moses and
Arkansas Traveler respectively; Carla Horton of
Eldorado, Ill., as Sweetpea;
Merilee Hughes of Benton,
as Chromedome and Axle
Sally; and Henry Combest of
Cadiz, Krista Russell of
Murray, and Becky Bowles of
Louisville as truckers.
Tickets, which are $1 each,
may be purchased in advance,
beginning Monday, March 19,

quick."
Also,-.Youtz said, winter "is
closer to the time of the
legitimate thin) deer season
and people think more about

the respirators of Gessner,
Catherine Womack. and
Louvenia Reed because she
thought they were dead.
However, she denied pulling
the plug on Markene Smith,
Mrs. Robaczynski still faces
trial in connection with the
other deaths. Assistant State's
Attorney Howard B. Gersh
said after the mistrial that it
was "too premature" to tell if
he would seek a retrial in
Gessner's death.
"The biggest issue was
whether or not he was dead,"
said jury forewoman Beverly
A. Stokarski. "There was so
much speculation on the part
of the doctors' testimonies."
One juror who held out for a
guilty verdict said emotions
played a big part in the
deliberations.
"It was too much to ask a
jury to decide," said Glee E.
Anderson Jr., who said he held
out for a guilty verdict. "It
was useless."
The judge called the jury
beck to the courtroom at 11:20
p.m. Tuesday and asked Ms.
Stokarski, "Do you think
continued deliberation would
not be fruitful?"
",Yes," she replied.
The jury was told Monday it
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
A system to improve could acquit Mrs. Robaceducation programs for zynski, or convict her of firstmigrant children will be in- degree murder, secondtroduced this spring, ac- degree murder, or involuntary
cording to I, D Knight, unit manslaughter.
During deliberations,
director of the state Department of Education migrant prosecutor Gersh said he
heard jurors screaming about
programs
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)
He said it includes a whether or not Gessner was
The city clerk of Maysville migrant student record dead when his respirator was
cannot live outside the city transfer system that will dtsconnected.
limits, the attorney general's eliminate the need for
Gessner's time of death was
office said Tuesday.
retesting the children when an important factor in the
In an advisory opinion to they come to this state.
case. Prosecutors argued that
Robert Zweigart, a Maysville
More than 60 school districts he was alive when Mrs.
lawyer, it said the law covers in Kentucky have migrant Robaczynski unplugged the
third class cities under the -education programs which Aire respirator. but the defense
city manager form of funded by the federal said.that by legal definition he
v,,vernment.
was already dead.
government.

System To Better
Education For
Migrant Children

Bowling Green, and Lonnie
McMillan of Knoxville, Tenn.
— are scheduled for trial April
4 in Warren District Court on
enlarges of poaching deer
during a closed season.
Wholrey and Bryson were
released on their own
recognixance and McMillan on

bond pending the
April 4 court date.
Riley said the department
would ask that McMillan's
1978 four-wheel drive pickup
truck, impounded when the
three were arrested, be
confiscated and sold at auction.

stooe cash
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Mistrial Declared After
19 Hours Of Deliberation
By THERESA HUMPHREY
Associated Press Writer
BALTIMORE (AP) N-qlrie
jury in the mercy-killing til
of nurse Mary Rose Robaczynski stood 10-2 for acquittal
its
of
most
during
deliberations before a mistrial
was declared, says the jury
forewoman.
The six-man, six-woman
jury deliberated 19 hours over
two days before Judge Robert
decided late
Karwacki
Tuesday that a verdict could
not be reached.
Mrs. Robaczynski, 24, a
former nurse at Maryland
General Hospital, was accused of unplugging the
respirator of Harry Gessner,a
48-year-old Baltimore cab
driver who was in a coma.
A city grand jury indicted
her last year on murder
charges in the deaths of
Gessner and three other
comatose patients. She
acknowledged disconnecting

deer thee."
Three men accused of
killing five deer Dec. 9 near
Bowling Green were apprehended by Wayne and
James Taylor, conservation
officer ia Tarren County.
The three — Larry Wholrey
and Harvey Bryson, both of

Little poadslag occurs in
summer, he said, mainly
because when the weather is
hot, -the meat will spoil so

hunting knife that were
confiscated should be sold at
auction.
With such penalties for
poaching, Riley said, "It's
to
them,
discouraging
especially during the winter,
when utility bills are high and
it's hard to pay a fine."
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Depth Proves Difference
For Southeast Missouri;
Racers Lose Dual Meet
Murray State's strength in
the middle- and long-distance
races showed Tuesday, but the
depth of Southeast Missouri,
says Racer coach Bill Cornell,
was ultimately the difference.
We lust don't have the
depth for a dual meet," said
Cornell. His squad dropped a
81-69 decision to SEMO at Roy
Stewart Stadium in a meet
that opened the Racers'
outdoor track season.
Murray swept all three
places in the 800, 1500 and 5000
meters events behind the
strength of All-American
Jerry Odlin, who placed in all
three events.
In the 800, David Rafferty
won in 1:54.1, followed by
Marshall Crawley in 1:55.8
and Odlin in 1:56.6.
Mitch Johnston, Richard
Charleston and Odlin tied for
rust in the 1500 with a 3:56.0
time, while another AllArnerican, David Warren,
captured the 5000 meters in
14:26.2. Charleston and Odlin
tied for second in 15:06.0.
The two teams tied with 10
places each in the field events,
?•but three of Murray's came in

the high jump, where
Southeast Missouri entered no
competitors.
Stan Simmons, usually a
strong entry for Murray in the
shot put and the discus, is still
out of action because of an
irregular heart beat.
"Stan would have won two
events, and that would have
given us enough to win the
meet," said Cornell. "We
should know his status today.
"We have more depth on
this team than last year's,"
Cornell said. "But it still isn't

enough." The loss merited the
third straight year SEMO has
beaten the Racers in a dual
nieet.
Other firsts for the Racers
were Alfred Brown in the
triple jump 411-1 and Charles
Youngren in the javelin 1832).
Murray
travels
to
Gainesville, Fla., for the
Florida Relays Friday and
Saturday. It returns to host a
triangular meet with Western
Kentucky and Southern
Illinois in Stewart Stadium
March 30.

Swatkeeat bIllessarl 81. Murray 89
SHOT PUT- Gohn SEMO)41144s; Youngren 444, Thompson ISEMO)42-64
HIGH JUMP- Bradford..4; Leitmayr 6-4; Pringle 5-10.
4 x 110 RELAY - SEMO (Hebbard, Davis, Tbrontun, Smith) 41.9; Murray A
(Foarlar42311111Paa,CaraMbis)42.3.
130
-(Tie)Jobasion,Otiba,Chasiastan 3 96.0.
110 KURD
-Tbareton(SEMO)14.1; Preasberry rSEMO 14.1; Leitmayr 14.8
400 METERS- Anderson(SEMO)48.8; Cory(SEMO)49.9; 0'Meetly 40.4.
LONG JUMP - Townser(SEMO 23-44; Cornelius 22-114; Reachler(SEMO)21944.

100-YD DASH- Dave SEMO 10.46; Brown 10.47; Smith(SEMO)10.51.
100 METERS-- Rafferty 154.1; Crawley 1:55.8; Odbn 1:16.6
400 I. HURDLES - Thronton (SEM()) 56.5; fteed SEMO) MA; Pressberry
SEMO 507
200-YD DASH - Davis SEMO)21.7; Smith ,SEMOI 72.1; Tippen 22.7.
DISCUS- Gier SEMO 135-9; Hiellrnan 4SEMO) 130-8; Youngren 130-5.
POLE VAULT- Lea SEMO I 14-3; Forton 14-0.
5800 METERS- Warren 14:20.2; Tie) Charleston, Odlin IS 06.0.
TRIPLE JUMP- Brown 48-1; Pressberry (SEMO 45-4. Austin 45-144
MILE RELAY - SEMO (Davis, Anderson. Cory, Dnsdalei 3 MI; Murray
Crawley, Chimes, Rafferty,0.Meally)3:24.8.
JAVELIN - Youngren 1812; Ford(SEIM)117-5; Gier(SEMO)164-3

Murray Women Recruit
Providence's 6-4 Ocikley
Diane Oakley, a 6-4 center as a starter at Providence for
from Providence High School, coach Wayne Morris.
has become the first Murray
A four-time all-district
State women's basketball choice and three-time allrecruit for next season.
Three Rivers Conference
selection,
Oakley was named
"She has the potential to be
a good college player," said honorable mention all-state as
Murray coach Jean Smith. a junior and senior and also
"She's an excellent shooter earned all-region honors in
1978 and 1979. She won the
and has a great attitude."
rebounding
award
at
Oakley averaged =.2 points Providence four straight
and 11.8 rebounds last season years.

The trio of (from left) Mitch Johnston, Jerry Odlin and Richard Charleston
tied for first to swoop the 1500-motors event, but the Murray State track

tow lost to Southeast Missouri el -69 Tuesday rah Strawa'rt SNAG'S.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson

'Breds Win, Up Record To 5-1
Steve Sencibaugh's bat gave Dierberger to score from third
Murray State all the runs it base. As Sencibaugh struggled
needed, and his glove, well, it to find the handle, Ken
finally gave the Thorough- Brainin, who was on second,
breds the win after a few raced around third base and
harrowing moments.
headed for home, representing the tying run.
With Murray leading 2-0
over Northwestern (Ill.)
Sencibaugh alertly tossed to
Tuesday afternoon at Reagan
third baseman Mike CalleField, Sencibaugh, the'Breds'
chiO, WhO fired to catcher
shortstop, fielded a two-out
David Orem. Orem met
ground ball and prepared to
Brainin with a polite tap with
fire to first for the final out.
the ball, and Murray owned its
He bobbled the ball, though, fifth victory against a single
allowing Northwestern's Bill defeat.

The 'Breds face Northwestern and Chicago Circle,
a 6-4 victor over Northwestern
Tuesday, in a doubleheader
today. The first game is set for
1 p.m.

He advanced to third when
pitcher Carl Shellenback
overthrew the first baseman
on an attempted pickoff play.
Doran Perdue walked, and
Sencibaugh followed with a
double to right-centerfield,
scoring both runners.
Lefthander -Doyle Miller
picked up the victory, Salt:
tering six hits, walidng two
and striking out two.
Shellenback went all the way
for Northwestern, allowing
only three hits while fanning
six.

Murray's victory avenged
its only loss thus far, a 03-1
decision to Northwestern
Sunday. -- With the game scoreless
heading into Murray's half of
the third inning, designated
hitter Tim Hopkins opended
the frame with a single.

Money 2,
Maribweatera 1
Perdue,2b
Sencibaugh,ss
Fehn,rf
Tooley,lf
Courtney,I b
Threatt,c1
Callschio,3b
Hopkins,dh
Orern,c
Tota1s
NW

ab r hbi
1
0 •
3
1
I
1 •
3
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3
00
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2
2110
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Nastase Booted

DIANE OAKLEY

NEW ORLEANS - Ilie
Nastase was disqualified in
his first-round match against
Bob Lutz in the $175,000 New
Orleans Tennis Festival for
making obscene gestures.
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Murray State suited baseman Dorm Perdao fielded this hot mine hit his way, but he couldn't come up with the throw in the sixth inning of Tuesday's gams. The Thoroughbreds won, though, stopping Northwestern 21.
Staff
Tony Wits°,

•• • •

• •4',
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Hoosier Hysteria
It's No Coincidence That Indiana, Purdue,
Indiana State Still In Basketball Tourneys
By STEVE HERMAN
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS-The stereotype of
lanky Indiana farm boy with a straw
hat on his head, a carburetor tucked
under one arm and a basketball in the
other hand just isn't true.
They don't all tinker with
automobiles. And the hat would fall off
in a game of one-on-one
But basketball? Well, it's more than a
sport in Indiana. It's a way of life that
begins in early childhood and ends
when...well, it never really ends.
It's no coincidence that the Hoosier
State has produced a nearly unbroken
string of outstanding players and
coaches at every level, from Johnny
Wooden in the 1920s to Larry Hirt a
half-century later.
*,
And it's no coincidence to the Hoosier
faithful that Indiana and Purdue will
play each other tonight for the championship of the Nedra] Invitation

Tournament - already renamed by
some newspapers as the "National
Indiana Tournament."
Or that top-ranked and unbeaten
Indiana State, led by the marvelous
Bird, has reached the Final Four of the
NCAA tournament. Or that Notre
Dame,the fourth hidiana college in the
national spotlight this spring, reached
the finals of the NCAA Mideast regional
tournament.
While not every player from these
college teams was weaned on Hoosier
high school ball, the prominence of
Indiana teams and players is undeniable. Frenzied crowds fill not only
college arenas but also the high school
gyms - some of them, such as New
Castle High School's 9,300-seat facility,
larger than most colleges have.
Market Square Arena, site of last
week's NCAA Midellit tournament and
next year's NCAA Mali and the home
of the Indiana Pacers of the National

Basketball Association, will be filled
with a sellout crowd approaching 17,000
on Saturday for the finals of the state
high school tournament. The monthlong
tournament will draw an estimated 1
million fans.
It's known as Hoosier Hysteria and
it's especially strong in the smaller
communities, where all civic activity is
centered on the high school. It brought
the townspeople together, and it
promoted natural rivalries with the
surrounding communities.
But what makes Indiana different?
Surely other states had - and still have
-- similar situations.
"No. 1, we have a system that's
unique," Brown said. "There are only
two other states that Zave no class
basketball (separate Twograrns for
schools of different sizes). This goes
back to the early days of basketball,
where you had 10 or 12 high schools in
each county.
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Bird's A Surprise To Newsmen
NEW YORK (AP) - A the tilustache aadoolslosok.
battery of newsmen, still
-Oh no, not as of them,"
photographers, radio and TV sonleone else chorused.
personnel pitched camp in the
••(;)nna be some day,"
upstairs anteroom of a mid- growled another working
town steak emporium and guest, plopping himself in a
nervously awaited the arrival straightbacked chair beside
of America's newest sports the unattended bar.
hero.
Shortly, there was a clamor
"I hear he's a lulu," a man at the door. In walked Larry
with an armful of camera Bird, his blond hair towering a
equipment commented.
head above everyone else,
"Yeah, refuses to talk to the accompanied by his coach,
press," said the little guy with Bill Hodges, and a Madison

MSU Women,7-1,
At SEMO Tuesday

Murray State coach Johnny Reagan (52) has a word with catcher David Orem and first baseman
Robin Courtney (hidden) as pitcher Doyle Millar has on. Miller went on to scatter six Northwestern hits for a 2-1 victory Tvesday afternoon.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson

NU Sports Information
Murray State women's
coach Nita Head is counting
continued
on
success
throughout the spring as the
Racers orepare for a Tuesday
encounter at Southeast
Missouri.
Murray has won 6 of its last
7 spring matches to up its
overall season record to an
impressive 18-7 total. The
Racers have won matches this
against
Emory,
spring
Vanderbilt, Tampa, St.
Petersburg Junior College,
Florida Southern and Central
Florida while narrowly (5-4)
losing to University of
Houston.
Freshman Bitsy Ritt,

Avenue color guard.
advance - a television taping
Without a word - not a before the featured attraction
"hello," "pardon me" or was to be exposed to the
"nice knowing you" - the
group strode through the
crowded room and sought
sanctuary behind a giant
screen serving as a backdrop
for the dais set up to honor
college basketball's Player of
the Year.
The 6-foot-9 Bird, Mr. Do-ItAll for unbeaten Indiana State
of Terre Haute, Ind., was the
honoree, recipient of the
award voted by members of
the National Association of
Basketball Coaches.
Will Grimsley
The award is sponsored by _
Eastman Kodak.
"Oh,oh," moaned one of the general media.
invitees. "They must expect
After a brief period, the
us to interview him from towering forward emerged. It
behind the wall."
took only 10 minutes for the
It wasn't that way at all.
assembled journeymen to
The
hidden-player learn that they were not
maneuver was something the dealing with a sullen,
sponsors had worked out in
snarling, resentful ogre at all.

operating at No. 2, has won all
seven of her encounters this
spring to raise her overall
record to 21-4. The Racers No.
4 singles player, Ann Ress, is
also undefeated in the second
half of the season and owns an
overall 18-6 mark.
Head's No. 1 singles player,
Karen Weis, is 5-2 in the spring
and 17-6 overall while No. 6
Becky Jones is 5-2 and 214
overall.
Following the match with
Southeast Missouri, Murray
By the Associated Press
State will enter competition in
All right, so the Minnesota
the UT Martin Tournament on Twins have lost Rod Carew
March 30-31 at Martin, Tenn. and Dan Ford, their two most
The Racers first home en- productive hitters of 1978.
counter will come April 10
Does that iean they won't
score many runs this year?
against UT Martin.

Twins, Minus Two Stars,
Hammer Yankees 15-7

-

Purdue-Indiana To Vie For NIT
Title In Championship Tonight
--aitILL-BARNtairs

Purdue and Indiana meet- at 9 bigger booster than Hoosiers'
AP Sports Writer
Coach Bobby Knight.
p.m. EST for the NIT title?
NEW YORK - The nai.s
"
)i
"Since 1939, every team in
Nearly 15,000 showed up for
NATIONAL Invitation Monday night's semifinal the Big Ten except NorTournament and the last four doubleheader that saw Pur- thwestern and Minnesota have
games still are held at due, 27-7, beat Alabama 87-68 made the Final Four," he said
Madison Square Garden in the and Indiana, 21-12, defeat Big Tuesday. "I did a survey three
heart of New York, but Ten rival Oibio State 64-55. A years ago and the Big Ten had
tonight's title game for college similar turnout is expected 48 players in the pros, the
basketball's oldest postseason tonight when the Boiler- Pac8 (now Pac-10) had 25 and
championship really is just a makers and Hoosiers meet for the Atlantic Coach Conference
regular mom and apple pie the third time- this season, 15. I don't think there's any
civil war.
question that some of the 24
each team having won once.
The Big Ten Conference has
It will be the first time two teams in the NIT are better
this season's bragging rights teams from the same con- than some of the 40 in the
as the No.1 college basketball ference have reached the NIT NCAA.
area, with seven teams in the final and the second time
"We have to play Purdue in
Top 20 at one time or another, teams from the same state the finals, but if I had any
Michigan State in the NCAA have played for the cham- contrni over it, we'd be
Final Four and three teams pionship. Xavier, Ohio beat playing Rose Poly."
reaching the semifinals of the Dayton 78-74 in overtime in
The focus of the game
42nd NIT. So who outside the 1958.
should be on whether Knight's
state of Indiana cares that
The Big Ten doesn't have a swarming defense can stop

What they got was just a big,
overgrown kid from the little
town of French Lick, Ind
thank
to
want
"I
everybody," he said bashfully. "I am happy to get it."
He glanced at the gleaming
trophy. Then he laid himself
bare to a barrage of questions.
Larry Bird in isolation"
You've got to be kidding.
The young athlete was the
epitome of politeness and
decorum. For more than an
hour, he stood and fielded
personal queries - mundane
and provocative.
Bird said he has no antipathy for the press
generally. "Everybody is
under a lot of pressure - not
just me," he added, "It embarrasses me when the press
surrounds my locker and
ignores the other guys. There
are five guys on the floor.
There should be five guys for
the press."

Ite Mitrytairfolr,
foot-1 center.
"There'll be five guys on Joe
Barry at times- like bees on
a honeycomb," said Purdue
Coach Lee Rose."He might as
well warm up on the Indiana
side because they're going to
be around him all night."
Carroll, who Rose says has
not spoken to newsmen in
three years at Purdue, scored
42 points on 16-of-19 shooting
against Alabama.
"He's not necessarily shy,"
said Rose. "He wants his
ballplaying to do his talking
for him."
"I'd like to think they would
use Carroll as a decoy, but I
don't think they will," said
Knight.

No...not if their 15-7 bom- Mauch. "One, all the attention
bardment of the New York on this team would have gone
Yankees, winners of the last to him in regard to his imtwo World Series, is any in- minent departure, and that
dication.
would have hurt morale. And
"The sad fact is this was a two, if he stayed for this
lousy ballclub last year with season, he would have played
Rod Carew (the seven-time out his option and we'd have
American League batting gotten nothing in return for
champion)," Twins Manager him."
Gene Mauch philosophized
One of the players the Twins
Tuesday after Minnesota's
received
in the deals with the
impressive exhibition
triumph. "You've got to have Angels was first baseman Ron
Jackson, who hit .297 for
a reason to come to the
ballpark and we didn't have California last year.
Jackson lashed two doubles
one."
and a single as the Twins
The reason they lacked the
tneentive Was the fact they tattooed four Yankees' pitchers for 18 hits. •
had little chance at winning
the American League West
Starter Ken Clay was the
title. They wound up the easiest target for the Minseason with a 73-89 record, in nesota hitters. He was raked
fourth place, 19 games behind for 10 hits and 10 runs in 22-3
division champion Kansas innings, including a grand
City.
slam home run by Roy
After the season, Carew and Smalley and a three-run shot
Ford were traded to the by Glenn Adams. Rookie Dan
California Angels in separate Graham added a two-run
deals.
homer and Willie Norwood
Despite the loss of Carew,of had a solo blast.
whom Mauch was very fond,
"If my first three hitters in
the manager feels the Twins the batting order have any
are a better team.
kind of year at all, there's no
"There are only two things way Jackson won't drive in 100
that could have happened if runs," Mauch said. "The guy
we still had Rod this year and can hit. You can hear it just by
both of them are bad." said the sound of his bat."
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Believe It!

Sports At A Glance

Racers' Vernon Broadnax

NBA Standings

Baseball

NCAA Trail

Emigre Caniereare
Anisette Oblides
L
Pet GB
W
is 411 V
Washington
33
135 1114
Philadelpina
38
.479 144
34 37
New Jersey
.419 19
31 43
New York
3$1 204
V 42
Boston
Cestral Divines
42 30
.5g3 San Antonio
671 1
40 30
Houston
24
48 33
.548
Atlanta
.394 134
18 43
Detroit
MO 14
28 44
Cleveland
.311 la
23 51
New Orleans
Western Canfereace
Midwest Mynas
597 43 20
Kansas City
541
34
40 33
Denver
452 104
40
33
Milwaukee
423 124
30 41
Indiana
306 16',
36 45
Cincago
Pacific Diviskis
44
27
620 Seattle
42 29
. MR
2
Lai Ange le s
31113
2/
1
2
42 30
Phoenix
5
.541
40 33
San Diego
.516
6
30 33
Portland
.438 13
32 41
Golden State
Tuesday's Games
New York 118, Milwaukee 110
Atlanta 115, Cleveland 100
New Jersey 117, Detroa 110
Philadelphia 124, San Antonio 130
Washington 136, New Orleans 117
Denver 113, Gokien State 102
Portland 115, San Diego 109
Weibesday's Games
Detroit at Atlanta
New York pt Washington
Chicago at Indiana
San Antonio at Kansas city
Philadelphia at Houston
Boston at Phoenix
San Diego at Golden State
Portland at toe Angeles
Thursday's Gaines
Indiana at., Cleveland
Boston at Seattle
•

Extias Baseball
Tuesday's Genie,
Houston 6, Montreal 4
Kansas City 9, Atlanta 2
St.Louis 7, Toronto 2
Boston 4, Cincinnati 3, 10 innings
Detroit!. Chicago (Al 0
Minnesota 15, New Yort AI 7
San Francisco 6, San Diego 4
Chicago Ni vs. California, ppd., rain
Oakland vs. Cleveland, ppd., rain
Seattle vs. Milwaukee. ppd., rain
Baltimore 4, Philadelphia 1
New York N 8, Pittsburgh 3
Tsday's Games
Houston vs. Montreal at Cocos, Fla.
Baltimore vs Atlanta at Wan Palm
Beach, Fla.
&Louis vs. Toronto at Dunedin, FL.
Los Angeles vs. New York (61 i at
St Petersburg, Fla.
Philadelphia vs. Texas at Pompano,
Fla.
ldinnesota vs. Cincinnati at Tamps,
Fla.
Kansas City vs Chicago At at
Sarasota, Fla.
San Francisco vs. California at Palm
Springs, Calif.
Cleveland vs. Seattle at Tempe, Ariz.
Chicago (34 r vs San Diego at Yana,
Am
Boston vs Detroit at Lakeland, Fla..
In,
Thursday's Games
Detroit vs Houston at C00011, VIa
LOG Angeles vs. Atlanta at West Palm
Beach, Fla
Minnesota
vs Pittsburgh at
Bradenton. Fla
A, at
Cincinnati vs Chle•go
Sarasota. Fla
Kansas City vs Toronto at Dunedin.
Fla.
Baltimore vs Texan at Pompano.
Fla.
New York ( A vs Barton at Winter
Haven, Fla
California vs. Cleveland at Tucson,
Ark.

NCAA College Basketball Townsmen
Regional Championship
Saturday's Games
Midwest
At artesian
Indiana St 73, Arkansas 71
West
At Peeve Utak
DePatd 95, UCLA 91
Suaday's Games
East
At Gewgaws, MC%
Perin 44, St. John's 62
Mideast
At Indianapolis, Ind
Michas:901 80, Notre Dame 68

Makes Syndicated Cartoon

Transactions

Nettie.' Semifinals
idarell 24
Al Salt Lake City
Penn 25-5 > vs. Michigan St. / 244i
Indiana St (32411 as. DePaul 25-5(
Natimal ChampienshM
Mardi 211
At Salt Lake City
Penn-Michigan St winner vs. Indiana
St -DePatil winner

NIT Trail
Semglaals
Meaday's Games
At New York
Purdue 17, Alabama 68
Indiana 64, Ohio St 56
r 20-12, vs Ohio State 119-10,

Publicity for a university have brought the strangest
can come in strange forms, form of all by earning a spot in
and Vernon Broadnax may a nationallvr syndicated
cartoon.

BASEBALL
Americas Lesgse
BOSTON RED SOX-Sent Bobby
Sprowl. Steve Schack, Burke Suter
and Win Remmerswaal, pitchers,
Glenn Hoffman and Julio Valdes infielders, to Pawtucket of the Inter.
national League
CALIFORNIA AMEEIS- Sent Bob
Slater, infielder, Stan Cbburn, Bnan
Harper and Mark Nocciolo, catchers.
Dennis Gilbert, outfielder. Ralph
Boning, Joel Crtsler, Mike Heaton,
Charlie Phillips, Dave Sleek and Rick
Foley, pitchers, to their minor league
camp for reassignment

A 6-6, 410-pound offensive
tackle for the Murray State
football team, Broadnax was
listed in "Ripley's Believe It
Or Not,", which appeared in
newspapers last week, as
"The Living Mount Vernon.
Alfred Brown stretches tor distance during the long jump
Tuesday at Stewart Stadium. Brown won the triple jump, but
the Racers lost a dual meet to Southeast Missouri.

Bowling
Standings
Diller or Dollar
Friday Morning League
TEAM
W
Ky. Lake 011 Co
56
Harpole Gra,lk Hardware
52
Mioamsker Seed Co.
52
M.F.A.Insurance
50
McCuiston Auto & Elec
M
Zesty Y Grocery
46
Paradise Kennel
43k1
Astro Car Wash
20kt
Key Cars
374
3244
Lucky Seven

BROADNAX

Broadnax is a freshman
from Xenia, Ohio.

/
1
4..

1.
34
40
40
42
44
46
484
524
544
5444

Paradise Kennel
Ky Lake 011 Co.
Key Cars

ow

773
772

HIGH TEAM SERBS(SC)
F,ast Y Grocery
1701
Ky Lake(XI Co
1101
M.F.A Insurance
1640
HIGH TEAM WENS(BE)
East Y Grocery
Ky IAke 011 Co
1230
Lucky Seven
1113$

nse

ATTENTION
TRUCKERS!!!
Colonial is in need of owner/operator or operation with drivers, due
to increase in business and additional authority.
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenn. We are now operating drive in as
well as refrigerated vans.
If you have a late model,3 axle diesel, sleeper cab tractor and have a
driver at least 25 years of age with a minimum of 2 years over the road
experience and a good background, then do yourself a favor and contact Carl McBride(901)784-4951 at Humbolt,Tn.
11

223
204
Kli

HIGH IND.GAME IW
Patty Harris
Pat Scott....
Marion Berberich .

28.
220
234

HIGH IND.SERIES
Lois Smith
Pat Scott
Patty Hants
HIGH IND SERIES ,1-1(
Patty Hants.
Pat Scold
Lois Smith
HIGH AVERAGES
1 nis Smith
Pat Snort
;Ann Green
'
,Margret Marlin
Vicble Baker
Jane Parks
Rowena Emerson

PASCHALL CAMPER SALES
a 00

HIGH IND GAME(BE)
Patty Harris.
Pat Send
1.015 Smith

,
302
540
519
657
642
639

177
156
153
150
149
141
.............. 140
.„
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HIGH TEAM GAME(SC)
Ky. Lake 011
......... 590
M.F.A. Insurance
5B
East Y Grocery
673

Finis
Wednesday's Gaines
At Nein Fmk
Clisseplassidp
Purdue 714 vs Indiana (2I-12),(a)
Third Place
Alabama (22-111 vs Ohio St. (111.11)(a)

1

50ea

0•5 II 0 on

Ell 171 10 5055505 00••I oil

YOUR NOMAD TRAVEL TRAILER DEALER:
41,1 tjits U14.2110 0 It 00 Ulf)0 Oil 0 2 0 0 ca 0 0 0 0 0 it II 0 0 I 0 0 ei

New And Used Camper Sales
*Hitches *Air Conditionings
We Install
*Awnings *All R-V Accessories
RN.Service Is Our Specialty
We Work On All Brands
5 Miles
South of Murray
On U.S. 641

PASCHALL
CAMPER SALES

•

9 00-6 00
Mon -Sot
(502- 492 8186
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Fayette Board Makes New Policies

Workmen Ready Four Armored
Vehicles To Transport Miners
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HARLAN, Ky. (AP) —
Workmen at Jericol Mining
Inc., idle since a non-union
employee was shot to death
filen ambush last week, are
preparing four heavily armored vehicles to carry
miners to and from the
strikebound Harlan County
mine.
The state police captain
whose troopers will escort the
vehicles said he believes the
miners will be safe but fears
for the safety of his men.
Bruce Robinson, Jericol
manager, said
general
Tuesday he did not expect the
vehicles to be ready in time
for the Glehbrook mine to
operate today. "It doesn't look
like it," he said.
When the mine does open, it
will operate four days a week,
10 hours a day. The 7 a.m. to 5
p.m. hours of operation are
aimed at keeping the mine
vehicles off the road when
school buses are traveling, he
said.
Recent picketing by area
parents cut attendance in area
schools for three weeks. The
parents said 'hey feared a
school bus could become involved in strike-related
violence.
Sniper fire killed Odus
Griffith Jr., the 23-year-old
father of infant twin sons, and
wounded two other men
Thursday when a Jericol bus
was riddled with bullets after
leaving the mine.
Capt. Marion Campbell,
commander of the state police
post at Harlan, said several
detectives are investigating,
but no arrests have been
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When the mine re-opens, he
said, armored , vehicles
carrying men on the 20-mile
stretch of Kentucky 38 from
EvaKs, near Harlan, to and
from the mine will be immediately preceded and
followed by state police
cruisers.
"I feel the miners will be
safe in there. My concern is
for my officers now," he said.

Harlan Circuit Court Judge
Sid Douglass turned down a
Monday to allow
motion
miners to carry weapons to
and from the Glenbrook
operation, where a United
Mine Workers' strike began in
December 1977.
Douglass had issued an
order in September, after
earlier violence, forbidding
firearms to picketing miners
or employees traveling to and
from the mine. He let the
order stand, but modified it to
specify that state police
escorting miners include
officers "trained in highpowered weaponry."
Instead of traveling onequarter mile from the mine
vehicles, as in a previous
order, "they will be assigned
directly in front of the convoy
and directly behind the consaid.
Campbell
voy,"
"Hopefully we can then deal
with any situation that may
develop."
He said the danger to the
troopers will be "much more,
and that is one of my big
concerns now. But it's one of
our jobs, and we'll have to do
the best we can in the
situation. I'm hoping it will go
all right."
Robinson said two buses are
being reinforced with heavy

side plating and half-inch steel
over the windows, and two
coal trucks are being mountecip,
with half-inch steel boxes,
ventilated with small portholes, for miners to ride in.
He said two of the four special
vehicles probably would be
used for each trip to and from
the mine.
Jericol used a coal truck
with a steel box last year to
transport the men hired in

Training For State's
Traffic Judges Is
Approved Tuesday
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Specialized training for the
state's 113 traffic judges has
been approved, state transportation officials said
Tuesday.
Bennie Maffett, transportation safety coordinator,
said the program is designed
to familiarize the judges with
traffic law and court
procedures.
-Many of the district judges
who took office on January
1978 lacked prior judicial
experience," he said.

place of the strikers. Shots
were exchanged several times
between guards with the truck
and gunmen hidden in the
wooded hills, leading to
Douglass'September order.
Violence during the strike
has included gunfire, a
firebombing at the UMW hall
and explosions that damaged
railroad tracks leading to the
mine. Griffith was the first
person killed.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — all citizens interested in the
New policies LO ensure the question.
safety of teachers and
The discussion of school
students in the public schools discipline grew out of an inare being developed by the cident at Bryan Station High
Fayette County Board of School earlier this year, in
Education.
which a teacher was allegedly
by a student on two
The school board adopted a struck
occasions.
separate
motion Monday saying that
Some teachers have said the
the new policies would reflect
to expel the
the board's effort "to improve board, by failing
stronger actake
or
student
discipline and contribute to
teachers.
among tion, did not support
morale
better
In recent weeks, other
students,staff and parents."
teachers have complained
The board told about 100 publicly about violence and
teachers and parents that it lack of security in the schools.
Representatives of the
welcomes the suggestions of

LIMITED QUANTITIES IN SOME STORES.
USE YOUR
BANK CREDIT
CARD
AT BIG K!
Prices Good
Thru Friday

1J

KING OF VALUES

BIG • ISAIISCIAECR POiiY
Sp • values is customers IMO edit Oa everything
pseudo to have what ere adverbs& Should ere tad
and on ocivortissid itrion is not received tram the lactory by the start el th• sole. Plainchiscks eel be
'sewed Wher• quantities cr• lenitecl tor an 11am and
number •reolstsl• tor sal* is noted.• Correepoodina
number al ,sinchscAs 0,41 be issued.

MIX 'N MATCH
COORDINATES
LADIES

BIG TOP
MISSY

33
Fantastic styling!
Short sleeve print big
top with shirred front
and back yoke, mock
cuff, round collar.
Polyester, in Lilac or
Aqua. Sizes 10 to 18.

LADIES

BIG TOP

was

e It
I in
as
on.
an -

Casual knit tops
with assorted trims.
collar and sle•ve
treatment. Terry or
50/50 polyester/cotton. Assorted colors. Sizes SALL.

SKIRTS

IMES

Pretty smocked print
big top with button
keyhole neck, raglan
cap sleeve. Lilac.
Sizes 10 to 18.

633

Beauty in simplicity. Pullon polyester ponte skirt
with mock button front.
Lilac or Aqua. Sizes 10 to
18.

Daniel Martin,
By John Fowles
(Signet Books, 1977)
By Leann Wilkerson
Dept. Of Speech
and Theatre
Murray State University
John Fowles is a master
story teller., Daniel Martin,
the novel is the "impossible"
accomplishment of Daniel
Martin, a British playwright
turned Hollywood screenwriter.
Writing FOR himself ("I
felt that I had finally set this
side of myself in perspective") and ABOUT
himself("I think Dan might at
some point during that happy
month have confessed"),
Daniel tells the story of a man
.in transit from the old that is
dying to the new that has yet
to be born. He documents his
own journey, highlighting
those conflicts, choices, and
discoveries that accompany
any effort to find one's hidivicluality and relationship to
places, times, and others.
In the first few chapters,
Dan recalls events from the
past that he has worked to
Wry. These chapters, initially
confusing and discouraging to
the reader who enjoys
knowing where he is going
before he sets out, are better
savored upon concluding the
book. Only then can the reader
appreciate the way in which
these initial events chart and
predict the events that are to
follow.
Fowles does not introduce
us directly to Daniel or the
other characters but leaves us
to meet them as we would in
real life, bit by bit. We are
spectators at scenes, past and
present. We catch snatches of
dialogue, read letters from
Jenny (a young starlet with
in
lived
Dan
whom
reminisce
and
),
Hollywood
with Dan about other times
and places. As we work to
mesh these impressions, we
- led* deep understddeting- of

the conflicts experienced by
these characters in the face of
change.
These conflicts are also
ours. How powerful is the past
in shaping our present
choices? Can we escape that
past and make our own
present? Does middle-age
demand a rethinking of
purpose, identity, and goals?
Is the expression of love of
another worth the risk? Are
we truly capable of choosing
our own reality or are we
determined by events beyond
our control? Should we open
ourselves up to another and
thereby risk judgment or hide
behind the face we see in the
mirror, content to not reach
out or be reached? If we run
away, can we ever find our
way back'
Dan begins to put his past,
present and future in perspective when he is called
home to Britain for reconciliation with Anthony, a dying
friend whom he has not seen
for years. Central in this
reunion with his past is Jane,
Anthony's wife and Dan's exwife's sister. Shortly before
their respective marriages,
Jane had seduced Dan in a last
attempt at honest emotion and
the expression of mutual, if
denied, love. Although seen by
Dan at the time as avant
garde,adult and dramatic, the
event has produced ripple
after ripple into the future,
giving birth to lies and
silences, crimes and punishments.
"Whole sight." the first line
of the first chapter, foretells
the discover)' made by Dan on
the last pages of the book
while standing before a slfportrait of Rembrandt. Art,
culture, and history combine
to teach us "who we are,
where we are, and where we
can go." "It is not finally a
matter of skill,, of knowledge,
of intellect; of good luck or
bad, but of choosing and
- learning_to feel:"

Assorted Styles

LADIES

PANTS

•••••••

-lye
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KNIT
TOPS
566 &588

LADIES

AVsAALIIII fifasimre

looks Is sponsored by The Murray Ledger
& Times, the Department of History at
Murray State University and the Kentucky
Humanities Council. Reader comment on the
series should be addressed to "Books."'
Department of History, MSU, Murray, Ky.
42071
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Fayette County Education member Judy Tipton said the
Association and at least one board had reiterated its
parent asked the board to "concern for the safety of all
issue a statement supporting persons in our public schools."
whatever
in
teachers
School Superintendent Guy
disciplinary action they might Potts said after the meeting
take, but the board declined.
that he thought it was inThe association represents consistent for teachers to
about 900 teachers, or about bring up the issue of discipline
half those teaching in the now, when the problem had
county public schools.
not been raised during conAssociation President Mary tract talks last year.
Ann Pierce said after the
Ms. Pierce said the recent
meeting she was disappointed
concern about lack of school
afraid
"seemed
that the board
discipline stemmed from the
and unwilling to take any
fact that teachers believe it is
stronger action."
a growing problem.
, school board
However
_

788

•

05)4

Smartly styled pull-on pants with
stitched waistband, novelty side
pockets 100% polyester Lilac
Sizes 10 to 18

youat

7-14

LADIES

KNIT TOP

454

TUNIC

933

Short sleeve, mesh knit top
with shirred shoulder, floral
trim. Great topper tor skirts
slacks.

with
tunic
Lovely
dramatic design; roll-up
long
sleeves,
tab
2-placket, mandarin col1
/
lar and tie belt. Lilac or
Aqua. Sizes 10 to 18.

7-14

SLACKS
697
Sharp poly/cotton twill slacks with
pleats, 0-ring, zip front; cuffed logs. In
Yellow. Tan and Mint.

MENS, BOYS & YOUTHS

CANVAS

BASKETBALL
SNEAKER
377
Reg 4 99
2
/
CHILDS SIZE 5101

3.00 REG

39

Heavy duty canvas uppers with stripe trim
Cushioned arch and insole; skid resistant, flexible
24, 6l/2-12.
/
2, 11-2, 21
/
rubber sole Sizes 5-101

A. 4-6x

LADIES

KNIT TOP

DRESS SANDAL

Adorable short sleeve knit top
with assorted screen prints.
Pastel colors

00
13.99

B. 4-6x

Reg.
•
Uppers of softly shaped
straps of polyurethane;
cushioned heel seat.
Stylish wood-like square
heel and platform. Size
10 10

JEANS
Full Western cut. polyester/cotton jeans with zip fly. belt loops.
yoke back, snap waist, 92 elastic
back, pockets and rivets. Navy
denim, Red or Navy twill.

Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 lion.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

Limit Rights Reserved
Equal Opportunity Employer

2"

Ph. 753-8T17
Murray, Ky.

•
•

33
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WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

SOUTHSIDE
7-10 Mon.-Sat.
10-7 Sunday

CRISCO

\

49

SHORTENING
WTI $10.00 N NNE
ADDITIONAL PVACNISE
EXCLUDING DAIRY TOBACCO

3 LB. CAN

DUNCAN NINES ASSORTED

59c
iou. 2/89c

CAKE MIXES

18 OZ

IGA BARTLETT

PEAR HALVES
ARMOUR

DOG FOOD

150L 5/$1

PET RITZ

PECAN PIE

180Z. $1

GOLD MEDAL
PLAIN OR SELF RISING
5 LB. BAG

50Z.2/79c

NIBBLERS

CORN ON THE COB

669c

79'

IGA HAMBURGER

ARMOUR

POTTED MEAT...........rh oz.
BUSH'S SHOWBOAT

PORK & BEANS

2/79c
4/ 11
3/89c

BUNS

12 Pk.

GA
POWDEREDR

DONUTS

15 OZ.

BUNNY GLAZED

‘t RE.

DONUTS
PLANTERS

SNACKS
CHEESE BALLS, CHEESE CURLS,
PRETZEL TWISTS & CORN CHIPS
BLUE BONNET

MARGARINE QUARTERS
BETTY CROCKER

POTATO BUDS

280Z.

PUFF

FACIAL TISSUE

200 CT.

99c
59c

TRAIL BLAZER

DOG FOOD

59c

14/
1
2Oz.

BUSH'S BEST

KIDNEY BEANS

59

GREEN GIANT

VIENNA SAUSAGE

FLOUR

TONY BEEF, CHICKEN, OR LIVER

$399

4 a1
1 LB.

IGA BUTTERMILK OR SWEET MILK

BISCUITS

6/80L

49c
79c

MINUTE MAID PURE

ORANGE JUICE
IGA NOME STYLE

RATION OR CHUNK 25 LB.

6/
1
2 OZ.

696

GAL NC

3/s

BREAD

WE NOW HAVE A WIDE
ASSORTMENT OF EASTER
CANDIES AT BOTH STORES.

ofr.r
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BONELESS

RUMP ROAST
POT ROAST

1O9191110 YNE 11110491111 OF MS MEN'S RAVIN MEN

SALT it PEPPER SET

BONELESS NEEL-O-ROUND

WILLIAMS

$595
2 00

Cur Rog

09rcour9 19no*
C-49000 Savvy'
Your Pots (volt,ooupon)

$7.1P0

in My ponorn of your chore*
COUPON G000 THAu

•

PORK
SAUSAG

per china stamp
Only 99C on over
• special sayings plan
Cr ****...*
0.*** 41•-•.*
••• C.***ma* te•Apil Ws.* Y.*,
**** **eV* CS am* 11** MIN *0 NS* *
.•••• WM.rsIr-

SAVE

IMP ref
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WIENERS
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411.0.**41.41.
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Funeral Thursday
For Dianna Lee
The funeral for Ms. Dianna
Lynn Lee, daughter of William
Glenn Lee of Dexter Route 1
and Mrs. Berthell Herman of
Detroit, Mich., will be held
Thursday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Stiller and Stiler
Funeral Home, Royal Oak,

114_i .
Dianna Lynn Lee
Mich., with burial to follow in
a cemetery there.
Ms. Lee, M, died Saturday
at 10 p.m. from injuries
sustained in an automobile
accident. Her little daughter,
Lori Lee, 20 months, was also
injured in the accident, but is
reported to have now been
dismissed from the hospital.
The young woman attended
Calloway County High School.
Survivors include her
daughter;
parents and
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Elvin Lee, sister, Sandra Lee,
half sister, Valerie Lee, and
two brothers, Danny Glenn
Lee and Terry Lee, all of
Dexter Route 1.

•

Services Are Today
At Local Chapel
For Chesley Beach

Recall Of Tennessee Vaccine
Ordered After Four Deaths I.

Rev. Hayden Dies
Tuesday; Was Father
Of Murray Woman
The Rev. Curtis Hayden,
Beulah, father of Mrs. Barbara Kilcoyne of Murray, died
Tuesday at 10 a.m. at his
home. He was 73 years of age.
The deceased was a retired
minister and a member of the
Beulah Baptist Church. Born
Oct. 14, 1935, he was the son of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Green T.
Hayden.
Survivors include his
daughter, Mrs. Kilcoyne,
Murray; one son, Modell
Hayden, Beulah; three
sisters, Mrs. Alma Tharp,
Wood River, Ill., and Mrs.
Sophia Copeland and Mrs.
Gladys Wooley, Clinton; one
brother, W. C. Hayden, Wood
River, Ill.; four grandchildren; one great grandchild.
The funeral will be held
Friday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Roy M. Lowe Funeral
Home, Lowes, with the Rev.
George Gardner officiating.
Pallbearers will be Martin,
Charlie, Amos, and Vernon
Wilson, Tommy and James
Wooley, Ed Lucy; and Earl
Ellegood. Burial will follow in
the Beulah Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 7 p.m.
tonight(Thursday).

Mrs. Eunie Morgan
Dies Today; Rites
Planned Thursday
Mrs. Eunie Calhoon Morgan
of Murray Route 6 died this
morning at 4:27 at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 81 years of
age and the wife of John Bruce
Morgan who died Feb. 16,
1965.
The deceased was a
member of the Sugar Creek
Baptist Church. Born Sept. 24,
1897, she was the daughter of
the late William Doss Calhoon
and Paralee Ahart Calhoon.
Mrs. Morgan is survived by
Mrs.
daughters,
two
Talmadge (Hester Mae) Sims
and Miss Stella Ann Morgan,
two sons, Buel and Howard
Morgan, all of Murray Route
6; three grandchildren-Dale
Phillips, Laura Lee Morgan,
and Lisa Ann Morgan; one
great grandchild, Michael
Christopher Phillips.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
with the Rev. Gerald Owen
and the Rev. Heyward
Roberts officiating.
Burial will fklow in the
Henslee Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call after 5
p.m. today (Wednesday).

The funeral for Chesley
Beach, 98, Kirksey Route 1, is
being held today at 1:30 p.m.
at the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Johnson Easley and
the Rev. Jim Glass officiating.
Alvin Usrey is soloist with
Janet Arnold as organist.
Active pallbearers are
Butaz and Magness Beach,
Randy and John Tucker,
Jewel McCallon, and A. A.
Honorary
Doherty.
pallbearers are Edwin, Gills,
and Hugh Beach, Virdon
Tucker, Euin Miller, and Paul
Pierce. Burial will follow in
the Mt. Cannel Cemetery.
Mr. Beach ditd Monday at
6:15 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. His
wife, Mrs. Hattie Harrison
Beach, died June 18, 1975, and
his son, Orvin Beach, died
May 3, 1974.
He is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Raymond
Workman, Murray Route 1,
and Mrs. 'Nyman Edwards,
Kirksey Route 1; half brother,
Artis Beach, Gob: three
grandchildren-Mrs. James V.
Edwards, Mrs. Herman
Robertson, and Jimmy
William - Moore Beale of
Edwards; five great grandchildren-Jeffrey and Jeanna East Y Manor, Murray, died
Edwards and Dale, LaDonne, this morning at 6:30 at the
Murray-Calloway County
and RoC'hel Robertson.
Hospital.
He was 71 years of age and a
member of the First United
Methodist. He was retired
from the fire insurance
business. Born Feb. 1, 1908, in
Murray, he was the son of the
late Jack Beale and Minnie
( Odessie ) Moore Beale.
Ira
Mrs.
Tarkington died Monday at
Mr. Beale is survived by his
the Henry County General wife, Mrs. Marie Mortensen
Hospital, Paris, Tenn. She was Beale, East Y Manor, Murray,
n years of age and a resident and one sister, Miss IAlla
of Paris.
Clayton Beale, St. Charles,
Survivors include her Mo.
three
Ira;
husband,
The funeral and burial
daughters, Mrs. Mildred arrangements are incomplete,
Rhodes, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. but the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Verdie Guthrie, Helena, Ark., Home will be in charge of the
and Mrs. Jean Wilson, arrangements.
Bloomington, Ind.; three
sisters, --M-ri-NHersie Hopkins
and Mrs. Bill Neal, Hardin.
and Mrs. Bailey Grooms,
Puryear, Tenn.; five brothers,
Lubie Bedwell, Mayfield,
Oacus Bedwell, Kirksey, Federal-State Market News Service
Tosco Bedwell, Hardin, March 21, 1979
Purchase Area Hog Market
Parvin Bedwell, Garden City, Kentucky
Report Includes 7 Buying Stationa
Mich., and Cautez Bedwell, Receipts. Act. 964 FAL 5111 Barrows &
Gilts steady 55 higher Sows steady 50
Rector, Ark.
Instances 11 00 higher
1173110420 Its
The funeral will be held
$47504416
2280-201W
$4731.47 75
DS
the
at
p.m.
2
at
Thursday
US 2-3240-310 be
$411047.25
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral IJS 2-4 210-280 be
$0.1546.25
Sows
with
Tenn.,
Paris,
Home,
US 1-2 270-350 be
140.00411111
burial to follow in the US 1-3 300450 be
01.9049.118
US 1,1 450400 to
1140.1542.011
Memorial Cemetery there.
US 14 500450 to.
142-041.55
Friends may call at the DS 2-3301100 be
1311.00411.0
Boors02.0044M
funeral home. c

Will Moore Beale
Dies This Morning

Mrs. Tarkington Is
Dead At Age Of 77;
Funeral Thursday

Purchase Area
Hog Market

1.111

Several Murray Middle School students involved in
PROJECT INDEPENDENCE
Project Independence, the Murray Independent School System's gifted-talented
program, presented a piano recital at the home of Mrs. Margaret Brown, director of
the program. Guests induded parents of the students, piano teachers and Murray Middle School faculty members. Standing, from left, are Ann Harcourt, Laura Cella, Emily
Apperson, Amy Ross. Seated are Leslie Franklin and Shannon Christopher.

By JOHN NOLAN
Associated Press Writer
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(API —
state
Tennessee's
epidemiologist says he ordered the recall of a batch of
vaccine after four infants died
within 24 hours of receiving it.
Dr. Robert H. Hutcheson
said he notified federal health
officials and physicians in
other states. He said an official of the national Center for
Disease Control in Atlanta
phoned him Tuesday night to
say the center is considering
ordering a recall of the batch
of vaccine involved.
Hutcheson said on March 9,
he ordered a statewide recall
of that lot of DPT vaccine. The

Photo Bs hare Peebles

...THE NEWS IN BRIEF...
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government's report that
business profits increased a
whopping 26.4 percent last
year is heating the debate
over the effectiveness of the
nation's efforts to stem inflation.
The focus of the debate is
the Commerce Department's
Tuesday announcement that
before-tax profits during the
fourth quarter of 1978 were at
an annual rate of $225.3 billion,
a gain of $47 billion or 26.4
percent over the final three
months of 1977.

SANANDAJ, Iran (AP) —
Rebellious Kurdish tribesmen
controlled this regional
capital in northwest Iran
today for the third day, and
there was no sign of a
promised government offensive against them.
The attack by the Kurds,
members of the Sunni Moslem
sect who are demanding
autonomy to preserve their
cultural identity, was the most
serious challenge so far to
Ayatollah
Ruhollah
Khomeini's revolutionaries of
the Shiite Moslem sect.
NATIONAL
BALTIMORE (AP) — The
jury in the mercy-killing trial
of nurse Mary Rose Robacv9._skiatood 10-2 for acquittal
its
Oi
Most
during
deliberations before a mistrial
was declared, says the jury
forewoman. The six-man, sixwoman jury deliberated 19
hours over two days before
Judge Robert Karwacki
decided late Tuesday that a
verdict could not be reached.
Mrs. Robaczynski, 24, a
former nurse at Maryland
General Hospital, was accused of unplugging the
respirator of Harry Gessner, a

WASHINGTON (AP) —
International oil companies,
are getting a chance to tell
their side áí fbi cienF
energy isituation as a Senate
committee tries to determine
how serious a dent on world oil
supplies was made by the
three-month Iranian shutdown.
Officials of Exxon International and Gulf Oil were
scheduled to testify today
before the Senate Energy
Committee.
INTERNATIONAL
JERUSALEM (AP) —
Israel's Parliament moved
ahead today toward final
ratification of the peace treaty
with Egypt, and Prime
Minister Menachem Begin's
of a
rejection
latest
Palestinian state and the
return of East Jerusalem to
the Arabs was not expected to
The honor roll for the past
delay the signing of the pact
six weeks at the East
next week.
Calloway Elementary School
has been released by B. R.
Allen, school principal.
Names are as follows:
Sixth Grade-Chris Satterwhite, Tony ',Oven, Brad
Skinner, Renee Taylor, Ashley
The Rev. Jim Hodges, Miller, Lori Yarbrough, Dawn
Hale, and Kim Garland.
Missions Director of the Christ
Seventh Grade--Ca rue
For The Nations Bible
Institute in Dallas, Texas, will Morrison, Daysha Smith, Lisa
be the speaker in a spring Chaney, Evy Jarrett, Wayne
revival at the Christian Dunn, Jay Herndon, and Ray
in
Church
Fellowship
Eighth Grade-Gary Henry,
Briensburg,Friday, March 23,
Jeff Garrison, Nancy Miller,
25.
through Sunday, March
Lisa Maddox, Ronnie Bryan,
The services will begin at 7
Perry
Cooper,
Paula
p.m. special singing will be
Underhill,
Teresa Ragsdale,
held at each service.
Cart Price, and Rick
Rev. Hodges, a graduate of
Wagoner.
Southern Baptist Seminary in
Louisville, has been on the
faculty of CFNI since 1974. He
has recently returned from
Columbia, South America
re he held seminars for
native pastors. He is planning
a similar visit to Indonesia
later this year.
The public is cordially inStudents from Southwest
vited to attend these services
Calloway Elementary School
to hear this outstanding listed
on the honor roll for the
minister of the gospel, a past six weeks
have been
spokesman said.
released by the principal, Roy
Cothran, as follows:
Sixth Grade-Mark Arnett,
Amy
Bryan,
Markin
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon. EDT, today, furnished to the
Cochrum, Edward _CrutLedger & Times by First 01 %bingo.
chfield, Emily Dunn, Mikal
Corp of Murray,are as follows:
Grimes, John Hassell, Melissa
Industrial Average
+0.43
Herndon, Charles Holmes,
27/6 +ke
Air Products
Christy Nancy, Andrea
-111/4
7% one
American Motors
Nesbitt, and Michael Parks.
41% +4
AdelastlOU
41% inc
Mart...Telephone
Seventh Grade-Jeff Dowdy,
4%844A
Bamienla
Greg Douglas, Shannon Ford,
1% +le
Irind
illterlor
Vonda
Murdock, Chris
G A.F
12% +%
Sheridan, Renee Taylor,
General tnre
7% Ai
We +%
General Dynamics
Daron Wilson, Tim Williams
General Motors
14% +%
and Lori Steele.
General Tire
21% +14)
lee inc
Goodrich
Eighth Grade-Donna Coles,
Harden
12 -%
Carl Anderson, Jeff ButHeablein
MO Jes
311% +1
02111
terworth, Lynne Cothran,
31% enc
Pelona
Rodney lawrepue, Jill MitOnto
22% talc
ION +%
chell, Monty Ray, Regina
Texaco
inc
Morris, Lori Malcolm, Casey
24% -44
Wal-Mart
181iiB194SA
Weeldps
Kurth,and Jill Johnson.

Honor Roll
At East Is
Released

Revival Planned At
Christian Church
Starting Friday

Students On
Southwest
Honor Roll

Stock Market

48-year-old Baltimore cab
driver who was in a coma.
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
Four polygamist cultists were
cleared of all murder and
conspiracy charges in the
slaying of a rival polygamist
leader because jurors were

afraid for their own safety,
says the prosecutor in the
case.
Prosecutor David Yocom
said the six-woman, two-man
jury feared retribution from
the Church of the Lamb of
God, a polygamist sect led by
fugitive Ervil LeBaron.

Citizenship Course
Under Consideration
By School Officials

vaccine is given to children
from 2 months to school entry
age as protection against
diptheria, whooping cough
and tetanus, he said.
"The problem with the
vaccine is that we were not
sure whether it was safe or
not," he said in a telephone
interview Tuesday night.
"When we had a cluster of
four deaths 24 hours after the
vaccine was given, we became
a bit upset. We know that the
age group two months through
six months is an age group
where babies die suddenly and
we knew ... that is the same
age group when we vaccinate
with DPT.
"But we became a bit upset
when more than what appears
to be a coincidence was
happening, and we had four
dying in a 24-hour period with
the same lot of vaccine," he
said.
Hutcheson said four infants,
all aged 2-6 months, died
within 24 hours after receiving
doses of the same lot of vaccine. He said the deaths occurred between November
and this month.
He ordered the recall March
9, he said, when he was told
within hours of the third and
fourth deaths.
"We don't know it's bad. We
just don't want to take any
chances," he said of the
vaccine.
Hutcheson identified the
manufacturer as Wyeth
Laboratories of Philadelphia,
Pa. He said the lot number of
the vaccine involved is 64201,
but said some of it is identified
by a different number,

Landrum,
Charles
representing the Kentucky
Bar Association, said hisorganization would help
schools meet the requirement
by supplying teachers.
The state board approved a
regulation last January that
would require one year of
for
classes
citizenship
graduation.
The intent is to include instruction in, matters such as
democracy, the Bill of Rights,
law enforcement and respect
for family, self and others.
By RICHARD TOM:KENS
The Kentucky Association of
Associated Press Writer
School Administrators and the
SANANDAJ, Iran (AP) —
Education
Kentucky
Association, sometimes on Rebellious Kurdish tribesmen
opposite sides of the controlled this regional
educational fence, both oppose capital in northwest Iran
today for the third day, and
the plan vigorously.
William Nellie, executive there was no sign of a
director of the administrators 'promised government ofgroup, said "the concept is not- fensive against them.
The attack by ,the Kurds,
a good way to teach citizenmembers of the Sunni Moslem
ship."
Doris Morton, the KEA sect who are demanding
president, said that two autonomy to preserve their
mandated courses in civics cultural identity, was the most
"would drain off students serious challenge so far to
1114)st.
Ruhollah
But several legal groups from other courses and cause Ayatollah
Khomeini's revolutionaries of
gave the proposal strong them to become so small that
be the Shiite Moslem sect.
not
could
support, asserting that the they
There was speculation that
classes are not being taught, economically justified."
might touch off an uprising
it
state
the
contended
She
contrary
despite claims to the
the rest of the 4 million
by
the
adopting
board in
by educators.
regulation has rejected a Kurds in western Iran, and
recommendation of the state that they would get support
Department of Education's from the 7 million other
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP — USDA —
members of their tribe in
1400;
calves
and
program studies committee.
cattle
Estimated receipt,
limited offerings steers and heifers
the state neighboring areas of Iraq and
"Moreover,
steady; cows steady to 1 00 higher bulls
Turkey.
steady; calves and yellers steady; feeders superintendent of public inA cease-fire Monday halted
steady to 1.00 lower.
struction and the head of the
Slaughter steers choice 11754300 lb
fighting briefly, and a
the
Department's
Education
a 70-70 00, slaughter heifers choice 880 lb
bureau of instruction have second cease-fire agreement
7110. slaughter cows commercial 52.00. 56 00 utiltty 49 0045.00 high dressing and
recommended that civics was reached late Tuesday
high boning percent utility 56004616,
remain a recommended afternoon. But sporadic fire
cotter 47 00-53 00; canner and cotter under
100 lb 42.00-47.00; slaughter bulls yield
subject," she said. "The state continued through the night
grade I 1500-1800 it 69.5844.25, yield grade
insistence on this between heavily armed Kurds
1-2 100-1125 lb 62.2540.50. yield grade 2 board's
requirement is puzzling in- besieging the local army
57004016, daughter calves and vealers
choice 176-300 lb sealers 11.00-110 00. s few
barracks and the troops indeed."
choice 111.415 lb calves In 040 00, feeder
side.
stone choice 100-408 lb SS041011.0; 488400
The rebels also were oclb 91.1041200; 6011-710 lb 13.0041 00, 740426
lb 721641.10; mixed good and choice 305
cupying the state police
939-701
lb
111.110414011;
75.604100;
500 lb
barracks, the radio-tv station
good 3404.1 lb 74.01.711.1111; 110.116 lb 671°73.01; heifer' a few &eke /10-400 lb 17 015
A car-motorcycle accident and an army divisional
good
95.0; MIN* lb 71.111111.1141; tolled
headquarters and were
and deice MOM lb 71.111141.110; 50-7315 lb occurred at 8:05 p.m. Tuesday
roadblocks
7110-71.0; good "AM* lb 48.10-75.04;
on Highway 641 by the Bel Air manning
Hogs 210; includes 1101 feeder Pas:
city.
the
throughout
police
Center,
Shopping
7211430
1-2
US
barrows and(Ube.15 higher:
More than 100 dead and
1611.1041 06; No.2=WS lb 411.2641.75; 2- spokesman reported.
3 1111424 lb 47.2146.25; No. 3 256-3115 lb
driver of the hundreds of wounded were
Mullins,
Ray
0.40-42 25: WWI steady to 25 lower: US 1treated for reported so far
2 30475 lb 41.1041.50, 375-450 06 41.50. motorcycle, was
government
Although
41 50. 450-500 lb 42.5441 50, 500435 lb 44.51)- injuries. Laura S. Kouklan,
45.50. boars over 300 lb 36 75-3e 25;
Tehran, 300
in
hurt.
not
was
esmen
(
car,
the
of
,
driver
untested
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
for
state, Board
The
Elementary and Secondary
Education is considering
lengthy contradictory
testimony by school officials
and legal representatives over
whether to make a citizenship
course mandatory for high
school students in Kentucky.
The findings will be
presented at the next regular
board meeting April 26.
A panel which included
board chairman Henry Pogue
heard almost 30 witnesses
Monday on the board's
proposal.
In general, the school people
opposed it, contending the
problem should be left to local
boards, that the rule would cut
down on the number of
available electives, would
increase costs and cause
scheduling problems.
Some also contended the
citizenship classes would not
reach dropouts who need it

unknown to him.
The vaccine was administered at public health
clinics in Tennessee and the
infant deaths occurred across
the state, he said. He is
awaiting a list from Wyeth
Laboratories, he said, stating
who else received shipments
of the vaccine batch.
"Now some of it got into the
private sector. But we have
not yet received a list from
Wyeth telling who got it," he
said.
A Wyeth staff physician In
Pennsylvania, Dr. Hans
Koepke, suggested a reporter
query company management
during office hours today.
"The cloud is not over DPT.
It is over the same lot of
vaccine that we thought might
be dangerous," Hutcheson
said.
He said officials met
Monday in Washington to
discuss the vaccine batch, but
he was unaware of the outcome. The epidemiologist said
his caller from the Center for
Disease Control — whom
Hutcheson declined to identify
— said the center's decision on
the vaccine was pending.
"He said no decision was
made whether the vaccine
would be recalled or not,"
Hutcheson said. "I hope it is.
I'm worried about the kids."
Hutcheson said he inspected
available records for 1975
through 1977 concerning
deaths of children under age 1.
"There were none that were
identified by the attending
physician as vaccine related.
Therefore I would believe that
this is a rare event," be said.

Tribesmen Control
Northwest Regional
Capital For Third Day

Livestock Market

Car-Motorcycle
Accident Occurs

Sheep 25;

miles to the east, claimed
their forces were blockading
the town, there were indications that the Kurds had
managed to bring in fresh
forces. Nearby Kurdish towns
and villages kept up a steady
supply of' food, ammunition
and medical supplies for the
wounded.
Deputy Prime Minister
Abbas Amir Entezam vowed
that the insurgents'Would be
crushed and said the government was sending troop
reinforcements along with
peace envoys. But there was
no sign of the troops despite
unconfirmed reports said six
army helicopters managed to
land during the night in the
besieged barracks compound.
Townspeople said they
believed the Kurds managed
to shoot down at least one
helicopter early in the morning as it tried to approach the
barracks.
Khomeini, the religious
patriarch of Iran's 31 million
Shiites and the architect of the
revolution that drove Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi
from the country, called on
both sides to quit fighting and
negotiate a peaceful settlement. Ayatollah Mahmoud
Taleghani, the Shiite religious
leader in Tehranm, offered to
mediate, and one leading
Kurd in Sanandaj said he
would be welcome.
The Kurds in Iraq, Turkey
and Iran have periodically
fought unsuccessfully for their
independence, but the leaders
of the tribe in Iran say they
will be satisfied with
autonomy or local self-rule.
Entezam said the government
has not decided

Park..

• i Continued From Page One
fee" to participants.
$50,000," board member Red Howe, Jr
Overbey told the board that it is his
said. Howe said the funding provided by
that if the leagues cannot pay
feeling
the fiscal court and the city council
their umpires, "we'll fold."
provides only about 70 percent of the
Mrs. Adams pointed out that she
operating revenue for the park and the
believes the city council and the fiscal
remainder comes from pool fees and
court should be advised of the situation
concession sales.
since they are the two funding agencies.
Several board members, including
Swim Team Program
Gil Hopson and Carolyn Adams,
Brenda Marquardt, speaking on
suggested that the leagues make up the
behalf of the Murray-Calloway County
difference in the funding by soliciting
Swim Team, advised the board that the
donations or by charging a "player's
team is planning a seven-week season
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during June and July of this year. The
group requested use of the pool for
practice purposes from 8 a.m. to 10
a.m. during the season, the same time
alloted during 1978.
The swim team expects to hold five
meets at the local pool this year on
either Thursdays or Saturdays.
The program committee will coordinate dates for the meets with other
activities scheduled for the pool and
report back at the April meeting of the
boor&
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Bell Rate Hike Will Not Affect
Residential Users Says Officials
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Residential customers of the
South Central Bell Telephone
Co. would not be affected by
the company's request for an
Immediate $11.6 million rate
Increase, according to a
company spokesman.
The company has filed a
request with the state Public
Service Commission for a
$44.6 million rate hike, but
concedes it doesn't expect all
of that to be granted right
away because it does not meet
the Carter administration's
HARRIS GROVE STUDENT BODY — Clotelle Paschall, seventh from left, on the top row was the teacher for the
voluntary
wage-price
Eugene
school
at
row,
room
Harris
Students
pictured,
left
to
right,
are,
front
one
Grove in the 1927 school year.
guidelines.
Smith, Marvin Lassiter, Parvin Lassiter, lames D. Caldwell, William Sims, Duel'(Buddy) Humphreys, Eldridge Pickard,
However, the phone comJoe Bill Todd, Jessie Dee Treas, Dorothy Humphreys, Mary Ella Morton, Hassell Miller, Larue Treas, Ruth Cole;
pany has filed an additional
second row, Jack Cole Sims, Dallas Lassiter,JOU Hill, lames H. Smith, Harry Morton, Howard Paschaft•, Mary Stone,
motion asking that $11.6
Cody Morris, Mary Todd, Benny Miller, Lather{ Hart, Martha Harris, Hattie L Lassiter, Quinton Sims, Preston Orr third
million of the request be
row, Hugh Harris, Mattie Lou Farmer, Opal Lassiter, Carry Hart, Harmon Doron, Ethel Morris, Clotelle Paschall,
granted immediately.
teacher, Earon Todd,Odie Morris, Uddis Orr, Mahlon Treas, Laura May Miller, Hattie Lee Farmer,and Clifford Miller.
PSC Chairman Richard
Taylor gave both sides until
April 1 to file written briefs on
the $11.6 million request, thus
allowing the company to
present its evidence in favor of
its request.
Taylor also set a hearing for
April 17-18 for cross. By MARIA BRADEN
in the air and water. The link Aupply. Water samples in- cancer.
examination of company
am not a regulator, and I witnesses
Associated Press Writer
between breathing asbestos 'icate that the asbestos comes
written
on
industrial
waste can't do any good nagging," testimony they filed with the
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — fibers and cancer has been from
by
a
local he said. "My program is regulatory agency Tuesday
A National Cancer Institute established, but the effect of produced
review team was to arrive ingesting asbestos is still in automotive parts manufac- prevention. I don't think concerning the entire $44.6
turer, but Fish said more waiting until people die from it million request.
here today to discuss a the exploratory stage.
is prevention."
proposal for a comprehensive
Although there's no con- proof is required.
Cruse Braswell, state public
"Simple prudence alone
State officials have said relations manager for the
study of potential health clusive scientific proof that
hazards posed by asbestos in people who drink water would suggest that we take they cannot force local of- phone company,said Tuesday
Kentucky.
containing asbestos increase remedial measures (there), ficials to install new filtering that the additional money the
'Birney Fish, director of their risk of getting cancer, and there are things that can systems to remove asbestos.
company wants now would not
Fish said no one knows how affect basic monthly rates for
cancer prevention at the there's a lot of evidence to be done to improve 'water
_
great a potehtial health- residence or business service
IiicDoVrell Cancer -Network suggest it, he said in an in- treatment," Fish said in an
interview.
has
that
he
hazard
asbestos
is
in
thisAtate
here, said Tuesday
terview.
nor long distance rates.
"What I'm opposed to is since no one has surveyed
applied for an NCI grant of
In fact, there's enough
Instead, Braswell said the
nearly $300,000 to finance the suggestive proof that "simple 'doing what we're doing — possible sources. Most at- $11.6 million would come from
human
ex- tention has been focused on increased costs for service
study, which he would like to prudence" dictates that conducting
see used as a regional and prompt remedial measures periments with very poor the use of asbestos in construction of school buildings.
national model.
should be taken at water controls," he said.
Fish said he shouldn't have
Fish said the purpose of the
Fish has become in- supplies showing elevated
to prove that ingesting proposed study is to take a
creasingly concerned about levels of asbestos, he said.
health risks posed by asbestos
Danville has one such water asbestos will definitely cause comprehensive look at the
problem, to see where the
sources are, and how and to
what extent they can be
abated. hee also would like to
establish
a
research
laboratory here capable of
analyzing samples.
Other potential problem
areas must be probed besides
schools, such as asbestos in
water supplies, or its use in
hospitals, groceries or even
some restaurants, he said.
For example, asbestos in
the water supply poses a
potential risk to as many as L3
million Kentucky residents,
including those who live
downstream from a contaminated water supply and
those Who get water through
asbestos-lined pipes that have
deteriorated. Fish said that
has happened in the Jacks(in
Purchase area where the
water is extremely soft.
Fish
was
executive
assistant to the secretary of
the state Department for
Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection for
five years before joining the
McDowell Network in 1977.
Prior to that he worked for 18
years in aerosol physics at the
Oak Ridge national laboratory
and served on the International Commission on
Radiological Protection.

Review Team To Discuss Plan
For Study Of Asbestos Danger

connection, certain key
telephone and private branch
exchange (PBX)services and
miscellaneous items.
Braswell said South Central
Bell must carry out a threeyear $609 million construction
program in 1979-81 to meet
customer needs. He said the
company hopes the partial
increase would encourage
investment capital for the
construction program.
Bell's
South
Central
proposed $44.6 million rate
increase would add anywhere

GOLDEN POND,KY — A 3day weekend, "Nature Extravaganza," will be at Lake
Barkley State Resort Park
near Cadiz, Kentucky, May 46, 1979. Sponsored by the
Kentucky Department of
Parks and TVA's Land Between The Lakes ( LBL), the
event will center around field
trips to LBL in search of birds,
wildflowers, and mammals;
and workshops in nature
photography, viildfoods, and
others.
Nationally renowned
photographer, Karl
Maslowski of Cincinnati, Ohio,

Two Places!

Italian Spaghetti
Special

90

With Garlic Bread and '2 Price On
Combination Salad (with Meal]

Dining
Only

Spaghetti and Salad

Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
Includes As Always

FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS

You Can't Eat This Good

2

Price

Sectio B— Page One

General
Electric
FREE
lcemaker
With This Refrigerator
At No Extra Cost
Large 18 Cu- ft.
REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER
with ICEMAKER
Refrigerator — 519.95
lcemaker — — 69.95
589.90 Value
for Only.

$49987
EVEN LESS WITH TRADE-IN

No-frost 18 Cu ft Total Food storage capacity • No defrosting ever • On
wheels for ease of cleaning and moving • Adjustable cantilever shelves •
Reversible door tt.

DISHWASHER

WASHER

YOUR CHOICE OF
PORTABLE or
••
BUILT-IN

Save $20.95 plus
$20.00 Factory Rebate!

The Murray-Calloway
County Community Theatre
will hold a general membership meeting at 7 p.m
Thursday March 22 in the
meeting room of the Calloway
County Public Library.
Items-on the agenda include
nomination and election of
new officers, AT!. Workshop
report, Needs Assetment
Grant report and discussion
on the 1979 Summer Schedule
of Activites.

277
Portable convertible
'eatures Potscrubber
timer 3-level wash
action and soft food
disposer Has 2Pushbuttons Power Scrub
and Normal use as
Portable or biott-in
later .

319 95
Regular Price
20 95
Price Reduced
20 00
Factory Rebate
40 95-40 95
Total Savings
YOU PAY ONLY (After Retools) $279.00
2-Cycle 3 water temperature selections arid 4 water level selections
Mini-basket and Filter-Flo system 811,3

`-'f& MICROWAVE
OVEN

Built-in features timer 2-leyei wash action and soft food disPeryaer
Has 2 pushbuttona Normal and Energy Sayer Dr)
, •

ELECTRIC

AIR CONDITIONER

RANGE
Save
$21 95

MISS YOUR PAPER?

• •I
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coot
cast' I
..4-100
1

Irabeeribers who My* est
0

recsival *sir beere-esivered
espy of lb* Norm Ledger &

$20

TUN by SAO per

Save $39.98

INerdele ors 'rood to cell
7,11414 between 5:34 p.a.

NOW LUXURIOUS
DINING FOR
380 PEOPLE

Wednesday,March 21,1979

Community Theatre
To Have General
Meeting Thursday

hien or by 3:20 P.R. se

at home for 99c

couraged. Participation in
many of the field trips and
workshops will be limited.
Activities will be filled by the
earliest preregistration
requests received by mail.
To preregister or obtain
additional information,
contact
Nature
Extravaganza, Program
Coordinator, TVA, Land
Between The Lakes, Golden
Pond, Kentucky 42231, or
telephone (502) 924-5602,
extension 291.
There will be a $2
registration fee for adults and
a $1 fee for students.

ruckload Sale!

at

Super Special For Kids

will present a special program
Saturday evening. Other guest
speakers
include
NAL
Campbell, director of Westenit
Kentucky University's Hardin
Planetarium; Dr. Bob Goetz,
Dr. C. D. Wilder, and Dr.
Bruce Christensen, professors
of biology, Murray State
University; Dr. Wayne
Chester and Dr. William Ellis,
professors of biology, Austin
Peay State University; and
Jenny McConnel, naturalist,
Cumberland Falls State
Resort Park.
Preregistration for the field
trips and workshops is en-

Ngierray Ledger & Times
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Spaghetti Special

J.D. Matheson Jr., vice
president for South Central
Bell, told the PSC on Tuesday
that he feels the current 11.5
percent rate of return on
equity allowed the company is
too low.
-We don't believe there is
any evidence that can be
shown that we are entitled to

Nature Extravaganza Scheduled
At Lake Barkley Park During May

4.

Now Enjoy Our

anything less than what we
are requesting," Matheson
said.
In his written testimony,
Matheson said the current
rate of return is lower than
that &tined by other companies with similar risk, is too
low to attract new capital on
reasonable terms and is too
low to maintain the company's
financial integrity.
He said the phone company
requires a return of 13.5
percent to 15.5 percent on its
equity investment.

from $2.45 to $3.61 per month
to the basic residential
charge. Basic business service rates would increase
from $6.08 to $10.43 per month.

NW

puo., Wasisp-fridey,

341 p.m. end 4 p.m. fefirawe,to Were delivery of the
eowopeper

Calk

Ned

be

339
Reg95 S299
97
model his 13 cu ft cooking
r „,it, It, minute timer and fitILo (defrost )
Dower busks
MS

Reg.
259.96

*238

• Removable oven door with full width storage
drawer Porcelain enamel broiler Pen and
Chrome-plated rack 0,1111

USE()TAW()CREDIT!

7,800 BTU 115 VoIts
Sale
Price

268

Less $20
Factory
Rebate

3-speed with ackustable air control E E
5 5 easy to install

Wised by II p.m. weekdays se
4 p.. Sewer's I. peorestee
delivery.

'Pocis Ocod ThrousdrSeturdav At All OTASC()Stores and PARTICIPATING DEALERS

ral

Friendly Folksfriendly Siarvics-,

1.1-Air Shopping Center
753-$311
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Reward Is Offered For
Eagle Killing Information
GOLDEN POND — A $1500
reward is being offered for
information leading to the
- arrest and conviction of the
person( si responsible for
killing an immature bald
eagle recently in the Tennessee portion of TVA's Land
Between The Lakes (LBL I.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife officials have confirmed that the
eagle was shot with a highpowered rifle sometime on
March 7 and discovered by
TVA personnel on March 8.
agent-in-charge,
Federal
Willie Parker, Nashville,
Tenn., is heading an investigation to identify the
violator(s ). Law enforcement
personnel from the Tennessee
Wildlife Resources Agency
and LBL are cooperating in
the investigation of several
leads.
The $1500 reward resulted
from an authorization by
2Parker of a $500 reward, a
National
:standing $500
:Wildlife Federation reward,
:and a $500 reward by the
:Tennessee Valley Authority.
:In addition, a federal law
specifies that up to half of the
fine levied in federal court can
;be awarded to the informant.
; Last year a similiar incident
:occurred, and a 19-year-old
:man was convicted of killing
;an immature bald eagle near
:Jonathan Creek on Kentucky
Lake. The Hardin man paid a
:$2,500 fine and received three
:years active probation and a
;one-year suspended prison
:term. The precedent-setting
',sentence also prohibited the

i

Woman Says She's Willing To
Return Money To Jilted Suitor

man from hunting in the
continental United States for
three years and required hun
to serve 80 hours of community wort.
Anyone having information
about this incident should
contact either Willie Parker,
Agent-in-Charge, U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, Nashville, Tenn., telephone (615)
251-5532; or Jimmy Woolfolk,
Chief of Patrol, TVA, Land
Between The Lakes, Golden
Pond, KY. 42231, telephone
(502)924-5602, extension 288.
All information will be held in
confidence.

there were charges in Florida,
COVINGTON, •Ky. (AP) — of marrying Meyer.
For example, Gambill noted she turned herself in," atShirley Anderson admits she
put the hot* in a retired that she rented her Kentucky torney Robert Barrett said.
penalties
Maximum
fisherman for $66,000, but apartment under a different
possible include 10 years in
she's willing to return a name.
Mercedes Benz, jewelry,
When she became aware prison or $10,000 fine or both.
furniture and cash to the
prospective bridegroom.
She pleaded guilty in US.
District Court Monday to a
'charge of taking stolen
property across state lines
from Florida. She also told
Judge Eugene Siler that she
was sorry for what she had
done and offered to return the
items she had bought with the
money.

:we

ADVISORY COMMITTEE — Students in the Musray.School System observed National
Nutrition Week March 4-10. The fouth Advisory Committee of Murray Middle School
constructed signs for the event. Tnt committee meets regularly with Mrs. Glinda Jeffrey, food service director, to discuss lunch menus and make suggestions for changes.
Members of the committee are, left to right, Joey Rexroat, Diana Ridley, Greer
Houston, Tim Brown, Teresa Ford and Rebbie Houston. Standing is Mrs. Jeffrey. Absent
when the picture was made were Jimmy Kelly, Richard Jones and Roger Dunn.

Attorney General
Intervenes In
Suit Against KU

,DISCOLIT DREG CEITERS

Photo ey Kaye Peebles

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The attorney general's office
has intervened on the consumer's behalf in a lawsuit
filed by 10 persons against
Utilities Co.,
Kentucky
Assistant Attorney General
Glenda Beard says.
The action, filed by
Democratic gubernatorial
candidate Terry McBrayer
and nine others, calls for
abolition of the fuel adjustment clause and a return
to KU consumers of all funds
collected under it.
The clause enables electric
companies to pass higher coal
costs on to customers without
a formal hearing.

Ohio Legislature Does Number
On Kids Camping In Back Yards
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
Ohio's legislature, which
accidentally banned tricycles
from sidewalks a few years
back, now appears to have
done a number on youngsters
camping out in back yards.
Sen. John R. Kasich, RColumbus, said Monday that
he inteiprets a 1978 law to
mean that it is illegal for a
landowner to allow fiiie or
more sleeping bags on Rs
property unless it is licensed

Judge Slier is studying a
probation report before announcing his sentence for the
Covington woman who advertised for a husband in a
national tabloid publication
sold in many supermarkets.
Noble Meyer, of Crystal
River, Fla., who once
operated a fishing fleet in
Alaska, filed the complaint
after marriage plans to Miss
Anderson were scrapped,
according to Cleve Gambill,
assistant U.S. Attorney.

The legislature probably
as a recreational camp.
He made the discovery after will amend the definition, as it
introducing a bill to exclude did in 1974 after finding an act
private landowners who ac- had mixed the definitions of
with tricycles and bicycles in a
friends
comodate
recreational vehicles from the safety law aimed at keeping
Gambill said Miss Anderdefinition of recreational bicycles off sidewalks.
son's ad described her as
A committee hearing on "attractive blonde, 24, 141
vehicle parks, which must be
Kasich's recreational vehicle pounds," seeking a loving
licensed.
The freshman senator said bill is scheduled Thursday, husband, marriage and
he found -portable sleeping and he says, "I am having an security.
equipment" — sleeping bags amendment prepared to take
Replies came from all over
— listed under the criteria for care of this sleeping bag the United States, according
business."
a recreational camp.
to FBI files. However,
Gambill said Meyer filed the
only complaint.
He said Miss Anderson's
initial correspondence with
prospective husbands included a pictuYe of her in a
pink dress. He said later
letters included requests for
plane fare and clothing for a
prospective marriage. This
provided no problem to the
eager husbands-tobe, Gambill
said.

teeVed
,
dei

But finally there would
come what Gambill called the
-icissoff" letter. It contained
another color photo of Miss
Anderson, seated on a couch
with curlers and revealing an
overweight midsection.
The final letter referred to
problems as an
such
unhousebroken dog and the
need to lose 125 pounds,
Gambill said.
Gambill said Meyer, who
got as far as meetings and
definite wedding plans, filed
his complaint after a final
falling out with Miss Anderson.

Now,save 30°on a bag
ofgreat-tasting,
Maxwell HouseCoffee

Gambill said Miss Anderson
meanwhile had moved the
items she had purchased with
Meyer's money in Florida to
Northern Kentucky. She had
rented an apartment in
Crescent Springs when she
surrendered to a fugitive
warrant last November.
GaiailOil said that from her
previous background,:
authorities determined this
was more than a falling out
and that she had no intention

abdec
. teensiron
with

THE FIRST TEENAGE VITAMIN
PRODUCT FROM PARKE-DAVIS
abdec teens with iron for
teenagers—a high-potency
vitamin supplement with iron with
up to three times the potency of
leading one-per-day multiple
vitamins. abdec teens with iron
for today's active, growing
teenagers—vitamins A, B, D, E,
C and iron which teenagers
need every day.
With Or
Without Iron

$298

A

Control Coughing
Non-Narcotic

Benylin DIVI'
Cough Syrup with
dextromethorphan
Benylin DM Cough Syrup
temporarily quiets coughing
by the effective antitussive
action of dextromethorphan.
Contains no antihistamine.

lEtenyiln D

CMOs
0
61
.
Z=.

SYMPTOM FORMULAS
FROM PARKE-DAVIS
symptoms Than you- have

concentrate only on the
symptoms you have Come
in and ask about SYMPTOM

New SYMPTOM foraulas

formulas today

Many cough, cold symptom.
allergy products treat more

M7.
-

For Christ's
sake.
Flavor 'That's what MaxwellII House*
Ground Coffee is all about. And now
while you enjoy a bag of that great
Maxwell House* flavor, you can enjoy
a 3O4 savings, too
0Ceneral Foods Ewpora hon 1974
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North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos,Minister
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The First Christian Church
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a
)
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This should be the reason for our every action.
Most of us go through the motions of the faith into which we
have been reared.,We do this or that because the church has
told us to or the other members expect us to.
Is that what it means to have faith and belong to a church
family?
We don't think so. The Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)
was founded on the principles of individual freedom and diversity in religious thought. Each person is encouraged to relate
to Jesus Christ in his or her own way.
Each of us has been given unique talents and abilities. The
church offers many and varied opportunities to put them to use
as each sees fit. Putting your faith to work in your everyday
life the way you understand His teachings is all that matters.
We welcome you to share this freedom and fellowship with
us this Sunday.
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This 'Bomb' Turned
Out To Be Real

ida,
atties
sin
th.

Veterans Assistance To Be Available Here

SPOKANE, Wash t AP) —
Karuild Lowrey figured he had
a real bomb on his hands when
he bought an engineless, 1969
Japanese-built car from a
friend. He was almost correct.
Lowrey towed the clunker to
his home Monday and opened
the trunk — and found 50
pounds of dynamite.
Lowrey, 33, called police,
and bomb squad officers
removed the explosives to a
bunker near Geiger Field.
He said he doesn't know how
the dynamite got into the car.
He wouldn't give police the
name of the woman from
whom he bought the car. And
he wouldn't say how much he
paid.
Police were trying to track
down the car's last registered
owner.

Free assistance for local
veterans and their families
will be available train 10 am.
to 6 p.m. Mardi 27 at the Bel
Air Shopping Center by a
Field Service Unit of the
Disabled American Veterans
(DAV). This is the sixth
consecutive year that one of
the office-equipped vans has
traveled through the state,
bringing free counseling and
claims service to veterans and
their families.
A fully qualified and trained
DAV veterans' benefits expert
will man the traveling service
facility. He can assist
veterans and their families in
filing claims for such federal
and state benefits as disability
compensation, pension,
employment and job training
programs,
educational
benefits, hospitalization and

ASSISTANCE — Veterans and their families can take advantage of the free counseling
and daims filing services provided by the Disabled Americans Veterans held Service
Unit. One of these units will be at the Bel Air Shopping Center from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
March 27.

medical care, Social Security,
death clidasogid_ more.
During the first five years of
the DAV's nationwide tour
with its fleet of nine Fisid
Service Units, a quarter of a
million
veterans
and
dependents took advantage of
this free service. As a result of
these visits, DAV National
Service ,Officisrs filed 90,000
claims for disability cornpensation and pension benefits
alone. Thousands of claims for
other government benefits
were also filed.
Veterans need not be
members of the DAV to take
advantage of this free service.
The project is an extension
600,000-member
of
the
organization's 50-year-old
National Service Program,
that provides a variety of
assistance at no cost to
veterans and their families.

Under the program, the DAV,_,pme distance from VA
employs 300 fail4itas
facilities where DAV services
Service Ofacara,— Ili per fent are available. Our Field
of wham are disabled veterans Service Unit program carries
of the Vietnam War period — these services right to the
at Veterans Administration doorsteps of these people."
(VA) facilities across the
DAV officials urge veterans
country.
of all wars — particularly
During the most recent full disabled veterans — to take
year for which statistics are advantage of this free service
available, these veterans by visiting the DAV mobile
benefits specialists handled office to discuss any problems
243,000 individual cases, or geoptioes they may have
winning federal benefits concerning veterans' benefits.
totaling 9609 million for "Special emphasis is placed
veterans and their families.
on Vietnam Era veterans,"
"It's surprizing how many said Adams, "because many
people don't even know about of these men and women
benefits they're entitled to by
aren't using the benefits
law until they step into one of they've earned."
our mobile offices," said DAV
Local DAV and DAV
National Adjutant Denvel D. Auxiliary members are
Adams. Explaining the need cooperating with the DAV's
for the program, Adams National Headquarters to
added, "Many veterans, bring this special service
dependents and widows live program to the area.

.:41
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,DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS,
Bel-Air Center
Murray, Ky.

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

753-8304

Plus
(old
Medicine-.
."

• Only 750 plus proof of,
purchase from large,
family, r super size

Alka-Seltzer

IM

insulated

MUGS & TUMBLERS

FOFFIESWW;

10 oz MUG

ALKA-SELTZER
PLUS

12oz TUMBLER

20 MIMS

88c

176 OFF UlIEL
ORDER BLANKS AVAILABLE IN STORE

*****************************

the
)rtie
OM

MUM CREAM DEODORANT
1.5 OL

GIANT
superhero
COLORING BOOK

Brewed with 1/3 real beer
for super body,super hold
and the shine of your life
ROLL ON ANTI-PERSPIRANT
DEODORANT
4 frt,
fragra
incluc
unsce

$1 28
7 OZ.

GIANT
$1188
Loz.
L'

DENOREX

oloring book

MEDICATED SHAMPOO
40Z.

Oily
* Normal Dry
*****************************

SUPER-SIZE

DANDRUFF
SEBORRHEA
PSORIASIS

FRAMED PICTURE PUZZLES
17 IN. x 22 IN.
MANNA BARBERRA
CARTOON CHARACTERS

...treats youIke alady/
BRAND DISINFECTANT

With exclusive "Protective
Guard-Bar" for lots of safe,
close, smooth shaves.
So light it floats in the tub.

DEODORIZING
CLEANER
12 OZ. LIQUID
REGULAR
OR
PINE

NURSERY RHYME
THEMES
FAIRY TALE
THEMES

LOOK OVER OUR
URGE SELECTION
OF OTHER GAMES
CHILDREN'S BOOKS

HULK
SPIDERMAN
SUPERMAN
CAPT. AMERICA
also
STAR
TREK
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ADVERTISED ITEM POUC Y
Each of these advertised items is required to be reodny °wallah* for sato
in each Kroger store, except os specifically noted in ttws ad If **dorm_
out of on advertised item, we will offer you your choice of
item, when available, reflecting the some savings or a nal
Which
will entitle you to purchase the advertised item at the odvernSed price
within 30 days

EVERYDAY IN EVERYWA Y.•

TER

•

Prices effective *fru March 27th
Quantity right reserved
Copyright 1979 The Krovir Co

U.S.D.A. Grade A Holly Farms
Mixed Parts of

FRYING
CHICKEN
family
pak

COST CUTTER COUPON

_-=
_-m.
=
_=
F.
—

_--mi.

___ -WORTH
-=
WORTH
'''
.
20`OFF
'200
. OFF
toward the purchase of eoch
... =
s—award the purchase of sioch Glenda
_-_- pockoir of frozen
_-WHOLE
RF ES-SHORE
=_
___ HAM BONELESS
_
ITEMS
FISH
.--, „ci-ir
_=
-- with thiG
coupon Expires March 27th
=
... P Mc • .
—

Fresh

•••

U.S.D.A. Choice
Beef & Hydrated Soya
Protein Mix

MI*
41M

,

KROGER'S
PRO

LIVER

••••
MO.
AIM
•=1,

Fresh Frozen

LEG-0LAMB

BAKING
.-411ENS

39
$2

MEI
•••

lb.

-0
4

Shank Portion

PORK
ROAST

FULLY COOKED

HAM
WATER
ADM
:
,

C

TURKEY
DRUMSTICKS

69c 6.49c
(Ji
1.

lb.

LAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMMIllnlilde LAINWHIM11.111111111111111111111416
Cr)

kiffstY Tender

family
Pak

89

lb.

FAMILY
Pork
rcu
OZEN

Jiffy Entrees

NUS SNORE ESN N BATTER

u.$149
49

FRESH
FISH
DEPARTMENT

PIG
na $1

FROZEN

Fox Deluxe Pizza
Eced uBologna

npill 89'
I,oz.$ 1 29
PKG

OSCAR AU TER

Wieners
OSCAR
cu
e lBologna

%Itt $1

89

srg $1 09

u Si 39

fisVCgi;s
FisI I n

1201 $129

Fish Fillets

•Freshey cesight. thee pecked with ice iso sealed coatosners
•Resbed directly to Kreger frees reliable lest-Cost fisheries
•Acc*****ly labelled species. •Open-deted for
freshness. Archloble Thursday Enda,/ & Soturcloy Only
Freak Newer Fromm

fresh *MK inrcee

OCEAN
HADDOCK
FILLETS
PERCH
$199 $129

WHOLE
CATFISH

1.$179
w

Fresh Never fret*.

LI

DELI-BAKERY

•

LS.

AI

PIG

I

IMPOITID

Fa le
Catfisha
atnl s

CAMILY PAK

11 $ 1 49

KROGER

Meat Wieners

1E01. 094
PKG.

KNOGER IT TM MICE

Jumbo Bologna
S11VIN SAVE

Lunch meats
OSCAR RIMER FRESII

Link Sausage

FAMILY PAK...

SLICED POEM

Liver

HEALTH AND BEAUTY

TAMPAX
TAMPONS

966
EXTRA FANCY

Boston Lettuce

'UMW FBy Pride

FANCY

BALSAM
CONDITIONER

Yellow Squash
LAM CUCUMBERS Cit

Bell Peppers
111011APSON SEEDLESS

White Grapes

TANGY

Hot Pepper Cheese u $239
IN STORE BAUD
Garlic Bread
Ltl: 59'

HOMESTYLE
PLATE LUNCHES MONISM AMMAN OR MUST AID
AVAILABLE DAILY! Potato Salad

LI

894

Beer Enriched

BODY-ON-TAP
SHAMPOO
$1.25

5-13 TILE MURRAY,Ky.,LEDGER6TDAES,Wealeoliss, Morel21, 1,71

U.S.D.A. GRADE A KROGER

LARGE
SOS

1
1
1
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CUT YOUR FOOD COSTS!

Plus Deposit

8

16 Oz. Bottles

1111111111111111111111111111111111

er
HOMOGENIZED

(On Drinks)

PEPSI COLA
or 7 UP

4

Ice Cream

Si GM.

Skim Milk

112 $1 19

MON T

MG VALLS

79'

Fudge Treats

Frozen Strawberries

3

SAVE

18c

Assorted Kroger

ASSORTED IJUNISIFY

49

99'
1301.
..97'
99'
69"
69'

Totino's Pizzo
FROZEN

09

17 OZ.
PKG.

Eggo Waffles
SIMKO

49

139

3
Butter-Me-Not Biscuits 3

3202.
SSG.

Mexican Dinners
OMEN GIANT NISSURS

Corn-On-The-Cob

American Cheese Food

10 C7
CANS

20c

GLAZED
DONUTS

20 OZ. BAG

594

3.9

69c

Sandwich Bread

894
69(

Hot Dog Buns

rzntOnleilolls
White Bre;cvium48"
"
1

i;;ItO-VENTopped Rolls

2

scr.(194

Pound Cakes

CMS

TEXSUN PINK GRAPEFRUIT

Juice

4403.

NUNT'S SPAGHETTI mita

HOME & FAMILY
2403.
LOAYB

794

irtErs:$ 1 00
1301.$1 09
IA°1 SO
1003.
.PIG.694

WAS

NOW

IMAUTT BAR

WAS

Lux Soap
SW"TRAIN

Dog Food

BAG

33'
'1593

31"
$643

3203. $1 89
JAR

Breakfast Drink
KING OSCAR

Sardines

CROSS Pit

I

3'4 03
CAN

OVEN CLEANER

OZ.
CAN

Mr. Muscle
Pride Of Illinois Cream S le

69'
694
COCKTAIL
99'
Cocoa Mix
$169
Grape Jelly
Stewed Tomatoei`CAls 55' 3FoR$1

GOLDE
CORN

KROGER V S

4401. CAN

89c
NOW

KROGER DUTC11

, 1203.
DOX

KROGER

ELS.
JAR

KROGER

EACH $1149
;
1

fofloo

'Ciiiii'"
FILTERS
ARROW
2½

19

99
EACH

PITCHER

Instant Potatoes'111

$i05

PANCAU SYRUP

Mrs. Butterworttrigi $1 99
DEL MONTI PINIAPPU

71'
46 OZ CAN 69'

Grapefruit Juice..44.IL
Drink
CONTADNIA

Tomato Sauce
MUILIA4011

Lemon Juice

iy4 651

14

Borax

02sox

PAfterklAY
MARMRINE

$ 1 03

$101

49'

45'
99$

$ 1 05

Peanut Butter

I

JAR

WIIIPPED CHIFFON

Margarine

5441:

79'

3203
EAR

Apple Cider.
MARTHA WIWI SELF RISING

Corn Meal Mix
BORCIEWS

Cremora

99

NOW

$1 23

2

734

Pkgs.

c

1 Lb.

WAS

DRAIN OPENER

3203.$1 09

Liquid Drano

1111

I

LIPTON

Tea Bags

$747

4DCI;X

1 89

MEM SUPER

UKIT uv

Tomatoes
WAS

$1 79

WAS
$1 25

ill

2111NUU TEAM

110041 5050(1

PIUSIORY ININGRY JACK

16 or.
Ns coos

02

RIG

Air Fresheners

NI-C GRAPE

NOW

1110111DEN'S ORANGE
5 OZ.
BAB

is1/2•1

NOW

1901$
PEG. 1
U

Ralik
BAKEWARE

You'll find the cost-cutter symbols on hundreds of your favorite items throughout our store. Plus each week
you'll find cost-cutter weekly od specials for ert-o ,sovings on grocery items, dairy, frozen foods henIth
beauty aids, meats and produce

"4/;:i".=

ckPsattip)

69

5 oz. tube

2
2
2

111110
619

9142 OZ $1 00

ROW ZIT

WAS

TOOTHPASTE

COST CUTTERS!

STadLY
APPI.
4ESwAUCE

Prima Salsa

sk

COUNT," OVEN

Butter-Me-Not-Biscuits.5

ILLsox 2/794

254

KROGER

Mixed Vegetables

Detergent

24c

2401 $r9

KNOB INDIVIDISAUT MAPPED/suczo

6 CT.
PIG.

SUPER SUDS

SAVE

1L11.$1 00
PIGS.

OZ.
CAN

2

Cinnamon Rolls

894

BAKERY

G.
Quick BreadDough
BROM — Win IONS

10T0160I.
PKG.

4

SOL- 702. L9
BAG V

Bag Snacks

SAVE

CLOVE.VALUE"ARMS

Margarine

18,1$21°

SAVE

DAIRY
190Z.
PKG.

Man Pleaser Dinners
ASSORT'S STYLES

tr

Waffle Creme Cookies

? Doz.

FROZEN

I

CANE

NABISCO FIG NEWTON NUTTER SUTTER OR

%UV
TOMATO
KETCHU

29

soz.$1 00

Tomato Sauce

I

Spotlight Coffee
NABISCO

LAYER
CAKE MIX

HEINZ
KETCHUP
0

794

494

'
It

SACRAMENTO

looz.$ 1 00
PIM.

GRIND FT MESAS

Pinto Beans

nos

DOGII

Fudge Sundae Bars

KNOB

120:.; 09

Cottage Cheese

RUHR PLUM

Limit 2
dozen

plastic ,
gallon

CROW

69

LARGE
EGGS

189

Limit 3

GAL.$1
CTN.
i

U.S.D.A. Grade A Kroger

MILK

00^^

$10

KROGER NATURAL FLAVOR

DOZ.

with this coupon and '10.00 purchase. excluding awns pond:wed by law and in addition to the cost of
capon merchandise Subiect to applicable taxes Limo one Ewes March 27th

S

sAG

75'
$705

'5(
00
7X s2"

Trash Bags

72'
$1°°

KRAFT AMERICAN

$201

Chocolate Chips

Cheese Singles

$03
PEG

51 15
1

i7OZ
PlIG

$ 1 25

RAKERS
72 OZ.
JAR

leoz.cui 514

16 t

1,111401S191.11 SLICED

con

2/75"

Green Beans
WAS

NOW

39'

NOW

994
$185
$237
$103
$115
3/$1°°

NOW

WPM)IMPERIAL

994
dolga
$188 Ck
CORN
65'
55' rAil3
12 oz
22'
""
61'

83'

1 LB
PEG

80'
Pillsbury Biscuits 'SI
ft.139"
$1 39
Coffee Mate
mimosa
Pine Sol
99'
77, 72'
Baking Soda
Broccoli Spears !°411. 53' ?..89'
Margarine

MITTSRMILR Of COUNTRY MIA

8NOW9,

'
eFOe $ 1

CARNATION

1402 51 59
JAR

Di0D0111 FS

1502.1 05

ARM S. MANNER

72 i•

KROGER FROZEN

SHOESTRING

POTATOES
NOW

89c
•
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19-Year-Old Active Amputee
Upset Because She Lost Job
I k)UISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- Ford, then governor, awarded
Tara Leigh Bowman has led her the state's first Youth
an active life for 19 years. Merit Award in 1973. The
She's received swank; from Jaycees made her an Outhe governor and the Jaycees, standing Young Kentuckian
has qualified for a driver's the same year.
Miss Bowman said she was
license and finished high
school.
boni with a bone disease "with
But now she has been turned some king hairy name." After
.down for a restaurant job 11 operations, her right leg
because she has an artificial was amputated below the knee
when she was 10.
limb.
Her family has helped by
"I feel like I have been
discriminated against," Miss refusing to call her handicapped, and by buying her
Bowman said.
Several years ago, volun- ;ado right feet, one for highheeled shoes and one for low
teers at a walk for charity
heels. She has ice-skated and
were startled to see one
participant, Miss Bowman, ridden horses, and plans to
enter the University of
had half a leg missing.
Louisville next fall.
Word spread. and Wendell

Eagerness To Express Opinions

setback last week when,
hunting for an "active-type"
job, she was turned down by
White Castle Systems Inc.
A supervisor had produced
uniforms, made a naive tag
and had her sign Social
Security forms. But then Doris
Martin, the chain's field
supervisor, gave her a form
that asked if the applicant
ever had a limb amputated.
Miss Bowman said when she
told Ms. Martin she had,"She
said, 'Ohhh,' talked to some
man and then said they
couldn't hire me because I
might slip and fall."
Ms. Martin said White
Ca,Ve officials feared Miss
Borian might hurt herself,
or someone else, while
carrying hot grease. They
worried that she could not
carry boxes of onions
weighing 25 pounds or big
59 Rodent
Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle cartons of hamburger meat.
DOWN
1-roy
nmn monma nor They did not consider ifa
2 Anger
HE onclAa pm probationary period to see
3 Commemo- nonRn mnannme she could do the work because
rative march
they feared she might acRnon man
4 Man's nicknAmnr
cidentally injure someone,
molmAnom
name
weren't
5 Rubber tree um snoop monr Ms. Martin said. "We
against
mac
soma
Aao
discriminating
really
arti
French
6
0 E her, we just felt like it would
UDR0
cle
N1300
7 Inclines
WEAR. UM00010 be a hazard to hire her."
L Do moo
8 Attempt
Miss Bowman said she felt
9 Note of
MOOG discriminated against. "It
UUMOUGO
scale
UUU UMW MU was my best shot at a job and
10 Every
Luta amau JUT I'm discouraged, disgusted,
11 Server
44 Tardy
currency
16 Simian
bitter and I was grouchy for
45 Preposition
30 Great Lake
18 Pronoun
days."
two
46 Melody
31 Outfits
21 Quietude
Ms. Martin helped get her a
33 High moun- 48 Diving bird
22 Posed
job interview with Trans Art
49 Proposal
tain
73 Swift .
50 Time period Industries, and she was of24 Appellation 34 Drunkard
37 Conjunction 51 Soak
of Athena
fered a job selling art prints
53 Tantalum
39 Improve
25 Strike
and frames in homes. But she
symbol
41 Snake
26 Worm
said she turned that down
55
Ruthenium
ball
42
and
28 Devoured
because her family was
symbol
43 Asian sea
29 Siamese
uneasy about her entering
private homes and spending
$132 for a deposit on one of the
firm's portfolios.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
it 1 Tear
N 4 Soft muslin

*• 8 Waste alio4'
q ance
•

1,(12 Anglo-Saxon
, money
Z-13 Toward shell:. ter
4 Hind part
15 Scold
17 Girl's name
19 Calcium
symbol
. 20 Likely
21 Vessel's
curved
planking

22 Timid
• 23 Diminish
25 Pronoun
26 Babylonian
deity

27 Beverage
28 Be di
29 Showy
flower
.12 Compass pt

:33 Bears witness to
35 State: Abbr
36 Shelve
38 Negative
39 Large
40 Above
41 Perform
42 Insects
43 High: Mus.
45 Poem
46 Make lace
47 Sun god
48 Conjunction
19 Dairy product
52 Aleutian island
54 Ireland
56 Before
57 Seep
through
58 Impolite

ENE MAME MIMI
NNE HENN MN=
HEMMEN MIN ME
MEM MEM MEE
MOEN MEE ME
HEM MEM MMMWM
HE MENEM= MN
MM MEE
alma=NEN
HE=
E
MOM MEM MEM
ME MEE MMEEMH
MEM MN= HIM
40

Al= AIM
NM
Metz. by United estate Yndiftte.

PUNTS

THERE...I MOvED FIVE
54uARES..NOW,ITS YOuR
TURN...ROu.THE DICE!

OH.
DEAR

THERE'S
A LEAK
IN THE
ROOF

IN THE TWENTq-EIGHTH
CHAPTER OF EXON5,IT
TEu.5 OF'URA AtiPTIVACM"..
SOME 5010LARS SA4? THESE
WERE *Au.5ToNE5 uxE DICE

Effecting Kentucky Government

Miss Bowman suffered a

State and local laws prohibit
from
employers
against
discriminating
handicapped people.
Janet Wrightsel, a field
representative with the
Louisville-Jefferson County
Human Relations Commission, said, "Certainly an
airline won't be required to
hire a blind pilot."
"But the burden of proving
someone cannot do a job
because he is handicapped is
on the employer," she said.

THESE DICE WERE U5ED
TO OBTAIN THE WILL OF
60to WHEN DECIS4ON5 HAG
TO BE MADE,AND...

Airman Georgia Paschall

Georgia Paschall
Of Hazel Assigned
To Keesler Air Base
SAN ANTONIO, Texas Airman Georgia A. Paschall,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Howell T. Starks, Route 2,
Hazel, has been assigned to
Keesler Air Force Base,
Miss., after completing Air
Force basic training.
During the six weeks at
Lackland Air Force Base,
Texas, the airman studied the
Air
mission,
Forte
organization and customs and
received special instruction in
human relations. Completion
of this training earned the
individual credits toward an
associate in applied science
degree through the Community College of the Air
Force,
Airman Paschall will now
receive specialized training in
the administrative field.
The airman attended
Calloway County High School.
Her husband, U.S. Air Force
Sgt. Michael F. Paschall, is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Paschall of Hazel.

Fulton Commission
To Add Gas Users
FULTON, Ky.(AP)- The
Fulton City Commission has
voted to add 20 city residences
as customers of the city gas
system.
The residents will have to
pay the costs of their attachment to the gas lines. City
crews will make the attachments.
The vote came in a recent
special commission meeting.
City Manager Jim Martin told
the commission that adding
the customers would prevent
the system from having to
raise rates to existing
customers.

ROLLIN THAT'S
A 600D
DICE! DEci6iON

50 IS THE
GAR ROOF

LET'S DRIVE DOWN
AND TALK TO THE
ROOFIN_G COMPANY
/VI /WY
r/

Thrulalfeettimn

:BEETLE'AILEY
: WHAT A
1 LIFE THl
Is/
•

OF COURSE,
THAT'S WHAT
SAVES ME

TRYING TO PLEASE
200 SOLDIERS WHO
DON'T KNOW THE
DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN FINE
FOOD AND
SLUDGE

INN

Abre

GEE, HONEY,YOU
LOOK BEAUTIFUL
STANDING

WOW IT'S REALLY
LATE, I WONDER
IF I CAN SNEAK
UPSTAIRS
WiThouT WAKING
BLOND,E

1.

CLASSIFIEDADS!

timM. CCES
IT WORK ?

ITS WORKED FOR \
THOUSANDS OF YEARS.
NOW DO YOU THINK

YOUR ANCESTORS-ALL
20... WERE BORN

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

something
for
everyone
in the

want ads

Check
Your
Ad

7th Annual Bicycle Race
Slated In LE3L April 14
GOLDEN POND,ICY-The
Jackson Purchase Wheelrnan:
Western
Kentucky's
Waterland, Inc., and Land
Between 'The Lakes (LBL).
TVA's 170,000-acre public
in
area
demonstration
western Kentucky and Tennessee, will cosponsor the 7th
annual Purchase Bicycle
Race,Saturday, April 14, 1979.
The race will be at Center
Station, in the northern portion of LBL.
Advance registration is
requested, but participants
may register from 8 a.m. until
15 minutes before each race on
Saturday.
All USCF rules will apply
and participants are required
to wear protective helmets.
Up to $900 in prizes will be
awarded.
The event will be divided

into non-USCF and USCF
The
races.
non-USCF
Women's and Junior Men's
categories will race at 9:00
a.m. The Senior Men's
category will begin at 9:30
a.m. All three categories have
a $1.25 registration fee.
Under the USCF division,
category 3 and 4 will begin at
10:00 a.m. followed by the
Junior Men's race at 11:00
a.m. Both categories have a
$2.00 registration fee. The
Women's and Veterans
categories will begin at 12:45
p m. and have a $2.00
registration fee.
For additional information
write
Bicycle
Race,
Recreation Services Section,
TVA, Land Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
42231,telephone (502 924-5602,
extension 241.

n

the vacinity of the Nev
Providence area Answers tc
the name of Pepper If seer
piebse call 753 7618 after 5:3(
pm.
ors
Adv•rtisors
requested to chock this
firs? Insist-Hon of ads for
corr•ctiorts

.714ERE

3-21

I'VE STUDIEV 111I5„
I HAP A COUR5E AT
THE CUNIC„,I'M
PREPARED.

1-IONENI-YOUI
LOOK BEAUTIFUL!

o
FRANKFORT, Ky. - relate to the Governor's their facilities develop and Convention Center, both
Louisville.
in
are
which
Kentuckians have long been Economic Development qualify for assistance.
Together, these (actin's
As a result, employment is
known for their eAgernees to Commission through their
thousands of visitor
welcome
themselves
express an opinion on state chairmen,
are created at ports
who
conventions, concerts
to
manufacturing
new
programs, automatically
at
and
government
the
on
sports event and the Kentud
regidations and leaders.
executive committee of the plants utilizing their facilities.
mithoi
Industrial parks are being State Fair and bring in
Whether through letters to corrunission.
Kentucky
of
all
for
dollars
of
public
the
to
adjacent
at
public
newspapers,
The Kentucky Development built
These are just a fel
hearings or in impromptu Cabinet provides staff support terminal'. •
th.
of how
examples
the
of
result
a
as
Partially
rallies,
political
at
speeches
to the three councils and acts
depend
Cabinet
Development
Port and River Development
Kentuckians like to have a say as a liaison to government.
efforts, on the private sector for it
in how their tax dollars are
One of the goals of the Commission's
up all operation.
sprouting
spent.
cabinet is the creation of jobs riverports are
"Every department in th
As a result of this interest, to lower the unemployment along Kentucky's waterways,
Cabinet I
Development
the
them
with
private sector participation rate
provide bringing
to
and
constanti
has become an integral part of development for a growing promise of more new industry. charged with being
of a]
needs
the
to
receptive
Zones
Trade
Foreign
process.
Two
the state government
labor force.
said.
Short
Kentuckians,"
for
Citizen advisory groups,
The 13-member Kentucky have also been designated
"Our doors and minds ar
boards and commissions are Development Finance the Commonwealth.
open to the taxpaye
always
members
The 12-citizen
now prevalent throughout Authority, made up mostly of
to know where hi
who
wants
located
Board,
Fair
State
state government.
private citizens, is central to
are going, or wh
dollars
tax
the
of
structure
The Kentucky Development the Development Cabinet's wiligh the
Development Cabinet, can suggest how we ma;
Cabinet, like many other state job-creation efforts.
better fit our programs to th
agencies, relies heavily on
Attached to the Department oversees operation of the
imput from private citizens of Commerce, a Development Kentucky Fair and Exposition needs of the private sector,'
for formation of economic Cabinet agency, KDFA ad- Center in the Commonwealth Short concluded.
development programs.
ministers a multi-county
Development Secretary industrial park loan program,
William L Short said private called by Short "by far he
sector participation is "in- most significant state in'S
2. NOTICE
dispensable in the deter- dustrial land development 2. NOTICE
STORE. 759-4600.
REE
mination of Kentucky's im- program in
history of the
mediate and long-range Commonwealth."
development
economic
The authority also makes
goals."
loans for tourism and
the agricultural industry projects
within
Located
the that cannot be financed
branch,
executive
Development Cabinet consists through conventional means.
of departments and comKDFA works with the
missions concerned with six Development Cabinet's office
News, Society and
major areas of the Kentucky of development planning and
753-1918.
economy: industrial research which is involved in
Sports
development, community Initial studies to identify areas
Retail Display addevelopment, international suitable for industrial parks.
vertising 753-1919.
trade, agriculture, tourism Short said The authority is
Classified Display,
and travel, and outdoor independent in its decisionClassified, Circulatirecreation.
making process.
on and the Business
The Governor's Economic
Also attached to the
be
may
Office
Commission, Development Cabinet is the
Development
35
7
on
reached
WE do best is care
reactivated under the ad- Kentucky Film Commission. WHAT
1916ond 753-1917.
Needline, 753-6333.
ministration of Gov. Julian M.
was
commission
The
Carroll, has concerned itself established in 1976 by MONDAY, MARCH 26th, 7
WE WISH to announce that
at Woodmen Hall there
with all those areas in recent executive order to attract PM
Paulette Twigg is now
will be a meeting Of the
associated with the Beauty
years.
motion picture production Calloway County Dry League
Box, 753-7132.
ConMore than 1,000 Ken- companies to Kentucky. Short and Citizens for Drug
trol. All pastors, deacons,
to
worked
have
tuckians
said the commission "has and church elders are urged
for more than repaid the in- to attend, and every one else
programs
develop
ADVERTISING
who is against illegal sale
directing Kentucky's growth. vestment Kentucky taxpayers and
use of drugs and alcohol.
DEADLINES
Many of the programs' ob- have put into it by creating For further information
All display ads,
jectives have already been employment and stimulating contact Dee Pinkerton at 7594600.
classified displays and
met.
the economies in areas chosen
regular display, must
For example, a Department as film production locations."
CARTER
be submitted by 12
of Tourism will come into
The 20-member commission
noon, the day before
PNOTOGRAPRIC
being July 1 as a result of the is also composed mostly of
publication.
work of the Governor's private citizens from across
STUDIO
reader
Al)
Economic Development Kentucky.
•Weddings
classifieds must be
Commission. A citizens'
There are also several
'Portraits
submitted by 12 noon
group, the Advisory Com- California residents on the
753429$
before
the
day
mission on Tourism has been commission who are involved
1
0 publication.
set up to work with that with the motion picture in- I
GOD IS LOVE. I John 4:8.
department.
dustry on a day-to-day basis.
"But seek ye first the
Economic
the
Also,
government
State
kingdom of God, and His
11" YOU
rightousness; and all These
Development Commission has representatives include
NEED THEM
things shall be added unto
worked with the Development Commerce Commissioner
you." Matthew 6:33. 24 hour
4/15-2414
Airport
Cabinet to hold regional Carroll ICnicely, who serves as
phone, answered by God's
753-93t
Ambulance
759
TAPE.
servants. NOT A
vice
development conferences, chairman;
Short,
753-662
Comp. Care
Bible Facts and Free
each drawing hundreds of chairman; Dan Mangeot, 4600.
Store. Hear our broadcast
753-144:
Fire
(City)
Sundays at 1230 on WSJP.
private citizens, to address commissioner
the
of
753-6*
Fire (County)
ipecific problems of Ap- Department of Public InFoster Parents
753-53e
palachian, rural and urban formation and Tom Little of
It's A
753-513.
Hospital
Kentucky.
and
Disaster
state
the
Fact
Hum. Rts. Corn. 753-0641
During the conferences, Emergency Services office.
759-414
Free Gift
Humane Soc.
private citizens and local
Representation by state
753-229)
Learn To Read
Wrapping
leaders studied each region's officials allows for direct
753-NEEI
Is A Spc• Laity At
Needline
The
future.
economic
communication between the
753-179!
Parents' Anon.
Nartlware
Starks
comresulting recommendations
the
on
private citizens
753-756
Poison Control
Poplar
&
12th
were presented to Carroll,
mission and government.
753-162
Police
753-1227
providing him with specific
Another arm of the
753-695'
Rescue Squad
PARKING'
FREE
development goals designed
Development Cabinet's
Senior Citizens . .753-092
for each region.
Commerce Department, the
753-315
Sheriff
OWI IS HERE! A way to
At the end of the conKentucky Post and River
State Pol... .1-800-592-540
make
your
come
dreams
ferences, citizen councils
Commission,
Development
true. We can show you how in
This list of telephoni
representing each of the three
just one short hour that inuses the talents of Kentucky
numbers is publishei
can
be
yours.
No
dependence
regions were appointed to act
citizens familiar with river
through the cooperation o
investment. Phone now, 753
as advisory groups to state
transportation in furthering
3763
The Murray Ledger I
government.
the Commonwealth's riverTimes and the Soda
Each council allows direct
port system.
Concerns Committee
its
region's
of
five
involvement
The commission of
Readers are urged to chi
private sector in determining
citizen members created in
the list and keep
hand;
development goals and oblater
years
1966 got a boost 10
ear the telephone.
jectives, thus assuring that
when Carroll allocated $7
s
state planning activ3s
million for port development.
S. LOST & FOUND
complement private
Another $7 million was
LOST. APPROXIMATELY;
•
0,development.
month old mixed breec
allocated in 1978.
female dog, mostly whIti
The Appalachian, Rural and
Grants are distributed as
(salt and pepper body) witt
Urban Development Councils
matching funds to ports as
dark ears and face. Lost ir

This

b•
will
n•wspop•r
ressponsiblis for only ono
incorroct Insertion ANY

SHOULD SE
ERROR
REPORTED IMMEDIArELY SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMPTLY IN CASE OF AN
ERROR

4

LOST! FEMALE, blue eyec

Siberian Huskie. Red anc
white, in New Providence
area. Named
Natash•.
Reward! call 492 8857.
SMALL BLACK cat found In
vacinity of old city park.
Owner may call and identify.
753 3230 or 753•8368.
6. HELP WANTED
EXPERIENCED SEWINC
machine operators. Apply it
person,
Calloway
Manufacturing
Company
lii Poplar St., Murray.
EXPERIENCED CLOT1spreader, salary based upor
experience. Apply in person
Calloway Manufacturing, 111
Popiar.

General
Secretary

Duties include typing, filing,
etc. Working knowledge of German or Spanish preferred. Send
resume to P.O. Box 32G.

1
1

11
RI
•Ci
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di
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t
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18.

LITTLE
WANT
BIG
ADS
PWSES
FOR
BIG
RESULTS!
6.HELP WANTED 23. EXTERMINATING
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
FOR SALE one couch arNd
chair, good condition Cali
753 1778 or see at 1101 Poplar

Help
Wanted
Someone needed in
automotive parts
department. Salary
plus commission plus
other fringe benefits.
Send resume to P. O.
Box 32H.
FUND RAISING sales op.
portunity
in
your area.
Kentucky Products Comp
pany, 753-4953.
IMMEDIATE OPENING for
medical office nurse. Send
resume P.O. Box 943,
Murray, KY 42071.
NEED MATURE, respon
individual
sible
to do
housework.
Call
753 9689
after 5 PM.
WILL HIRE three, no experience required, high
school
grad
or
GED
required.
Machine shop,
welding, or other vocational
technical skills in our schools
with pay of $419 to $485 per
month. Room and board.
Openings in April. Call Navy
15021 753-6439.
WANTED IMMEDIATELY,
babysitter for two children,
ages 3 years and 10 months.
Prefer in my home. Call 7536115.
WANTED:
BABYSITTER
for
infant,
references
required. 759-1006.
12. INSURANCE

MOBILE NOME
INSURANCE
Set

'9.
ay,

ess
be
531 7.
lama

Wayne Wilson at
302 N. 12th St.
or Ca11153-32113
14. WANT TO BUY

WANTE1 TO
BUT or'LEASE

I. that
now
eauty

Burley Tobacco Poundage. Call after 5 p.m.
459-2412

SI

THE SILVERMAN says, "If
you have silver coins or
scrap gold or platnum, call
(901) 642-6742 or 642-5585 for
our current prices." Will also
be at 4th Monday.
USED POLE type sray rig,
. approximately 200 gallon.
Call 753-0195 after 5 pm.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
: WE HAVE four GE 18 foot
:.refrigerators in stock. You
can buy these for $8 el week
;with WAC. Come by today,
Goodyear,753-0595.

ads,
and
nust
12
fore

I er
be
loon
fore

89-241.
'53-933:
53-662
'53-144:
'53-695:
'53-53e
'53-513
53-0841
759-414
753-2281
-NEEI
753-17t
753-756
753-162
753-695'
753-092
753-315
592-540
lephota
blishei
ation o
'ger I
Socia
nittee
to CIII
hand;

TELY
brew
e whin
ty) witt
Lost it
ie Nev
swers ti

16. HOME FURNISHINGS
RUG, 15 X 18, almost new.
-Call 753.3445
TWO PIECE matching couch
and chair, excellent condition Also 13 inch color t.v.
Call 753-8170.

FOR SALE
Chippendale
Chinese
Sofa, like new. Cost,
$600, will sell for $200.
Call 753-1499 after 5 p.m.
WE HAVE a washer and
dryer with mini basket for
only $7 a week with WAC
Come by today, Goodyear,
,753-0595.

Kelley's Termite
& Pest control
18. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE: used Singer
sewing machine, zig-zag, and
all regular attachments, full
cash price, $39.95, sews
perfect, fully guarenteed.
Call Martha -hopper, 3546521.
19. FARM EQUIP.
CASE MANURE spreader,
PTO Call 489-2637.
CAT DOZER. Gas model,
good operating condition,
$3500. 436-5628
3600 FORD DIESEL, 230
hours,$6200. 436-2552.
100 GALLON CROP sprayer,
3 point hitch, excellent
condition. Call 4374254.
856 INTERMATIONAL with
duals and weights. 706
International with duals. 150
gallon saddle tanks, stainless
steel, with electric controls.
489-2428 or 489.2422
1978 Drill Monitor, Dickey
John, nee-atill in boa, a
bargain,$325.
1977 Chisel Plow, Athens,
almost new,$1,275.
1977 Grain Wagon, Farm
King, excellent condition,
$850.
1976 Cultipacker-mulcher, 16
ft., excellent
1976Disc, Burch, 14 ft- good
rood
condition,$1,350condition,$1,350.
1976 Use Harrow, Bush Hog,
18 ft., excellent condition,
$3,100.
1976 Drill, Ford, 4 row, needs
mMor repair, good buy,
&900.
1976 Plow, LH, 5 furrow, excellent condition,$1,800.
1976 Plow, Ford, 4 furrow,
good condition,$1,000.
1978 Rotary Mower,Bush Hog,
7 ft., good condition,3600.
1975 Cultivator, Thrifty,4-row,
good condition,$550.
1975 Bush & Bag Mac, Rome,
12 ft., ideal for new ground
or roadbuilding,$1,240.
1973 Chevrolet, Grain Truck,
C85, heavy axle, 14 ft. bed,
overhauled 1978, excellent
condition,$7,1775.
1973 Tractor, 114 1068, 1545
hours,
dual
wheels,
overhauled 1476, excellent
condition,$13,900.
Call 753-3720
•
INTERNATIONAL
CLUB
low boy, 60" mower front
mounted blade. Call 753-5500.
NEW HOLLAND hay baler
no. 273, new Holland hay
raker no. 256, Ford mower 8
foot no. 501, Ford hay conditioner, Case hay and corn
elevator, John Deere pasture
dream, Case disk plow, 4
bottom 3 ph., 3 liquid
mineral feeders. 753-5596 or
759-1934.
THREE POINT hitch, plow
disk, one row cultivator, one
row tobacco setter, hogs for
sale and cow and calf. 7591531.
TRACTOR, 245 MASSEY
Ferguson 78 model diesel,
tractor sprayer, 3 point
hitch, Ford lift disk, nearly
new, 8 foot wheel disk 8/
1
2
foot, good Condition, 4,000
tobacco -sticks. Plow 3-12 inch, 6 foot bush hog nearly
new, 2 row cultivator, 800
gallon water tank, 2-53 model
Chevrolet trucks, 2 ton, one
side, approximately 150
gallon diesel fuel, wagon
with sides, red rubber tired
wagon with sides, 2 rubber
tired wagons, 2 row John
Deere. corn drill. Call 753
4120

CONTROLLER
For machinery manufacturing
company in Paris, Tn. with 75 employees, 5.5 million sales. Major
duties and responsibilities include
supervision of all accounting functions, office operations, cost control, banking and financial
relations. Manufacturing experience preferred. Send resume
to P.O. Box 32G.

Pm«

3114

24. MISCELLANEOUS
FOR SALE: Used air con
ditioner,- new and used
window fans, most all types
electric motors, new and
used. Dill's Electric, Also
1973 Cadillac and a camper
top for a Datsun. 753-9104.
1500 GOOD USED red brick,
$25. Call 7530076.
NOW PAYING $3.50 per $1
face for all silver coins dated
up through 1964. More for
large amounts.
1965-69
Kennedy halts,65 cents each.
For pickup call Cooley in
Paris,(901) 642-5118.
PENTAX K1000 camera for
sale. 436-2727.
DUST
SAW
for
sale.
Shoemaker
Lumber Co.,
McKenzie, Tn.(901) 352-5777.
26. TV-RADIO
24 INCH CONSOLE color t.v.
needs work, 520. 753-2820
after S pm
WE HAVE eight 19 inch GE
color portables with color
monitor and light sensor for
$6 a week with WAC Come
by today, Goodyear, 753.0595.
27. MOB.HOME SALES
1972 GAS MOBILE home,
completely furnished, air,
underpinning, very
nice,
$4500. 753-407/ or 753 1877.
MOBILE HOME, anchors,
underpinning, roofs sealed,
patio awnings and aluminum
carports. Call Jack Glover,
753 1873 after 6 pm
12
X
52
HALLMARK
TRAILER, partially furnished, storm windows, air
conditioner, storm straped
and underpinning, good
condition. Call 492-8828
28. MOB.HOME RENTS
THREE BEDROOM trailer,
5 miles east of Murray. call
753-0187

FOR RENT
Trailer, $150 per
th, 2 bedroom.
753-0193 after
5:30.
TWO BEDROOM trailer in
Riveria Courts, 759.4496 after
5 pm
31. WANT TO RENT
WANT TO RENT: 2 or 3
bedroom house. 492-8855.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
bedroom
NEW
TWO
townhouse apartment, all
carpet, range, refrigerator,
washer, disposal,
dish
washer and dryer hookup,.
central heat and air. Call 7537550.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
1
2 bath,
FOUR BEDROOM, 2/
modern home, $225 per
month. Call 753-8333.
NICE THREE bedroom
brick home. Call Robert
Wiggins, 753-4566.
TWO BEDROOM house.
Adults only. Call 489-2637.

FOR RENT
Small two bedroom
house,
unfurnished
cook stove and dishincluded.
washer
$125.00 month and $125
required.
deposit
Located 3'a miles
south 00 121 Hwy. Call
753-4322 after 4 p.m.
36. RENT OR LEASE
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent

753-4758
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
FOR SALE: Horse, !paddle,
and tack included. 767-6547.
GOATS FOR sale, all kinds.
489 2495.
LARGE ROUND bales of
good hay loaded on your
truck Call 247-2889
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
ADORABLE SNOW white
Maltese puppy, male, AKC,
6/
1
2 months old, excellent pet.
Call 753-1336
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KOPPERUD REALTY OFFERS
HOME WARRANTY PLAN
Kopperud Realty located at 711 Main Street, has been
appointed a Broker Member with Guaranteed Homes, Inc. of Lake
Saint Louis, Missouri, according to Bill Kopperud Broker. Through this affiliation they will be able to offer, on homes they list or sell, a one year
limited warranty on certain working equipment such as the heating
system, central air-conditioner, electrical and plumbing systems and fixtures, water heaters and softeners, ductwork and built-in appliances
(oven, range, garbage disposals and dishwashers).
If repair or replacement becomes necessary, as provided for in the
CHI Service Contract, a toll free call to CHI will bring a local repair
specialist. The homeowner would be required to pay only a modest
deductible charge. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-12/2 for all details.

M.PETS-SUPPLIES.

COON HOUNDS for sale
UKC registered Walkers, 7
months old. Call 436-5650.
REGISTERED
COLLIES,
$50 with papers, $25 without.
Registered Toy Fox Terrier,
male,$20. Call 498.8231.
TWO REGISTERED border
Collie puppies, one male and
one female, 12 weeks old, $75
each. 753-4403.
41. PUBLIC SALES
GARAGE SALE! Friday,
March 23, Saturday March
24. Lots of bargains, boys
clothes, size 4-6, ladies 8 10,
miscellaneous. 641 North to
Bucy's Grocery, turn right,
take first road to right,
second house on left.
MOVING SALE! Friday and
Sa$urday, March 23 and 24.
Household goods, furniture,
ladies and mens clothing all
sizes, all top quality items.
7th and Pine,9 AM till dark
43. REAL ESTATE
DO YOUR thing! 3 bedroom
brick setting on 3 beautiful
acres within 5 miles of
Murray. needs your personal touch. Call us to
view...753-1492 or 753-1499.
43 REAL ESTATE
43. REAL ESTATE
Offered by Loretta Jobs
BEAUTIFUL LAJLEVIEW.
Realtors
Nice brick veneer home in
Pine Bluff Shores has living
room, bedroom, bath, utility
room and nice porch on main
level. Large bedroom, family
Southside Court Square
room, kitchen with fangetop
Murray, Kentucky .'
and hood, side by side
refrigerator, dishwasher in
co
753-4451
the lower level. Also extras
such as insulated windows,
50 foot t.v. tower and outside
storage. Call to see at $36,500.
KICK THE HABIT
The Nelson Shroat Co.
Realtors. 759-1707
See how easy it is to

WHAT IS THERE A SHORTAGE
OF TODAY ?
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

_

753-1222

stop the rent habit and
start investing in the
future. See this brand
new home with 3
bedrooms,2 full baths,
lovely kitchen and central heat and air.
House has thermopane
windows and 7 closets
for lots of storage.
Buyer may select carpeting. Priced below
$40,000. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-1222,
thehome Of-courteoua,
competent real estate
service.
GREEN ACRES...adruch of
country living describes this
3 bedroom mobile home
-nestled on a wooded hillside,
30 X 30 shop, 12, 2 acre m1...just listed! Grab the
phone and call 753-1492 or
437-444.6 now! Offered by
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

•.-rg

I

TD-MAJO
REAL ESTATE
7518080

Pro/mutate'Services
With The Friendly Touch"

Professional Nen ices
With The Frtendb, Touch

40 WOODED ACRES
OF
COMPLETE
PRIVACY... Large
--Private Lake, stocked
w/fish. This property
is not far from Hwy.
#94 W. but totally
secluded.
Beautiful
building site, house
recently
burned.
ONLY $25,000. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St
ak

nate

LIVID /a- Wind Iwo
3-4 lilt, 3 WO, Ina Yon.
wilt Get Moat IL Air,
Rrapleas, 2,000 sq. ft. Nog
soma. Wry, cypress dock am
three sides located so hops,
szoolloat MIN 'skitrent lot.
BM for Irsor-Rowed Nyiaa.

OFF WITH THE OLD
& ON WITH THE
NEW . . . Tastefully
decorated 3 Bedrm.
home, shag carpeting,
electric l, living
rm., diva,rm., kitchen Cry/range,
refrigergor, disposal.
2;4 acres, barn, great
for horses. ONLY
$32,900. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.

Ainley Auction II
Realty Sales
CCO, RIMS/ Atiltiv
Auctioneer RealtorAppraiser
Pt, t 901 i479-2906
479-371.3

South Fulton Tenn

45. FARMS FOR SALE
FOR
SALE' 30 acres
productive farmland,
Have Property
practically
all
under
cultivation, located on black
To Sail?
top road Call 492-8502 after 6
John Smith, Realtor
If you've been thinking
PM.
of selling, why not give
46. HOMES FOR SALE
FOUR ROOMS, including
us a call? You'll
bath. First street in Dexter,
receive friendly, cour3rd house on left. Also 1974
teous service and
model Tanum truck, like
new. 753-5618.
professional advice.
FOR SALE by owner: 4
We
have clients
bedroom, 2/
1
2 baths, living
waiting to purchase all
dining, and family room with
S00000
CLOSE
to fireplace. Eat-in kitchen,
types of real estate so
everything! You can walk to study, double garage and
let us match a buyer to
downtown, do your shopping large fenced
yard
1701
and
return to your home in Johnson. 753-1663.
your property. Phone
record time. Highest heat bill
1
2 wooded
KOPPERUD REALTS59.95 this past winter. See HOUSE AND 4/
today! Call 753-1492 or 753- acres, 6 miles east of
Y, 753-1222 anytime.
1499...offered
by
Loretta Murray. $23,000. Call 1502)
We make buying and
639-6421 collect, after 5:30
Jobs Realtors
pm.
selling real estate easy
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath
for you!
brick vanier, carpet and
utility room, located in New
NICELY WOODED five acre
Providence area on 150 X 140
homesites
located
on
lot. Call 753.3231 or 753-5881.
blacktop road near lake. Any
of these attractively priced
THREE BEDROOM, 2 bath,
fenced
yard with patio,
properties can be bought
with a low down payment
storage shed, storm windows
and the balance financed
and doors, central gas heat
and air
New stove and
over an extended period
refrigerator, stainless steel
John C Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 753-0101,
sink, new carpet, newly
753-7531.
decorated inside and out.
nal Services
Pr, t
Priced right for quick sale.
With Ti" 'endly Touch"
Call owner at 753-3347 or 75313 Acres, mostly 0342.
47. MOTORCYCLES
wooded on Highway
1975 HONDA GL 1000. Call
#1384 near Jonathan
753-8019.
Creek. An investment
1975 HONDA CB 360T with
opportunity at just
wind fairing, excellent
condition, 7,000 miles, great
$14,000. For additional
gas mileage, $750. Call 759information call Boyd4908 before 1:30 pm.
Good Neighborhood
Majors Real Estate 1973 HONDA 500, 4 cylinder,
end Neighbors
extra sharp, actual miles,
DO
BUSINESS
$700.
753-30'23.
This beautiful three
WHERE BUSINESS
1977
750 HONDA, LOTS of
bedroom home is
IS BEING DONE. extras, 7,700 miles. 436-2547.
within walking distanBoyd Majors Real
1977 HONDA XR 75, call
ce of a shopping center
after 3:30,753-9207
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
in one of Murray's
1974 NORTON COMMANDO,
low
mileage, completely
finest neighborhoods
loaded Call 492 8899 after 5
Home features 3
pm
bedrooms, 244 baths,
760 T HONDA. Show room
formal dining room,
new. Only 960 miles, $975,
including helmet and straps
'large family room
for hauling Call 753.7765 or
with
fireplace.
see at 1627 Loch Lomond
Situated on a very
Drive.
South 175" at
ca moi.•
large wooded lot with
1975 YAMAHA 650, 5350 759TELEPHONE 7511051
1334.
tasteful landscaping.
49, USED CARS
Plan ahead for spring
neighexcellent
In
1967 BAJA BUG, 5350. 759and eating out on the
1600
borhood
1334
covered patio. Heat
1974 BONNEVILLE PON
Catalina is this three
pump for economical
T I AC, 2 door, excellent
bedroom brick with
condition, low mileage, air
heating and cooling is
living
large
extra
conditioned, one owner. Call
another plus. Priced in
753.4974
room,storm doors and
the $60's. Phone KOP1977 BUICK REGAL, good
carpet,
windows,
PERUD REALTY 753gas mileage. 753-5852 or 753range, refrigerator, 3907.
1222. We are members
1967 BUICK, NEEDS work,
drapes. Priced to sell'
of Multiple Listing.
best offer. 753-9981.
1977 CUTLASS SUPREME
Coupe, 350 motor, power
brakes, power steering,
Pbwer windows, air, cruise,
etc Best offer 753 5859
1970
CUTLASS, GOOD
*PRESCRIPTIONS *HUSH FRUIT DRINKS
mechanical condition. Needs
front cap, 5200. 759-4522 or*
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
489-2236. '
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETJCS
I/71 CHEVY -CAPRICE,
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
good shape, AM-FM, air.
-Call 7517792.
F,,. DAvory oh Prescription Is Chv LW*,
1973 DATSUN 240 Z. gnoci
condition 753-3806

at

ANNINNEN1111

WALLIS DRUG

re

IL USED TRUCKS

N. USED CARS

1972 DATSUN 1200 COUPE.
Excellent condition. 30 plus
During day call 753
mpg
1916 after 5:00 call 753 6331
MAGNUM,
197$ DODGE
loaded with extras, 759.1351
after 5 pm.
197$ DODGE MAGNUM XE,
low mileage, call 753-9022
after 3 pm and ask for Rick
Hall.

'The Gas Savers"

Murray
Datsun, Inc.
604 So. 12th St.
FOR SALE: 1976 Ford LTD,
$2650 Call 492-8745.
1967 FORD GALAX 1E, 47,000
actual
miles, excellent
condition in every way. $550.
759-4522 or 489-2236.
FOR SALE: 1977 Datsun
280Z, like new, with air,
19,000 miles. (615) 232-5135.
after 6 pm.
1976 GRAN TORINO. Phone
492.8424 after 4.30 pm.
1978 JEEP CHEROKEE with
extras, call after 6 pm, 753.
3710.
1974 MUSTANG 3 DOOR, air,
automatic, AM FM tape,
$1900. Call 753 0818 or 751
2414.
MUST SELL! 1974 Ford
Courier with 350 Chevy
motor
and
transmission.
Completely modified. Call
492-8899 after 5 pm.
1974 MONTE CARLO, $2200.
753-8451
1976 OLDS DELTA 88
Royale, 4 door, all power,
air,
AM-FM
stereo,
tapedeck, grey with maroon
vinyl roof, 45,000 miles,
$3595. 753-1499 after 5 pm.
1975 OLDS OMEGA Salon, 8
cylinder, automatic, all
power, air, new tires, one
owner, beautiful condition.
41,000 miles. 759-1149.
1977
OLDS
CUTLASS
Supreme,
factory
air,
wheels, cruise control, power
steering, power brakes, only
15,000 actual miles, $4675.
753.1736.
BON1968
PONTIAC
NEVILLE all power, all for
parts. Call 437-4763.
SACRIFICE! 1968 GTO,
leaving
country,
V8,
automatic, power steering,
power brakes, AM-FM stereo
CB, bucket seats and more,
$650 Call Lorraine, 753-9327.
1969 TWO DOOR, Plymoutil
Valient, runs good, asking
$300. Call 753-2975 or 753-0912.
SO. USED TRUCKS
1976
BLAZER,
4X4,
automatic, power steering
and brakes, tilt, cruise, 350
V8, AM-FM, all possible
options, must sell, $6650. 9245-123.
1971
BRONCO, SPOKE
wheels, new tires, fender
flares, air shocks front and
rear, AM-FM CB radio,
positive traction front and
rear, motor has 40,000 actual
miles, $3300. 753-0521 or 436
2165.
1976 CHEVROLET PICKUP
truck, power steering and
brakes, air, 52,000 mileS,
$2500.753 9507.
1955 CHEVROLET PICKUP
truck, 8 cylinder motor, 3
speed. $325. 753.5563.
1966 CHEVROLET PICKUP,
step side short bed, 6
cylinder,
standard
transmission, $575. Call 489.2440
after 5 PM.
1974 DODGE CUSTOMIZED
van, has 318 automatic with
double power and air, AMFM tape, wheels, and some
custom paint. 53100. Phone 1
354-6217.
1964 FORD PICKUP, $375
759-1334
FOR SALE or trade: 1976
Jeep CJ 5, roll cage, white
spoke wheels, 6 cylinder, 4
speed,$4000. Phone 354-6483.
TRUCK, BOAT, motor and
Chevrolet
trailer.
1960
Apache sort bed pickup,
14 foot V bottom
white
Corsair electrically equipped
aluminum fishing boat with
18 hp Johnson motor Paris
line boat trailer with electric
•
winch Call 753 3983

53. SIR VICES OFFERED

1977 FORD 4 WHEEL drive,
power
steering,
power
brakes, air, AM-FM tape,
$5800 437-4257.
1976 FORD, ECONOLINE
Van Call 753-003.5 and after 5
PM,753 5690
51. CAMPERS
NEW
A NE
FREE!
automatic awning on all
Starcraft travel trailers and
5th Wheels. Sold through
March 31St. White's Camper
Sales located 4 miles east of
Murray on Highway 94. 7530605.
POP-UP CAMPER sleeps 6
adults, needs some work.
Cheap! Call 753-2543. Also
1971 Chevy pickup, needs
repair to bed.
TOPPER FOR long wheel
base truck, 1978 usedtonce.
Roll out windows with
screens. Call 753-0339 after 5
Pm•
$2. BOATS & MOTORS
CHRYSLER
1977
SAILBOAT, 22 foot with 3
sails, galley, and head. Also
a 1977 Chrysler Sailer six
outboard motor. Phone after
5 PM, 1-247-7966.
1977 MODEL SEA Nymph
-bass boat, 75 hp Johnson
motor, 24 volt foot control
Silvertroll trolling motor, a
Lawarence high speed depth
finder. Call 753-0839 or 7535287 or see at Black's
Decorating Center, 701 S 4th
Street.
53. SERVICES OFFERED
ADDITIONS,
EN.
CLOSUIIES,
fireplaces,
garages,- home building,
insurance work, new baths
and kitchens, restorations
Murray Remodeling, 7535167.
APPLIANCE REPAIR. All
makes
and
models.
Refrigerator and air conditioning.
All
work
guarenteed. Call 753-0762
anytime.
'‘13YARS BROTHERS & SonOeneral home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1.
395-4967 or 1-362.4895.
BACKHOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706.
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care 489-2774.
CAN'T GET those small irks'
around the house or mobile
home done? Carpentry,
painting,
plumbing,
aluminum siding, patios,
small concrete lobs. Call 4362562 after 5 pm.
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates,
satisfied
references, V ibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827.
COMPLETE
ASPHALT
maintenance paving, patching, also seal coating. Call
753-7148 or 753-9043. Located
at Murray speedway, Highway 641 Not Murray.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,
steps, free estimates. 7535476.
DO YOU nedd stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve shaw
753.949(1 or Bob Kemp, 4354343.

FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Soars 753 2310 for
your
free estimates for
needs
GUTTERING
BY
Sears,
Sears continous gutters
your
installed
per
specifications. Call Sears
7S3 2310 for free estimates
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills
Call Sears, 753-2310, for tree
estimates.
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
patching, also seal coating.
Phone 436-2573.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753.7203.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White, 753.0605.
LANDSCAPING AND lawn
care, by the job or contract
for the entire season. Call
436-5570 after 5 pm. Free
estimates.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP.
PING, driveways and smell
lobs a speciality, also patching and seal coating. 7531537

Larry's
Clean-Up
& Body Shop
T63-7601
NEED FIREWOOD' Order
now all oak- 52541". Call
John Boyer at 753-8536
OUTSIDE
AND
inside
painting, deck and pation
construction
and
home
repairs. Call 436-5570 after 5
pm. Free estimates.
PLUMBING AND heating
and household appliances
repaired, 24 hour service,
call 382-2442 days or nights or
382.2791 days.
PROFESSIONAL
SHEET
rock finishing and small
carpenter jobs. Call 35441545.
ROOFING,
EXCELLENT
references,
call
753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelia.
SHOPPING CENTER next
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753.3018
after 5 pm.
WET
BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaranteed Call or write-Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day or night, 1.
442-7026.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling arountd the
home. 753-2211.
WILL DO hauling of all
kinds. Call 753-4120.
WILL MOW yards. Call 7539210.
56. FREE COLUMN
HALF GERMAN Shepherd
and half collie, one male, 2
female puppies. Are all
paper trained. Call 753-06011.
57. WANTED
SOMEONE
TO
plow
backyard for garden. Call
753-2820 after 5 pm
WANTED: HELP for occassional yard and garden
work 753-4607.

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SNOP
WI Walnut Strt.,

NEW OFFICE HOURS

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30615:00

Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon

POICI SHAVE $1.25
For hospital a hew coils Mosso all 753-3685 sal gag In 81venal. Notary Milk Sonrice.

Pela HAIR CUT SLSO

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984
Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 14. Also barn style, offices, cottages, mobikr home ad-ons, and patios, or U'
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60 Buy the best for less.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

12 Floor Plans To Choose From
Bank Financing Available
Just moved into our new building (same location). YOUR I
STOP CAMPING CENTER! Complete line of parts and accessories. See us for those hard to find items. Full repair and
service department now open.

White's Camper Sales
Ftt. 3, Box 118, Highway 94 East
Murray,Kentucky 42071
ERNST & VIRGINIA WHITE .
Owners &Operators

_

Phone
502)753-0605
WITH 1119111CMAFT YOU'Vt GOT A 0000THING GOING.

-44444;4:
7.--44w--

-

ewe
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Discount Stores

LADIES' CLUTCH SECRETARY
• Durable vinyl construction • Assorted colors and styles
• Has pockets for change, checkbook, and credit cards
Regular 3.47

Wneie
Ou04414,44,4s
Lill

LADIES' HALF
SIZE DRESSES
"Easy to be me"
PANTIES AND HOSE IN ONE.
• AlLytitb air-knit panties tbat breathe for cool comfort_
FROM

1341

LADIES' HANDBAGS •

• We have many denier and
polysheer prints to choose from

• Assorted colors and styles • Durable vinyl construction
• All have built in organizers

3
4 and long sleeves
• Dolman /
• Sized .16n to 24?

Value 1444 to 16.94 597

WNW
Guanine*
Lest

AS SEEN ON
m.
Au
63,2

TV

if

LADIES' JUNIOR DRESSES

LADIES ACETATE BRIEFS

• Select from new denier polyester and polysheer prints
• Sizes 5-13 • Wing and
sleeves

• 3 pair to a package • White and colors
• Sizes 5, 6, 7. 8, 9. 10
Wnee
Quantities
Last

147
per package
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stylish dresses
from our
big selection
for ladies
and girls.
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LADIES' MISSES DRESSES
LADIES' LONG ROBES
• 100% visa polyester • S-M-L • Assorted colors
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• We have a wide variety of denier and polysheer prints foi
your spring wardrobe
• Sizes 10-18• Short, v2. and /
3
4 sleeves
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GIRLS' DRESSES
We have a beautiful selection of spring color and styles
4-6X only
7-14 only
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We Help You StayAhead.
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